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Using the Learning to Read methodology as an intervention, the study explores the phenomenon of the 
teaching of reading in a poor rural South African primary school. It examines the centrality of reading 
in the overall improvement of academic performance of learners across the curriculum. The study 
foregrounds as its theoretical and conceptual framework Bernstein’s, Vygotsky’s and Halliday’s 
theories that collectively inform the Learning to Read methodology to conceptualise the study, 
generate data and theorise the research findings. The Mixed Methods approach as a research 
methodology, Embedded Design as a research design, classroom observation, semi-structured 
interviews and documentary evidence collectively are used to generate data. Research findings reveal 
that there are fundamental assumptions that underpin teachers’ practices regarding the teaching of 
reading. Such assumptions tend to impact negatively on the academic performance of learners and/or 
produce positive outcomes for them. Thus, the attitudes, practices and perceptions (“understandings”) 
of practitioners on reading instruction as a phenomenon reflected in the kind of academic 
achievements of learners before, during and after the intervention are a major contribution to the field 
of language education. Crucially, the study reveals that the teaching of reading contributes 
significantly towards the improvement of learner academic performance when practiced across the 
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disadvantaged! South! African! primary! school.! Employing! a! curriculum!
intervention!at!this!school,!it!seeks!to!interrogate!implications!of!the!pedagogical!
practices! adopted! by! teachers!when! teaching! reading,! and! how! such! practices!
impact! on! the!overall! academic!performance!of! learners! in! the! subjects! taught!
across!the!curriculum!in!Grades!3!and!6.!It!is!important!to!note!at!the!outset!that,!
for! the! purposes! of! this! study,! various! subjects! taught! at! schools! are!
encapsulated!under! two!broad!categories,!namely!Literacy!and!Numeracy.!This!
subject! classification! is! the! benchmark! in! most! international! and! local!
assessments! to!determine! the!performance!of! learners.! It! is! envisaged! that! the!




Trajectories’! as! a! distinct! metaphor! to! theorise! and! interpret! numerical! data!
regarding! the!performance!of! learners.!According! to! the! South!African!Concise!
Oxford! Dictionary! (2002,! p.! 1245),! a! “trampoline”! is! “a! strong! fabric! sheet!
connected!by!strings!to!a!frame,!used!as!a!springboard!and!landing!area!in!doing!
acrobatic! and! gymnastic! exercises”.! ! It! further! defines! the! word! “trajectory”! T!
used!mostly!in!Geometry!T!as!“a!curve!or!surface!cutting!a!family!of!curves!at!a!
constant! angle”! (2002,! p.! 1245).! Therefore,! “trampoline! trajectories”! as! a!
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metaphor! in! this! study! is! conceived! as! the! imaginary! lines! “cutting! a! family! of!
curves! at! a! constant! angle”! as! one! ‘jumps! up! and! down’! in! “acrobatic! and!








Literacy! and! Numeracy,! both! in! South! African! schools! and! internationally!
(SavilleTTroike,! 1984;! Wells,! 1986;! Pretorius,! 2002a;! Ribbens,! 2008).! The!
trajectory!of!these!results!points!to!some!serious!deficiencies,!necessitating!the!
adoption! of! literacy! interventions! in! schools! in! many! education! systems! and!
calling!for!concerted!efforts!by!researchers!to!diagnose!these!untenable!trends1.!
Ribbens!(2008,!p.!106)!writes:!
Poor! levels! of! academic! literacy! are! a!matter! of! concern! and!
reading! intervention! campaigns! have! been! put! in! place,! not!
only!locally,!but!also!in!America!and!the!United!Kingdom.!The!
front! page! of!The$San$Fransisco$Chronicle! of! 16! August! 2006!
reads:! ‘Fewer! than! half! of! California’s! students! can! read! or!
calculate! at! grade! level!nearly! a!decade!after! the! state!began!
its! topTtoTbottom! overhaul! of! public! education! …’! In! Britain,!
too,!because!of!the!poor!performance!of!pupils,!2008!has!been!
declared! ‘National!Year!of!Reading’.! In!South!Africa!decisions!
to! tackle! the! problem! afresh! were! taken! before! the!
announcement! of! the! results! in! late! November! 2007! of! the$
Progress$in$International$Reading$Literacy$Study!(PIRLS).$




uneasiness! in! the! international! community.! That! students! cannot! “read! and!
calculate! at! grade! appropriate! level”! speaks! directly! to! these! deficiencies! in!
Literacy! and! Numeracy.! Within! South! Africa! (SA),! this! state! of! affairs! has!
resulted!in!the!proliferation!of!research!that!interrogates!the!reciprocal!causality!
of! poor! academic! performance! of! South! African! learners! in! Literacy! and!
Numeracy! and! their! reading! illiteracy! (or! poor! reading! habits)! (Moloi! and!
Strauss,! 2005;! Howie,! Venter,! van! Staden,! Zimmerman,! Long,! Scherman! and!
Archer,! 2007;! Pretorius! and! Mampuru,! 2007;! Sailors,! Hoffman! and! Matthee,!
2007;!Fleish,!2008).!South!Africa’s!participation!in!various!international!studies!
such!as!SACMEQ2,!PIRLS,!and!TIMSS3,!as!well!as!other!local!studies,!for!example,!
Systemic!Evaluation! (SE4)!and! the!Annual!National!Assessments! (ANA5),!which!
track! learnerTperformance! in! Literacy! and! Numeracy,! have! also! assisted! in!
yielding! data! to! illuminate! these! unflattering! trajectories.! Most! of! these!




Between! 1998! and! 2001! quantitative! assessment! of! the!
reading! abilities! of! undergraduate! students!was! taken! at! the!
University! of! South! Africa! (Unisa),! and! the! relationship!














examinationined.! The! findings! consistently! revealed! a! robust!
relationship! between! the! ability! to! comprehend! expository!
texts!and!academic!performance!(Pretorius,!2005,!p.790).!
While! the!above!applies! to!a! tertiary!environment,! a!number!of! studies! (Hugo,!
2010;! Pretorius! and! Machet,! 2004a;! Howie,! 2008;! Nassimbeni! and! Desmond,!
2011;!van!Staden,!2011;!Lemmer!and!Manyike,!2012;!Pretorius!and!Mampuru,!
2007)! corroborate! the! findings! raised!above!as!a! systemTwide!problem!–! from!
primary!school!through!to!university.!It!is!findings!such!as!in!these!studies!that!





suggests! that:! “Research! needs! to! be! done! in! South! African! schools! to! advise!
individual!schools!on!their! language!policy!and!the! teaching!of!reading”!(Hugo,!
2010,!p.133).!!For!Hugo!(2010),!“The!findings!of!this!research!can!also!be!used!to!





(2005);! Christie! (2005)! and! Howie! (2008)! for! example,! interrogate! the! socioT
educational,! sociocultural! and! socioeconomic! contexts! of! learners’! literacy!
accomplishments! to!make! certain! determinations! about! this! centrality.! Others!




South! Africa”! (Nassimbeni! and! Desmond,! 2011);! they! examine! the! teaching!
practices!of!teachers!in!relation!to!learners!struggling!with!reading!(van!Staden,!
2011);!and,!more!importantly,!some!researchers!investigate!how!the!teaching!of!
reading! impacts! on! the! second! language! speakers! who! reside! in! rural,!
disadvantaged! areas! (Lemmer! and! Manyike,! 2012)! or! povertyTstricken!
communities!in!general!(Pretorius!and!Mampuru,!2007).!As!demonstrated!in!the!
choice!of!the!title!in!this!study,!all!these!elements!are!examined!with!the!focus!on!





To! understand! the! phenomenon! under! study,! it! is! critical! to! deconstruct! and!
isolate! key! concepts! in! the! topic! of! this! study.! To! that! end,! concepts! such! as!
‘reading’,! ‘the!teaching!of!reading’!and! ‘rurality’!will!be!scrutinized.!In!doing!so,!
fundamental! questions! are! addressed,! for! example,! ‘Who! is! supposed! to! teach!
reading?’!as!well!as! ‘How!is!reading!taught?’!In!the!process,!and!emerging!from!
this!deconstruction,! clues!will!be!provided! for!pertinent! issues! to!be!expanded!
upon!later!in!the!thesis,!concerning!why!learners!achieve!the!outcomes!they!do!
in!Literacy!and!Numeracy.!These!are!speculative!questions,!but!they!nonetheless!
remain! fundamental! in!shaping! the! focus!of! the! inquiry!and!placing! issues! into!
perspective.!
!
Dechant! (2006)! views! reading! as! a! process! which! is! complete! only! when!
comprehension!is!attained.!Kelly!(2007)!defines!reading!as!an!active!process!in!
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the! key! to! success! in! life.! For! the! purposes! of! this! study! however,! it! is! Eskey!
(2002)! who! provides! a! concise! and! comprehensive! definition:! reading! is!
“acquiring!information!from!a!written!or!printed!text!and!relating!it!to!what!you!
already!know!to!construct!a!meaning!for!the!text!as!a!whole”!(Eskey,!2002,!p.6).!
It! is! also! a! form!of! sociocultural! practice!where! one! is! “being! enculturated! (to!
one’s! own! culture)! or! acculturated! (to! someone! else’s! culture)! in! a! kind! of!
apprenticeship”! (Eskey,! 2002,! p.7).! Eskey! (2002)! suggests! that! “reading! thus!
becomes!engaging! in! reading!behaviour!with! the!help!of! those!who!already!do!
so,!and,!especially!in!EFL!situations,!it!is!usually!the!teacher!who!must!play!this!
role,! who!must! transform! his! or! her! classroom! into! a!…! literary! club”! (Eskey,!
2002,!p.7).!As!clearly!enunciated!in!this!scholarship,!reading!is!not!only!about!an!
endTresult! –! an! acquisition! of! information! from! a! text! –! but! it! is! a! complex!
combination! of! “psycholinguistic”,! “sociocultural”! and! behavioural! processes.!
Hugo!(2010)!also!echoes!a!similar!sentiment!that!“reading!is!not!only!a!cognitive!
process;! the! affective! domain! also! plays! a! role! in! reading! acquisition”! (Hugo,!
2010,!142).!Therefore!a!simplistic!answer!to!the!question!‘How!reading!is!taught’!





Hence,!who! should! teach! reading! at! school?! In! their! “Teaching!Reading! across!
the!curriculum",!Yusuf!and!Enesi!(2011,!p.!1583),!contend!that:!!!
…teaching! reading! is! an! integral! part! of! all! content! areas.!
Every! teacher! must! be! a! reading! teacher…Many! teachers,!
especially!those!in!the!primary!and!secondary!setting,!feel!that!
it! is! someone! else’s! job! to! teach! pupils! to! read! facts.! It! is! a!
shared!responsibility!that!every!teacher!should!know!enough!











subjects,! is! grossly! flawed.! All! content! areas,! they! rightly! argue,! have! specific!
genres! and! content! knowledge! that! need! to! be! read! and! written! in! subjectT
specific!ways,!informed!by!their!own!orientations.!Thus,!restricting!the!teaching!
of! reading! to! the! ‘realms’! of! language! teaching! is! inhibitive! and!
counterproductive.! Learners! may! never! be! able! meaningfully! to! ‘read’!
geographical!maps,!or!mathematical!instructions,!or!even!scientific!experiments,!
which! are! all! distinct! genres! outside! the! ambit! or! competency! of! a! language!
teacher.!Chall,!Jacobs,!and!Baldwin!(1990)!make!a!somewhat!similar!point.!!They!
argue!that!if!reading!abilities!are!not!acquired!through!the!middle!school!years,!
there! are! severe! consequences.! For! Chall,! Jacobs! and! Baldwin! (1990,! p.! 14),!!
“reading!science!and!social! studies! texts!become!an!almost! impossible! task! for!
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students! who! cannot! read! [at! this]! level”.! They! are,! however,! nonTcommittal!
regarding!who! takes! the! responsibility! of! teaching! reading.$For! this! study,! the!
teaching! of! reading! should! transcend! the! scope! of! languages! and! extend! to!
content! subjects.! Anything! less! diminishes! academic! excellence! as! even! the!
remotest!option.!Having!said!that,!the!pervasive!inclination!by!teachers!generally!
to!relegate!the!teaching!of!reading!to!the!teachers!of!languages!is!plausible!and!
not!without!substance:!not!only! is! the! teaching!of! reading!a! linguistic! function,!
but! also,! there! is! a! tricky! proximity! between! the! teaching! of! reading! and! the!
teaching! of! literacy! (often!misconstrued! as! synonymous),! and! some! literature!
fails!to!explicate!the!subtle!distinctions!between!the!two!(Williams,!1986;!Elley,!
1996;!Cambourne,!2002;!Nuefeld,!2006).!Furthermore,!because!of! the! focus!on!




2008).! It! is! in!the!context!of!such!debates!that!this!study!explores!the!role!that!
the!teaching!of!reading!plays!in!learnerTacademic!performance!in!Grades!3!and!6!
within! a! primary! school! located! in! an! impoverished,! economically! and!
educationally!disadvantaged!rural!context!in!South!Africa.!Macalister’s!(2011,!p.!
161)!study,!conducted!within!an! international,! ‘first!world’!context,! relates!one!
of!the!most!common!features!of!classroom!practice:!!
…! the! teacher! enters! the! room! and! announces! a! reading!
lesson.!She!begins!by!preTteaching!a!number!of!difficult!words!
specific!to!the!text,!then!tells!the!students!to!read!the!text!and!
answer! the!questions! that! follow.!When! they!have!done! this,!
the!students!exchange!books!and!mark!each!other’s!work.!The!
teacher! calls!on! students! to! read!out! their!answers,! and!says!
whether! the! answers! are! right! or! wrong.! Thus,! teacher! and!
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process!where!a! teacher!works!with!small!amounts!of! texts! in!class! to!support!
learners! in! making! sense! of! texts! they! may! not! be! able! to! do! successfully! by!
themselves! (the! opposite! of! ‘extensive! reading’!where! a! teacher! assigns!whole!
texts!to!be!read!outside!of!class!or!in!a!library!setting).!These!are!the!two!most!
common! forms!of! reading! to!which! teachers! expose! their! learners! (Macalister,!
2011;! Eskey,! 2002).! There! are! no! major! controversies! regarding! ‘extensive!
reading’.! Conscientious! teachers! are! happy! to! provide! learners! with!
opportunities! to! read! independently! and,! as! indicated,! it! does! not! need! to!
happen!within!the!classroom!environment.!Within!‘intensive!reading’,!however,!
where! there! are! nuanced! views.! While! there! is! a! general! consensus! that!
‘intensive! reading’! has! an! important! place! in! pedagogy,! there! is! “a! criticism!of!
this!type!of!intensive!reading!activity![such!as!the!one!recounted!above]!with!its!
skewed!reliance!on!comprehension!questions![and!also]! that! it!does!not! in! fact!
teach!reading”!(Macalister,!2011,!p.!161).!Others!are!even!more!scathing!in!their!
criticism,! suggesting! that! “using! a! text! does! not! necessarily! equal! teaching!









In! order! to! teach! learners! how! to! read,! there! needs! to! be! a!
focus!on!developing!skills!and!strategies!that!will!assist!future!
reading;! recognizing!conjunction!relationships!such!as!causeT
effect,! guessing! the! meaning! of! unfamiliar! words! from! their!
content,! and! predicting! likely! content! are! examples! of! such!
foci.! If! the! learners!are!practicing!reading,!on!the!other!hand,!
such!foci!are!absent.!!
!
Macalister’s! (2011)!main! argument,! it!may! be! argued,! is! that! teaching! reading!













Such!a! formula! is!meant! to!guide! teachers! in! the!preparation!of! readingTbased!
lessons! as! part! of! teaching! ‘intensive! reading’.! This! is! crucial! because,! as! a!
general! rule,! we! learn! from! independent! reading! (Rose,! 2004).! In! this! regard,!




Yet! even! in! the! upper! primary! curriculum,! skills! in! learning!
from! reading! are! rarely! taught! explicitly.! Rather,! the! overt!
upper!primary!curriculum!tends!to!focus!on!content!‘themes’,!
using! a! variety! of! class! and! individual! activities! which!
implicitly! support! primary! students! to! continually! practice!
learning! from! reading,! and! to! reproduce! what! they! have!
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learned! as! written! and! oral! performances.! Student! who!
benefit! most! from! the! underlying! literacy! development!
functions!of!these!activities!are!those!who!are!already!able!to!
read!independently!with!comprehension!and!accuracy,!and!to!







Rose’s! (2004)!argument! is! that! teacher!activities!during! ‘intensive! reading’!are!
buildingTblocks! for!when! the! learner! embarks! on! ‘extensive! reading’.! Thus! the!
notion! that! teachers! may! simply! ask! learners! to! read! and! then! ask! them!
questions!afterwards,!as!in!the!scenario!above,!sidelines!those!learners!who!have!
not! developed! sufficient! tools! to! learn! from! independent! reading.! ‘Intensive!
reading’!provides!an!opportunity!to!teach!the!reading!skill!“explicitly”.!This!point!
is!further!reinforced!in!Eskey’s!(2002,!p.!8)!argument!that:!!
Most! teachers!take!the!process! for!granted!and!go!directly! to!





The!other! critical! issue! is! the!distinction!between! teaching! reading!and! testing!
reading.! It! is!often!easy!for!teachers!to!assume!they!are!teaching!reading!when!
all!they!are!doing,!in!fact,!is!testing!reading!and!not!teaching!it,!barely!helping!a!
sizable!number!of! learners! in! the!process.!As! a! skill,! reading!needs!harnessing!
and!requires!certain!strategies.!Day!(1993)!and!Anderson!(1999)!provide!useful!
discussions!on!strategies!that!teachers!may!implement!to!teach!reading!without!
resorting! to! mere! testing.! However,! this! study! will! explore! mainly! those!
strategies! employed! by! Rose! (2005)! to! teach! reading! in! his! methodology,!
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Reading$ to$ Learn,$which! is! discussed! in! more! detail! in! Chapter! 2.! The! critical!
issue! at! this! point! is! the! significance! of! the! awareness! the! teachers! (and! by!
extension,! learners)! ought! to! have! about! the! metaTlanguage! of! texts! in! the!
reading!process.!Eskey! (2002,!p.!9),!on! the!other!hand,!explains! the!essence!of!
the! teaching! of! reading!with!what! is! conceivably! the! simplest! answer:! “People!
learn! to! read! and! to! read! better,! by! reading”.! Eskey! (2002,! p.! 9)! adopts! a!
‘fundamentalist’!approach!when!he!declares:!!
No!one!can!teach!someone!else!to!read:!The!process!is!largely!
invisible! and! thus! cannot! be! demonstrated,! and! it! mainly!
occurs!at!the!subconscious!level!and!thus!cannot!be!explained!
in! any! way! that! a! reader! could! make! conscious! use! of.!





Contrary! to! Macalister! (2011)! who! disputes! the! equivalence! of! teaching! and!
practicing!reading,!and!to!a!lesser!extent,!Rose!(2004),!who!agitates!for!explicit!
teaching!of!reading!skills!(although!not!opposed!to!quantity!reading!activities),!
Eskey! (2002)!opts! the!promotion!of!practice!as! the!most! effective!way! to!help!
learners!master!reading.!While!his!notion!that!“No!one!can!teach!someone!else!to!
read”!may!be!a!philosophical!argument,!and!may!even!ring!true!at!that!level,!it!is!
difficult! to! sustain! this! in! a! pedagogic! context! where,! for! example,! a! Grade! 1!
teacher! is! able! to! teach! basic! reading! skills! using! a! flashcard! or! use! any! other!
means! to! teach! a! learner! how! to! ‘read’! a! vowel,! consonant,! word! or! short!
sentence.! His! key! argument! nonetheless! is! that,! primarily,! the! teacher’s!major!
preoccupation! ought! to! be! the! introduction! of! learners! to! appropriate! texts! –!
“texts!that!are!at!the!right!level!linguistically!and!are!interesting!and!relevant!to!
their!needs!–!and! to! induce! them! to! read!such! texts! in!quantity”! (Eskey,!2002,!
p.9).!Secondly,!he!posits!that:!“the!reading!teacher!must!teach!productive!reading!
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strategies,! both! for! bottomT!up!processing! (e.g.! reading! at! a! reasonable! rate!…!
and! reading!without! stopping! to! look!up!words! in! the!dictionary)! and! for! topT
down!processing!(for!example,!skimming!a!text!before!reading!and!formulating!
specific!questions!that!the!text!might!be!expected!to!answer)”!(Eskey,!2002,!p.!9).!
Notably,! there! are! consistent! patterns! of! similarities! in! focus! between!
Macalister’s! (2011)! and! Eskey’s! (2002)! strategies,! and! Rose’s! (2005)!
methodology,! despite! their! obvious! differences.! There! have! been! many! other!
strategies!on!the!teaching!of!reading!introduced!over!the!last!few!decades.!Two!
major! theories! (or! perspectives)! on! the! teaching! of! reading! are! discussed! in!
chapter! 2,! namely! the! Immersion!Theory! and! the!Direct! Instruction!Approach.!
There!is,!furthermore,!a!great!deal!of!research!conducted!on!the!effectiveness!of!
the!Sheltered! Instruction!Observation!Protocol! (SIOP)!model!and! the!Cognitive!
Academic!Language!Learning!Approach!(CALLA)!(Herrera!&!Murray,!2005),!both!
of! which! do! not! form! part! of! the! scope! of! this! research.! ! They! are,! however,!
themselves! reading! strategies.! The! same! applies! to! Bolos! (2012),! who! also!
discusses! three! strategies! to! teach! reading! and! locates! them! in! the! middle!






as! the! teaching! of! reading.! Teachers! ought! to! be! clear! on! their! role! in! the!









feature! in! this! study,! a!methodology! to! probe! all! of! the! issues! that! have! been!
raised! thus! far.!And,! as! stated!earlier,! the!proposed!methodology! is!Reading$to$






Briefly,! Rose’s! (2005)! methodology! is! premised! on! active! engagement! with!
reading! through! the! use! of! the! scaffolding! interaction! cycle! whilst! teaching!
content!(and/or!genres)! in! the!classroom.! It!places! the!teacher!at! the!centre!of!
the! teaching! and! learning! reading! processes! and,! at! the! same! time,! providing!
learners! with! a! ‘scaffold’! to! learn! further.! As! a! further! explication! of! the!
methodology! in! chapter! 2! will! demonstrate,! learners! who! learn! through! this!
methodology!are!given!a!much!better!opportunity!to!achieve!a!higher!trajectory!
of!results,!compared!to!learners!who!are!taught!using!the!mundane!methods!of!
instruction! (Rose,!2005).!The!assumption! is! that! reading! literacy,! in!particular,!
decoding!and!comprehension,!and!the!frequency!of!exposure!to!reading!texts!by!
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an! actively! involved! ‘knowledgeable! other’,! as! an! indispensable! and! necessary!
introduction,!are!a!precursor!and!predictor!of!excellent!academic!performance.!
Such!a!hybrid!model!militates!against!redundant!approaches!to!reading,!or!even!
a! poor! emphasis! on! reading! at! primary! school! level,! which! is! something! that!
stands! out! consistently! as! a! major! antithesis! to! the! objective! of! academic!
excellence.! Rose’s! (2005)! methodology! promises! to! draw! on! the! strengths! of!
other! approaches,! and! simultaneously! deal!with! the! issue! of! socioTeducational!





South! African! learnerTpopulation! attends! schools! in! communitiesTinTdistress,!
and!mostly!schools!in!poor!rural!areas.!Learners!in!wellTresourced!schools!tend!
to! attain! higher! literacy! levels! than! learners! from! high! poverty! schools! (Elley,!
1994;!Allington,!2002).!The!trajectory!of!performance!of!a!school!(or!learners!in!




The! issue! of! teaching! reading! in! the! rural! primary! school! milieu! and! its!
implications! for! learner! academic! accomplishments! is! a! pivotal! theme! in! this!
study.! It! brings! into! sharp! focus! the! plight! of! “rurality”! in! this! discussion.!!
According! to! the!Human!Science!Research!Council! (HSRC,!2005),! learners!who!
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are! based! in! rural! areas! in! South! Africa! account! for! almost! half! of! the! entire!
learner! population! of! the! country.! They! further! state! that! rural! schools! are!
poorly!resourced,!located!in!isolated!areas!with!high!poverty!levels,!disease!and!
unemployment! (HSRC,!2005,!p.!38).!Compounding! the!problem! is! the! fact! that,!
for! the! majority! of! these! schools,! learning! instruction! is! conducted! mainly! in!
English! –! the! Language! of! Learning! and! Teaching! (LoLT)! –! particularly! in! the!
Intermediate!Phase,!to!which!“parents,!teachers!and!learners!in!rural!areas!lack!
sufficient! exposure”! (Chimbutane,! 2011,! p.! 18).! The! concept! of! rurality,! as!
viewed!in!this!study,!is!explored!in!greater!detail!in!Chapter!3!(p.!64).!The!study!
argues! that! teaching! and! learning! reading! in! this! environment! is! a! double!
disadvantage.!It!is!not!surprising!that!a!general!consensus!among!scholars!is!that!
the! single!most! ‘culpable’! contributor! to! the! problem! of! underperformance! in!
schools!is!a!cohort!of!learners!from!disadvantaged!communities,!especially!those!
located! in!rural! schools!and,! to!a! lesser!extent,! township!schools! (Lemmer!and!
Manyike,! 2012;! Stockard,! 2011;! Pretorius! and! Machet,! 2004;! Pretorius! and!
Ribbens,! 2005).! This! is! largely! due! to! the! socioTeconomic,! socioTcognitive! and!




intervention,! the! study!hopes! to! explain!how! teachers!understand! the! role! the!
teaching!of!reading!plays!in!the!academic!performance!of!learners!in!Grade!3!and!
6!in!a!rural!primary!school.!It!further!hopes!to!utilize!the!intervention!to!confirm!




During! the! writing! of! this! thesis,! the! National! Development! Plan! (NDP)! was!
adopted! as! the! government’s! inaugural! longTterm! plan! in! twenty! years! of!
democracy.!It!can!be!described!as!a!creditable!effort!(albeit!longToverdue)!by!the!
democratic! government! in! a! bid! to! address! the! challenges! of! gross!




National! Planning! Commission! (NPC)! is! quickly! becoming! a!
roadmap! for! South! African! progress,! being! acknowledged! as!
authoritative! by! government,! business,! academia! and! the!
public! at! large.! The! document! is! both! explicit! and!
comprehensive,!giving!equal! treatment! to! the!reasons! for! the!
country’s! underperformance! and! the! proposed!way! forward.!
One! area! which! receives! considerable! attention! is! that! of!
education.! The! report! stresses! the! links! between! education,!
opportunities! and! employment,! with! particular! emphasis! on!
the!notion!of!building!capabilities.!!
This! is! an! unambiguous! demonstration! of! the! government’s! resolve! to! turn!
matters!around!because!it!is!unjustifiable!that!the!bulk!of!society!continues!to!be!





earnings! potential! and! career! mobility! of! those! who! do! get!
jobs! –! and! limits! the! potential! dynamism! of! South! African!
business!(NPC,!2012,!p.!38).!
Simply! stated,! the!NDP! attaches! responsibility! (and! complicity)! for! the! lack! of!
economic! prospects! among! the! poor! squarely! on! the! education! system! of! the!
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country,! and! the! teaching! of! reading! in! schools! (or! lack! of! it)! is! a! small,! but!
crucial,! part! of! that! complicity.! Without! being! preTemptive,! explicit,!
unambiguous! and! coherent! policy! positions! on! the! teaching! of! reading! as! a!
strategic! focus! of! the! National! Department! of! Basic! Education! (DoBE)! is! an!
urgent!matter!in!this!new!dispensation!and!may!no!longer!be!held!in!abeyance.!
As! long! as! the! trajectories! of! educational! results! are! still! skewed! in! favour! of!
children!from!advantaged!and!mostly!white!and!middleTclass!backgrounds,!this!
will!remain!a!challenge.!Apart!from!highlighting!and!providing!details!about!the!
institutional! and! systemic! factors! that! prevent! progress! in! South! African!
schooling!system,!the!NDP!actually!elevates!“improving!the!quality!of!education,!
skills! and! innovation”! (NPC,!2012,!p.! 295)! as!one!of! the! three!key!priorities!of!
government! towards! achieving! the! goals! of! redress! as! envisaged! in! the! NDP!
itself.! This,! it! is! hoped,!will! go! a! long!way! towards! eradicating! the! stigma! that!
South! Africa! is! a! perennial! underachiever! compared! to! her! fellow! low! and!
middleTincome! counterparts,! particularly! those! who! participate! in! the!
international! assessments! on! Literacy! and! Numeracy.! A! similar! sentiment! is!
echoed!in!the!Spaull!(2013,!p.!10)!report:!
As!far!as!educational!outcomes!go,!South!Africa!has!the!worst!
education! system! of! all! middleTincome! countries! that!
participate! in! crossTnational! assessments! of! educational!





a! prototype! of! policy! implementation! in! the! form! of! the! study’s! curriculum!
intervention!on!the!teaching!of!reading!–!the!Reading$to$Learn!Methodology.!This!
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is! discussed! in! detail! in! chapter! 4.! Such! an! intervention! is! necessary! and! the!
Spaull!(2013,!p.!10)!report!confirms!and!states!quite!unequivocally!that:!!
While! there! have! been! some! recent! improvements! in! pupil!
outcomes,! as!well! as! some! important! policy! innovations,! the!
picture! that! emerges! time! and! again! is! both! dire! and!
consistent:! however! one! chooses! to! measure! learner!
performance,!and!at!whichever!grade!one!chooses!to!test,!the!
vast!majority! of! South! African! pupils! are! significantly! below!
where! they! should! be! in! terms! of! the! curriculum,! and!more!
generally,! have! not! reached! a! host! of! normal! numeracy! and!
literacy!milestones.!As! it! stands,! the! South!African! education!
system! is! grossly! inefficient,! severely! underperforming! and!
egregiously!unfair.!!!
To! further!validate! this!notion,! the!2001!Audit! conducted!by! the!South!African!
National!Department!of!Education!(DoE,!2001)!on!Literacy!levels!among!Grade!3!
learners! in! the! country! revealed! that! only! 38%! of! learners! could! read! at!
appropriate! Grade! level! in! what! is! called! Home! Language! (HL).! This! gloomy!
picture!is!further!substantiated!in!the!Spaull!(2013,!p.3T4)!report.!It!exposes,!for!
example,! the! disproportionately! high! prevalence! of! underachievement! among!
learners! in!the!ANAs!despite!South!Africa’s!economic!powerhouse!status! in!the!
region;! with! a! per$ capita! expenditure! on! education! much! higher! than! most!
African!states.!Credible!research!findings!on!learnerTperformance!in!South!Africa!
also!show!a!grim!portrayal!of!learnerTperformance!in!the!SACMEQ!II!(2002)!and!
SACMEQ! III! (2007)! Literacy! and! Numeracy! results! in! which! South! Africa!
participated.! The! results! showed! that! South! Africa! had! not! recorded! any!






36.7%.!SACMEQ!results!also! found!that! learners! from!Grades!1! to!6!could!only!
read!at!two!levels!below!their!own!grade!in!English!and!in!their!Home!Language.!
The! TIMSS! (1995,! 1999,! 2002,! 2007! &! 2011)! study! also! revealed! that! South!





Part!of! the!reason! for! the! improvement! is! the! fact! that!South!
Africa!started!from!an!exceedingly!low!base!in!2002.!To!place!
this! in! perspective,! South! Africa’s! postTimprovement! level! of!
performance! is! still! the! lowest! of! all! participating! countries,!
with! the! average! South! African! Grade! Nine! child! performing!
between! two! and! three! grade! levels! lower! than! the! average!
Grade!Eight!child!from!other!middleTincome!countries.!!
Clearly,! this! is! not! a! reason! to! celebrate.! Moreover,! the! Systemic! Evaluation!
Report!(2005)!and!the!Progress!in!International!Reading!Literacy!Study!(PIRLS,!
2006)! also! prove! that! the! levels! of! underperformance! by! the! learners! in! the!
General! Education! and! Training! (GET)! Band! is! a! serious! cause! for! concern.! In!
PIRLS! (2006),! the! South! African! Grade! 4! and! 5! learners! achieved! the! lowest!
mean! performance! scores! in! comparison! to! Grade! 4! learners! from! thirtyTnine!

























Chapter! 2! critically! engages!with! scholarship!whose! focus! is! the! phenomenon!
under!study:!the!teaching!of!reading.!!Literature!from!such!scholarship!explores!
links! between! the! ability! to! read! and! academic! performance.! ! ! The! chapter!
reviews! literature! that! takes! on! an! internationalist! outlook! and! locates! the!
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and! theorise! the!research! findings! in! this!study.! In! the!process,! the!contents!of!
this!chapter!critically!engage!with!the!issues!of!relevance!and!appropriateness!of!
the! theories! and! concepts! selected! to! engage! with! the! phenomenon! under!




were! employed! to! generate! data!within! the! context! of! the! research! questions.!!
More!specifically,!the!chapter!contains!detailed!discussions!on!the!research!site,!
research!methodology,!research!design,!research!instruments!and!the!sampling!
technique! used! to! identify! the! research! site! and! the! study! participants.! ! The!
rationale!for!each!of!the!choices!discussed!in!this!chapter!is!also!rendered.!!The!
chapter! then! offers! a! brief! discussion! on! the! limitations! of! the! study! and! how!
such! limitations! were! negotiated! and! concludes! with! a! discussion! on! ethical!
considerations!that!need!attention.!!!
!
Chapter! 5! presents! a! discussion! on! the! qualitative! and! quantitative! research!




Chapter! 6! is! inclusive! of! a! presentation! and! discussion! on! qualitative! and!
quantitative! research! findings! associated! with! key! research! question! 2.! ! A!
comparative! analysis! of! the! two! sets! of! research! findings! (2012! and! 2013)! is!
presented,!and!the!various!strands!are!consolidated.!
Chapter! 7! is! a! presentation! and! discussion! of! the! qualitative! and! quantitative!
research!findings!associated!with!both!key!research!questions!as!a!culmination!




Chapter! 8! presents! a! summary! of! the! study! and! the! main! findings.! It! also!
includes! reflections! on! the! research! methodology! and! conceptual! framework!
utilized.! The! chapter! also! draws! conclusions! based! on! the! study! and! offers!
implications! for! policy,! practice! and! further! research.! In! a! nutshell,! it! is! a!







study!and!discusses!key!objectives!of! the!study,!as!well!as! the!emergent! issues!





it! interrogates! the! phenomenon! of! the! teaching! of! reading! and! links! it!
diametrically! to! the!key! research!questions!of! the! study.!Towards! the! end,! the!
chapter!shows!how!the!ensuing!chapters!are!organized!and!sequenced.!!Chapter!
2,!however,!is!a!detailed!and!interrogative!review!of!relevant!literature!that!deals!
with!the!phenomenon!under!study.! It! investigates!merits!and!trends! in!various!

































Chapter! 1! provided! the! broad! scope! and! focus! of! the! study,! as! well! as! the!
rationale!for!this!study.!It!is!evident!that!the!teaching!of!reading!is!central!to!the!
various! academic! achievements! made! by! learners! in! schools.! ! Furthermore,!
Chapter!1!shows!that!research!on!the!relationship!between!reading!ability!and!
educational! success! is! as! crucial! in! South! Africa! as! it! is! in! other! parts! of! the!
world.! ! What! is! notable,! however,! is! the! fact! that! the! chapter! unfolds! the!
pedagogical!practices!of!teachers!who!teach!reading,!and!offers!insights!on!who!






Chapter! 2! elaborates! on! these! issues! by! critically! engaging! with! scholarship!
where! the! focus! is! the! teaching! of! reading.! ! Literature! emanating! from! such!
scholarship! explores! links! between! the! ability! to! read! and! academic!
performance.! ! !The! chapter! reviews! literature! that! takes!on!an! internationalist!
outlook!and! locates! the!discourse!at! the!global! level.!This! includes!drawing!on!
the! reservoir! of! continental! (African)! perspectives.! The! chapter! also! reviews!
literature!within!a!South!African!context!and!reflects!on!the!national!standpoint!
regarding! this! phenomenon.! Of! note,! the! literature! under! review! makes! a!
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principled!reference!to!underprivileged!communities!and!the! limiting!effects!of!
the! background!of! learners! from! these! communities.! Crucially,! however,! is! the!
manner!in!which!literature!interrogates!methodologies!of!mediation!adopted!by!
the! relevant! schools! of! thought:! the! Immersion! Theorists! (“wholeTlanguage”!
approach)!which! represent!progressivist! orientation,! on! the!one!hand,! and! the!
proponents! of! the! more! explicit! Direct! Instruction! (DI)! (basal! reading!
instruction,! Alphabet! or! Phonic! Approach),! on! the! other! hand,! representing!




The!challenge!of!poor!reading! literacy!within! learning!environments! located! in!
disadvantaged!communities!is!a!global!phenomenon!(Barley!and!Beesley,!2007;!
Sherwood,!2000;!Stern,!1994;!Crossley!and!Murby,!1994;!Elley!and!Mangubhai,!
1979;! Greaney,! 1996;! Smith! and! Elley,! 1997;! Walker,! Rattanavitch! and! Oller,!
1992;! Verspoor,! 1989).! Drawing! from! different! theoretical! orientations,! many!
scholars!have!tackled!this!subject.!!!Steeped!in!the!authority!of!their!positioning,!
such! scholars! make! assumptions! and! generalizations! about! the! teaching! and!
learning! process,! including! literacy! reading! instruction.! In! the! articulation! of!
their! various! positions! on! reading! literacy,! two! strong! voices! emerge! –! those!
who!draw!inspiration!from!the!Immersion!Theory!(known!to!be!very!popular!in!
the! United! States)! and! those! who! come! from! a! Direct! Instruction! (DI)!






p.! 235),! a! fierce! global! proponent! of! the! Immersion! Theory! based! in! New!
Zealand,!observes:!!
The! typical!Third!World! classroom!still! consists!of! an!underT




often! of! doubtful! quality! and! marginal! relevance! to! the!






meaningful! and! deliberate! reading! practices,! the! lack! of! relevant! reading!
materials! and! the! lack! of! enthusiastic! teachers.! It! is! for! this! reason! that! Elley!
(2000)!argues!for!a! ‘backTtoTbasics’!approach,!a!revisiting!of!general!conditions!
of!what! he! calls! “Third!World! classrooms”.!He! advocates! for! the! channeling! of!
energies! and! time! towards! the! creation! of! enabling! environments! in! these!
classrooms,! but! also! to! the! reinvigoration! of! the! teacher! capacity! and! teacher!
morale!as! startingTpoints.! Importantly,!he!acknowledges! the!pivotal! role!of! the!
teaching!of!reading!in!the!process!of!‘resetting’!the!classroom.!It!is!interesting!to!
note! that! Elley! (2000),! in! this! context,! summarily! equates! “Third! World”!
classrooms! to! classrooms! in! developing! countries! because! they! are! generally!
associated! with! poverty! and! disadvantage.! However,! not! all! developing! world!
classrooms!have! ‘Third!World’! characteristics! and! tendencies!described! above.!
Furthermore,!some!First!World!countries!do!exhibit!semblances!of!‘Third!World’!
character! in! their! classroom!practices.!The!proliferation!of! research! studies!on!
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poor! learner! attainment! even! in! typically! developed! countries! like! the! United!
States!account!for!this!fact.!Good,!Simmons!and!Smith!(1998),!in!their!“Effective!






globe! in! underprivileged! communities,! I! nevertheless! view! his! “Book! Flood”!
approach! as! tantamount! to! ‘throwing! books! at! the! problem’! of! poor! reading!
literacy! and! hoping! that! the! problem!will! resolve! itself.! The! lack! of! denseness!





...a! rich! diet! of! highTinterest! reading!materials! has! produced!
powerful! language! benefits! for! children! learning! in! a! second!
language,! in! developing! countries,! in! a! context! where! books!
are! scarce,! and! teachers! are! not! highly! educated.! If! a! set! of!
suitable!books! is!provided!in!the!classroom,!and!teachers!are!
shown! how! to! ensure! that! the! children$ interact$ with$ them$
everyday,! the! children! become! enthusiastic! about! the! books,!
they! learn! the!vocabulary!and!grammar!of! the!books! readily,!
and! they! improve! their! reading! and! writing! skills!









transfer!of! “enhanced!skill! to!other!subjects”.! !While!Elley’s!approach!seems! to!
promote!a! tacit!acquisition!of! literacy!skills,! it!nevertheless!negates! the!central!
role!played!by!the!teacher!throughout!this!process.!It!provides!no!guarantees!for!
equitable! acquisition! of! these! skills! by! at! least! the! majority! of! the! learner!
population! in! the! Third! World! classrooms.! ! What! is! disturbing! about! his!
approach! is! that! it! may! in! fact! present! some! challenges! when! it! comes! to!
measuring!its!success!rate.!This!is!because!it!is!too!dependent!on!the!individual!
learners’! capacity! to! engage! with! books! and! then! assimilate! knowledge! and!
skills.!In!terms!of!the!transfer!of!skills!from!reading!“to!other!subjects”,!however,!
Elley! (2000)! makes! a! critical! observation! about! the! teaching! of! reading! as! a!
phenomenon:! when! the! learners’! literacy! skills! are! enhanced,! such! skills! are!
most!likely!going!to!impact!the!academic!performance!of!those!learners!in!other!
subjects! they! are! learning! as!well.! Cawelti! (1991,! in! Shukakidze,! 2013,! p.131)!
confirms! this! view:! “A! student’s! achievement! in! reading! is! one! of! the! key!
contributing! factors,!not!only! in!determining!his!/!her! success! in!other! subject!
areas!but!also!in!the!formation!of!wellTinformed!citizen”.!
!





Firstly,!with! this! theory,! it!becomes!easier!and!more!possible!




only! in! the! teaching! of! English! reading.! Thirdly,! it! adopts!









this! approach! apportions! the! teacher! the! insignificant! role! of! a! wellTmeaning!
bystander! in! the!hope! that! learners!will!assimilate!grammatical! rules,!a! typical!
role!for!teachers!associated!with!progressivist!theories.!The!overall!sense!of!the!
text,! although! vital,! does! not! supersede! the! experience! of! generating! and!
learning!new!vocabulary!whilst!learning!to!read!and!reading!to!learn.!
!
Mol! and! Bus! (2011)! are! even! more! steadfast! in! their! endorsement! of! the!
Immersion! Theory.! They! suggest! that! academic! performance! of! learners! is!
attributable!to!reading!for!pleasure.!Like!all!Immersion!Theorists,!they!lobby!for!
the!maximising!of!printTrich!environments!because!consistent!exposure!to!print!
media! brings! with! it! a! set! of! guarantees! for! learners,! not! least! of! which! is!
proficiency! in! the! language,! including! firstTrate! reading! literacy! and! therefore!
high!academic!performance.!They!state:!
The! metaTanalysis! suggests! that! reading! routines,! which! are!
part! of! the! child’s! leisure! time! activities,! offer! substantial!
advantages! for! oral! language! growth.! Interestingly,!
independent! reading! of! books! also! enables! readers! to! store!
specific! word! form! knowledge! and! become! better! spellers.!
Finally,!college!and!university!students!who!read!for!pleasure!
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may! also! be! more! successful! academically! …! Our! findings!
suggest!that!the!relation!between!print!exposure!and!reading!






There! is! merit! in! the! claims! made! by! these! scholars.! In! fact,! there! are! many!
studies! that! justify! some! of! these! claims! (Stanovich,! 1986;! Dickinson! and!
McCabe,! 2001;! Phillips,! Norris,! and! Anderson,! 2008).! Therefore,! frequent!
exposure!to!print!media!does! impact!positively!on!academic!success,!especially!
in! instances!where! the! reading! development! happens! before! formal! schooling.!
Clearly,! books! provide! a! meaningful! context! for! learning! to! read! for! young!
children.! However,! the! tendency! with! this! conception! is! to! marginalise! the!
learners!whose! socioTeconomic! conditions,! backgrounds! and! circumstances! do!
not!fully!accommodate!this!experience.!!For!a!variety!of!reasons,!not!all!learners!
benefit! from! early! instruction! in! their! home,! at! least! not! along! the! lines! of!
development! of! technical! reading! skills! at! early! childhood! levels,! like! some!
Immersion!Theorists!would!have!us!believe.!There!are!certain!assumptions!and!
dangerous! generalisations! implied! in! the! notions! that! lend! themselves! to! the!












performance! of! learners,! Scheepers! (2006,! p.5)! agrees! with! Pretorius! (2002,!
p.187)!that!a!“lack!of!reading!ability!functions!as!a!barrier!to!effective!academic!
performance”.! Scheepers! (2006)!develops!her! thesis! further! in!her! subsequent!
(Scheepers,! 2008)! work! where! she! dedicates! a! section! to! this! specific! issue!
under! the! heading! “Academic! success! and! vocabulary! size”! (Scheepers,! 2008,!
p.32).!It!is!in!this!work!where!she!makes!a!salient!observation:!
Extensive! reading! alone! is! clearly! not! enough! –! they! need!
explicit! vocabulary! instruction! early! on.! In! order! to! read!
successfully! at! high! school! level,! a! learner! needs! a! working!
knowledge! of! academic! vocabulary,! and! this! knowledge! is!
developed!by!reading!–!but! learners!cannot!read!successfully!
without! an! adequate! basic! highTfrequency! vocabulary.!
Intervention!at!an!early!stage!is!essential!if!these!learners!are!
to! develop! their! vocabulary! to! a! size! and! depth! which! will!
allow!them!to!cope!with!their!high!school!textbooks.!Teachers!
should! be! encouraged! to! view! vocabulary! development! as!
vitally!important:!they!must!make!learners!aware!of!the!value!
of!knowing!about!words,!the!building!blocks!6of!language!and!





Could! it!be! that!Scheepers!here! is! criticising! the!proponents!of! the!Book!Flood!
Theory! (Elley,! 2000,! comes! to! mind)?! Is! this! a! vote! of! no! confidence! to!
approaches!that!rely!on!the!learners’!tacit!acquisition!of!literacy!skills,!or!is!she!
merely!expressing!approval!of!methodologies!that!pay!particular!attention!to!the!
explicit! teaching! of! reading! to! ensure!maximum!benefits! for! all! learners?! I! am!






approach! to! teaching! reading.! This,! however,! is! an! intervention! where! the!
teacher!is!constantly!in!touch!with!the!progress!of!the!learners!in!their!journey!
to!make!sense!of!words,!phrases,!sentences,!paragraphs!and!the!‘stories’!that!are!





developed! (Estonia)! and! developing! (Azerbaijan)! countries! (European!
Commission,!2009!International!Assessment!Study!on!Reading)!is!an!example!of!
this!set!of!circumstances.!The!focus!of!the!study!was!on!selecting!“those!variables!
that! have! more! explanatory! power! /! impact! on! students’! achievement! in!
reading”! (Shukakidze,! 2013).! The! study! shows! how! urban! school! students!
seemed!to!outperform!their!peers! from!rural!areas!within!Azerbaijan.!But!also,!
the! developed! Estonia! outperformed! the! developing! Azerbaijan! on! all! fronts!
when!it!came!to!reading!literacy!(Shukakidze,!2013).!The!above!statistic!not!only!
puts! into! perspective! the! universality! of! poor! reading! literacy,! but! it! also!
constructs!it!as!a!problem!of!underTprivilege.!!
!
Shukakidze! (2013)! concludes! in! this! study! that! the! student’s! background,!
primarily! the! impact! of! parents! on! the! education! of! their! children! and! the!
training! of! teachers! in! modern! ways! of! teaching! reading! literacy,! are! all!
contributory! factors! in! the! scourge! of! poor! reading! competency,! resulting! in!
poor! academic! performance! by! learners! from! disadvantaged! backgrounds.!
Interventions!in!these!areas!are!required!early!in!the!learners’!educational!life!if!
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of! the! teacher,! the! school,! the! parents! and! the! general! community.! The!




Many! studies! explore! the! need! for! early! intervention! through! the! teaching! of!
reading!as!a!critical!step!towards!the!improvement!of!the!academic!performance!
of! learners! in! disadvantaged! environments.! Geary! (2006),! for! example,! notes!
that:! “Researchers! believe! that! if! a! child! does! not! learn! the! ins! and! outs! of!
reading!(of!which!comprehension!is!a!major!part)!by!third!grade,!they!will!fall!so!
far! behind! their! peers! that! they!will! never! be! able! to! catch! up”! (in! Prado! and!
Plourde,!2005,!p.35).!!On!the!whole!children!learn!how!to!decipher!the!“code!of!
reading”!any!time!between!the!ages!of!five!and!eight!(Johnson!and!Sulzby,!1999).!
Unfortunately! ‘early! intervention’! means! two! different! things,! depending! on!
one’s!position!in!the!social!strata.! It!differs! for!people! in!the!developed!Estonia!
from!those!in!the!underTdeveloped!Azerbaijan,!to!those!in!the!middle!class!from!
those! in! lower! social! classes.! Particularly! in! urban,! privileged! settings,! ‘early’!
means!‘at!home’!because!that!environment!is!permissive!to!introduce!children!to!
reading! literacy.! However,! for! those! in! the! lower! strata! of! society,! ‘’early’’! can!
only!mean! in! the!Foundation!Phase! in! the!school! situation.!Mostert!and!Wikan!
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(2008),!whose! study! entailed! investigating! the! reading! habits! and! attitudes! of!
primary!school!pupils!in!their!respective!countries!(Namibia!and!Norway),!also!
confirm! that! “there! is! a! strong! link! between! [early]! reading! ability! and! school!
performance”(Mostert!&!Wikan!2008,!p.!104).!They!encapsulate!!this!point!more!
succinctly:!
…! pupils! need! to! have! ample! access! to! reading! materials!
within! the! home! environment! if! we! want! them! to! develop!
positive!attitudes!and!habits!towards!reading.!Steps!should!be!
taken! to! assist! parents! from! especially! the! lower! socioT
economic! groups! to! obtain! some! reading! materials.! Parents!
need!to!be!educated!to!encourage!pupils!to!read!and!to!ensure!
that! they!obtain!more! reading!materials! that! are! suitable! for!
their!children.!Pupils!from!lower!socioTeconomic!backgrounds!
should! be! identified! at! an! early! age! and! be! given! space! and!
additional! opportunities! for! reading! within! the! school!






strictly! about! their! native! countries)! is! that! all! parents! (including! those! from!
lower! socioTeconomic! backgrounds)! should! be! drawn! into! early! interventions!
that!seek!to!help!their!children,!and!that!the!importance!of!homeTbased!reading!
needs! to! be! promoted,! even! through! unconventional! means! (Duursma,! 2007;!
Fletcher! and! Reese,! 2005;! Raikes,! Pan,! Luze,! TamisTLeMonda,! BrooksTGunn,!
Constantine,!Tarullo,!Raikes,! and!Rodriguez,! 2006).! It! is! that! realisation! that! is!
needed!to!catapult!the!learners!currently!on!the!fringes!of!society!back!into!the!
centre!of!academic!excellence!(Mol,!Bus,!de!Jong!and!Smeets,!2008).!!It!has!to!be!
accepted,! however,! that! for! the! majority! of! children! who! find! themselves! in!
povertyTstricken!situations,!their!priorities!and!those!of!their!parents!are!limited!
to!survival.!Unlike!their!privileged!peers!who!can!afford!homeTbased!literacy,!for!
learners! from! disadvantaged! communities! the! school! remains! the! only!
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battleground! for! the! advancement! of! literacy! skills! (Lemmer! and! Manyike,!
2012).! This! point! is! crucial! to! this! study.! Furthermore,! there! seems! to! be! an!
undercurrent! in! this!NamibianTNorwegian! study,! that! of! a! tacit! subscription! to!
the!“WholeTlanguage”!doctrine,!and!where!there!is!an!undeclared!rejection!of!the!
explicit! or! direct! instruction.! It! seems! unquestioningly! to! uphold! a! belief! that!
consistent! exposure! to! print! serves! to! improve! learners’! reading! literacy,! and!
consequently,! their!academic!performance.!There! is!no! focus!on! the!role!of! the!
teacher! (or! adult,! in! this! case)! to! take! charge! of! that! process! empowered! by!
relevant!pedagogies.!Furthermore,!the!authors!appear!insensitive!to!the!plight!of!
those!whose!main! concern! in! life! is! survival.!They! seem! to!be!enmeshed! in!an!
elitist!mentality! that! denies! the! realities! of! poverty! and! underprivilege! for! the!
majority!of!people!in!the!world.!
!
In! contrast! to! the! above,! a! study! conducted! in! the! rural! districts! of! the!United!
States!identifies!ways!to!help!rural!schools!improve!teachers’!pedagogical!skills!
by! examining! changes! in! reading! skills! through! the! primary! grades,! after! the!
implementation! of! a! “highly! structured! and! explicit! reading! curriculum”!
(Stockard,! 2011,! p,! 1).! Explicit! reading! instruction! is! part! of! the! Direct!
Instruction! (DI)! corpus! of! reading! literacy! methodology! and! is! “unambiguous!
and! clear! …! Examples! of! strategies! used! in! such! programmes! include! clear!
instructional! targets,! modelling,! guided! and! independent! practice! with!
corrections,!and!assessments!embedded!within!the!instruction”!(Stockard,!2011,!
p.2).!In!this!approach,!the!teacher!is!placed!at!the!centre!of!the!action,!guiding!the!




impact!student! learning! through! the!placement!and!grouping!
of! students! into! instructional! groups,! the! rate! and! type! of!
examples!presented!by!the!teacher,!the!wording!that!teachers!
use! to! teach! specific! concepts! and! skills,! the! frequency! and!
type! of! review! of! material! introduced,! the! assessment! of!





cohorts! with! full! exposure! to! the! programme! had! significantly! higher! reading!
literacy!scores!than!those! in!cohorts!with! less!exposure.! !Most! importantly,! the!
results!illustrate!how,!through!Direct!Instruction!(DI),!rural!school!districts!can!
improve! student! achievement! despite! their! ‘geoTsocial’! disadvantage.! Results!
also!showed!that!the!programme!was!most!likely!to!succeed!when!teachers!fully!
understand!the!programme,!and!when!students!are!introduced!to!it!at!an!early!
age.!Apart! from! its!deTemphasis! on! context! and!genre,! this!methodology!bears!





On! the!subject!of!early! instruction!of! reading! in!ensuring! that! learners!acquire!
the! English! language! to! make! a! success! of! their! educational! careers,! in! his!
“Synthetic!Phonics!as!a!tool!for!improving!the!reading!skills!of!Nigerian!pupils”,!
Eshiet!(2012)!discusses!his!preferred!use!of!synthetic!phonics!as!a!methodology!
to! teach! early! reading! in! the! primary! schools! in!Nigeria.! He! contends! that! the!








and!build!on! this!by! teaching! the!pupils! to!memorise!2! letter!
words,! then! 3! letter! words,! followed! by! phrases,! and! then!
whole!sentences.!This! is!usually!done!through!repeated!drills!
where! the! teacher! chants! the! words! and! the! pupils! repeat!
after!the!teacher!in!unison.!!
!
On! the! contrary,! “children! taught! using! the! synthetic! phonics! method! have!
demonstrated!reading!skills!far!ahead!of!their!contemporaries!who!were!taught!
using!other!methods”! (Eshiet,! 2012,!p.142).!The!Phonics!method! subscribes! to!
the!DI! School! of! Thought,! and! is! perceived! as! an! oppositional! approach! to! the!
“WholeTlanguage”!approach.!Phonics!(or!Alphabet)!Approach’s!chief!criticism!is!
that,! while! intensive! and! “recontextualises! the! brickTandTmortar! model! of!
formalist! linguistic! theories,! [it! nonetheless! ignores]! higher! levels! of! text! and!
context”! (Rose,! 2006),! and! it! leads! learners! to! pronunciation! without!
understanding,!a!classical!case!of!practicing!reading!but!not!learning!to!read.!!
!
While! the! teacher! is! functionally! pivotal! in! this! approach,! and! unless! handled!
with!due!care,! it!may!amount!to!the!segmentation!of!reading!learning!that!may!
lead!to!fragmentation!in!pronunciation!and!speech,!as!well!as!a!lack!of!coherence!






Plourde! (2005,! p.41)! when! they! submit! that:! “Because!mastering! reading! is! a!
lifeTlong!process,!care!should!be!taken!so!that!students!have!a!strong!foundation!
on!which! to! build! their! skills.! A! solid! reading! program! that! includes! carefully!
planned! instruction! that! takes! into! consideration! where! students! are! [the!
context]!and!provides!them!with!feedback!that!can!help!them!grow!is!essential”.!!
That! is! why,! after! interrogating! various! strategies! of! reading! to! increase!
comprehension,!Prado!and!Plourde!(2005,!p.41)!recommend!at!the!end!of!their!
study!that:!
The! use! of! reading! strategies! should! continue! to! be! taught!
because! there! did! seem! to! be! a! connection! with! increase! in!
reading! comprehension.! Teachers! need! to! make! sure! that!
children!are!familiar!with!all!of!the!reading!strategies!and!that!
they!are!given!plenty!of!opportunities!to!use!them.!Some!of!the!
research! pointed! out! that! although! it! seems! students!
understand! the! reading! strategies,! they!do!not! transfer! them!




of! an! analysis! of! “the! theory! of! context,! including! the! features! of! context! and!
some!principles!in!context!theory”.!These!scholars!propagate!“the!application!of!
context! theory! in! English! teaching! of! reading,! including! some! problems!
encountered!in!reading!comprehension!tests!and!some!teaching!methods!related!
to! context! theory! (Zhu! and!Han,! 2010,! p.142).! They! conclude! that:! “in! English!
teaching! of! reading,! if! the! teacher! consciously! uses! context! theory! to! guide!
teaching,!the!students!will!overcome!difficulties!in!reading!comprehension!more!
easily!and!they!will!read!faster!and!make!fewer!mistakes”!(Zhu!and!Han,!2010,!














country! still! attempting! to! rid! itself! of! the! legacies! of! apartheid! that! are!
entrenched!in!every!fibre!of!society,!and!in!particular,!in!the!culture!of!schooling,!
the!prominence!of! reading! literacy!(or! lack!of! it)! is!gradually!being!elevated! to!
alarming! proportions,! so! much! so! that! it! appears! to! overshadow! any! gains!
achieved!by!the!democratically!elected!government.!!
!
This! urgency! is! vividly! captured! in! the! recent! titling! of! educational! scholarly!
articles,!inter$alia!:!“Literacy$and$Disadvantage:$learners’$achievements$in$the$early$
primary$school$years”!(Pretorius!and!Machet,!2004);!“What$do$students$do$when$
they$read$to$ learn?$Lessons$ from$five$case$studies”! (Pretorius,! 2005);! “The$socioL
educational$context$of$ literacy$accomplishment$in$disadvantaged$schools:$Lessons$
for$ reading$ in$ early$ primary$ school$ years”! (Pretorius! and! Machet,! 2004a);!
“Foundation$ Phase$ teachers:$ The$ ‘battle’$ to$ teach$ reading”! (Hugo,! 2010);! “Far$
from$the$city$lights:$English$reading$performance$of$ESL$learners$in$different$types$
of$ rural$ primary$ school”! (Lemmer! and! Manyike,! 2012)! and! “Put$ reading$ first:$
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Positive$ effects$ of$ direct$ instruction$ and$ scaffolding$ for$ ESL$ learners$ struggling$
with$reading”!(Van!Staden,!2011).!However,!the!study!titled!!“Reading$ability$and$
academic$ performance$ in$ South$ Africa:$ Are$we$ fiddling$while$ Rome$ is$ burning?”!
(Pretorius,!2002)! is! foremost! in!describing! the!urgency!of! this!phenomenon! in!
the! South! African! context.! This! study! investigates! the! relationship! between!
reading! skill! and! academic! performance! at! undergraduate! level.! Although! not!
focused!on!primary!school!education,!her!work!nonetheless!probes!what!can!be!
construed! as! fundamental! flaws! and! issues! in! the! South! African! education!
system!as!a!whole.!!!She!posits:!!
Many!additional! language!(AL)!students!have!serious!reading!
comprehension! problems,! which! means! that! they! have!
ineffective!and!limited!access!to!the!rich!sources!of!declarative!
knowledge!provided!by!printTbased!materials! in! the! learning!
context.!Reading!is!important!in!the!learning!context!not!only!
because! it!affords! readers! independent!access! to! information!
in! an! increasingly! informationTdriven! society,! but! more!
importantly!because!it!is!a!powerful!learning!tool,!a!means!of!
constructing! meaning! and! acquiring! new! knowledge.! If!







the! learners! in! subsequent! levels,! where! university! is! the! culmination! point.!
Hence! Pretorius’! (2002)! caution! extends! beyond! university! education! and!
resonates!strongly!with!primary!and!secondary!education!as!well.! Importantly,!






reading,! therefore,! remains! the! one! major! mechanism! to! give! these! students!
(and!many!other! learners! from!this!background!across!South!Africa)!“access!to!
the! rich! source!of! the!declarative!knowledge”.! It!has! to!happen,! and!soon;! it! is!
mandatory.!
!
Van! Staden! (2011)! pursues! the! same! theme! under! the! title! “Put$ reading$ first:$
Positive$ effects$ of$ direct$ instruction$ and$ scaffolding$ for$ ESL$ learners$ struggling$
with$reading”.!Her! paper! investigates!whether! the! reading! and! readingTrelated!
skills! of! ESL! learners! in! postTapartheid! South! Africa! can! improve! significantly,!
following! evidenceTbased! direct! instruction! and! reading! scaffolding! techniques!
to! enhance! reading! comprehension! in! the! primary! school! setting! in! the! Free!
State.! Van! Staden! (2011)! is! unequivocal! about! the!DI! approach! she! intends! to!
apply.! She! describes! it! as! a! method! where! “learners! received! smallTgroup!
instruction,! which! includes! evidenceTbased! direct! instruction! reading! that!
explicitly! targets! skills! such! as! phonological/phonemic! awareness,! and! the!
application!of!reading!comprehension!skills”!(Van!Staden,!2011,!p.10).!She!is!an!
advocate! for! DI! and! values! ‘explicitness’.! However,! the! version! of! DI! that! she!
advocates! shows! some! variances! with! traditional,! quintessential! DI! that! was!
discussed! earlier! in! this! chapter.! Hers! has! transformed! to! incorporate! newer!
elements! in! the! form! of! scaffolding! techniques.! Scaffolding’! is! extensively!
discussed! in!this!study!(chapter!3)!and!it!concurs!with!Rose’s!Reading$to$Learn!
methodology;! his! discussion! underpins! all! the! chapters! in! this! study! as! the!
fundamental!methodology!for!the!proposed!curriculum!intervention.!Therefore,!
the! DI! version! proposed! by! Van! Staden! (2011)! gravitates! towards! Rose’s!
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pedagogy! and! seems! to! be! informed! by! the! ideological! orientation! that!
renounces! ‘exclusion’! of! learners! on! the! basis! of! their! socioTcultural,! econoT
political!and!class!consciousness.!Both!Pretorius!(2011)!and!Van!Staden!(2011)!
rebuff! notions! of! ‘exclusion’! and! ‘perpetuation! of! inequalities,’! albeit! from!
different! angles:! one! from! a! tertiary! platform! and! the! other! from! a! primary!
school!perspective.!!
!
In! a! slightly! different! discourse,! Lemmer! and! Manyike! (2012)! introduce! the!
notion! of! rurality! into! the! equation! of! an! already! untenable! ESL! environment.!
They! further! complicate! the! situation!by! introducing! the! concept! of! English! as!
LoLT!(the!language!of!learning!and!teaching),!which!is!‘foreign’!to!the!majority!of!
learners.!They!observed!the!English!reading!performances!of!primary!school!ESL!
learners! and!examined!and!explored!how!poor! scores! can!be!explained!by! the!
social! context! of! learners! and! schools.! Throughout! this! chapter,! whenever!
rurality!is!discussed,!it!has!been!used!to!define!disadvantage.!Therefore!to!have!a!
foreign! LoLT! in! a! rural! environment! is! tantamount! to! double! disadvantage.! In!
South!Africa!double!disadvantage!is!a!prominent!feature!of!communities!living!in!
rural! areas,! despite! constitutional! provisions! and! legislative! frameworks! to!
alleviate! that! very! occurrence.! The! Constitution$ of$ the$ Republic$ of$ South$ Africa!
(RSA,! 1996a)! grants! equal! status! to! the! country’s! eleven! languages! as! official!
languages.! Among! other! provisions,! the! Language! in! Education! Policy! (LiEP)!
(1997,! p.106)! promotes! additive! multilingualism.! ! Despite! these! provisions,!




Using! common! LoLT! does! not!mean! that! linguistic! capital! is!
equally!distributed!throughout!a!schooling!system.!Many!ESL!
learners! come! from! homes! that! seldom! provide! literacy!
practices!in!English.!Their!acquisition!of!English!proficiency!is!
therefore! more! dependent! on! the! quality! of! the! linguistic!
resources! provided! by! the! teaching! staff! and! the! general!
school!and!community!environment.!
!
If! reading! literacy! instruction! is! to! be! mediated! meaningfully! to! learners,!
questions! about! the! “quality! of! the! linguistic! resources! by! the! teaching! staff”!
should!rank!high!on!the!agenda.!Otherwise!there!is!a!risk!that!one!may!continue!
to! ‘beat! the! system’! and! subconsciously! subjugate! rural! communities! even!




in! that! study! showed! poor! performance! in! both! reading! comprehension! and!
grammar!compared!to!the!former!Model!C!schools!(a!South!African!definition!of!
privileged!former!‘white’!government!schools)!and!independent!(schools!for!the!
affluent,! also! previously! known! as! ‘private’)! schools.! If! anything,! the! results!
reinforce! the! urgency! and! need! for! more! revolutionary! methods! of! teaching!
reading! that!will! fastTtrack!equity!and!redress,!particularly! for!underprivileged!
communities.! The! systematic! teaching! of! reading! has! the! potential! to! catapult!
learners! on! the! fringes! of! society! back! to! the! mainstream! of! academic! high!
performance.!There!is!a!large!body!of!research!that!proves!a!correlation!between!
reading! literacy! and! high! academic! performance! of! learners! (Pretorius,! 2002;!
Pretorius! and!Ribbens,! 2005;! Pretorius! and!Mampuru,! 2006;! Scheepers,! 2008;!
Hugo,! 2010)! by! enabling! “them! to! broaden! their! general! knowledge,! increase!
their! vocabulary! and! develop! strong! language! skills”! (Pretorius! and! Machet,!
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2004a,!p.46).!This! is! the!window!of!opportunity! that!South!African!educational!
fraternity! should! be! capitalizing! on! to! save! disadvantaged! learners,! and! by!
extension,! their! communities.! However,! that! is! only! possible! if! the! teaching!
practices! of! teachers! are! raised! to! the! levels!where! they! are! able! to! carry! out!
their!tasks.!In!the!words!of!Pretorius!and!Machet!(2004a,!p.58):!
Primary!school!teachers!are!professionals!who!are!supposedly!
deeply! involved! in!developing! literacy!skills! in! their! learners.!
Yet!it!is!precisely!in!the!domain!of!literacy!that!many!teachers!
are!themselves!unskilled.!Many!primary!school!teachers!come!
from!communities!with!a! strong!oral! culture!and!so! they!are!
not! inclined! to! be! readers! themselves,! nor! are! they! familiar!
with! the! traditions! of! storybook! reading! or! books! for! young!
people.! Furthermore,! many! of! them! teach! in! disadvantaged!









and! “the! school! and! teachers! are! a! central! part! of! this! context”! (Pretorius! and!
Machet,! 2004a,! p.45).! It! is! for! this! reason! that! this! study! concurs! with! their!
argument!that:!“the!acquisition!of! literacy!skills! is!the!product!of!a!set!of!socioT
educational! circumstances! that! translate! themselves! into! specific! literacy!
environments!for!learners”!(Pretorius!and!Machet!2004,!p.45).!That!“delivery!of!
books,!lack!of!supplementary!reading!material!and!lack!of!libraries!are!common!
features”! in!this!context,! is! the!subject! that!many!researchers!have!commented!
on.!It!refers!to!a!typical!case!where!learners!are!condemned!to!“Playing!football!





and$ learning$behavior$ in$ twenty$ disadvantaged$primary$ schools$ in$ South$Africa”!
(Nassimbeni! and! Desmond,! 2011).! In! this! study! there! are! a! number! of!
disadvantaged! schools! where! learners! were! seldom! encouraged! to! explore!
books,! and! as! a! result! academic! levels! in! those! schools! did! not! show! any!
improvement,!while! in! schools!where! the! reading!of!books!was!encouraged!as!
part!of!the!culture!of!the!school,!there!was!remarkable!improvement!in!learners’!
academic! performance! –! a! tacit! reference! to! the! Immersion! Theory.! A!
disconcerting! feature! in!many! of! the! previously! disadvantaged! schools! is! that!
roleTplayers!are!not! fully!aware!of! the!centrality!of! the!teaching!of!reading!and!
how!this!relates!to!the!improvement!of!academic!learnerTperformance.!Pretorius!
and! Ribbens! (2005)! observe! that,! despite! the! bulk! of! research! to! support! the!






or! have! a! dedicated! reading! or! literacy! period! in! their!
timetable! suggests! that! reading! is! not! perceived! as! being!
central$ to$ learning! …! If! schools! wish! to! improve! the! overall!
academic! performance! of! their! learners,! they! should! change!






an! addTon.! For! some! it! is! something! that!must!be!done! to!pass! the! time,! or! to!
keep! the! learners! occupied,! rather! than! view! it! as! an! essential! part! of! the!
teaching! and! learning! process.! The! core! task! is! the! passing! on! of! facts! to! the!
learners!in!a!mechanistic!teacherTcentered!way.! !Such!assumptions!are!harmful!
and! have! misguidedly! relegated! the! teaching! of! reading! to! the! periphery! of!
pedagogy.! There! is! a! growing! body! of! research! that! foregrounds! the! link!
between!the!academic!performance!of! learners!and!reading.!In!fact,!currently!a!
longTstanding! practice! is! being! reTimplemented! across! the! developed! world,!
using!reading!assessments!to!diagnose!the!various!systems!of!education!(PIRLS,!
2007).! In! most! international! studies,! effective! national! systems! of! education!




least!of!which!are!poverty!and!disadvantage! in!rural!areas.! It! is! for!that!reason!
that!this!research!attempts!to!link!the!teaching!of!reading!and!learnerTacademic!
performance! of! a! rural! primary! school! in! the! Annual! National! Assessments!
(ANA)!as!a!focal!point!for!this!study.!Extrapolating!from!the!study!Pretorius!and!
Ribbens! (2005)! conducted! on! Grade! 8! learners! who! had! poor! reading!
competence,!they!state:!
It! is! time! for! educationists! to! take! the! reading! crisis! in! our!
schools! seriously.! The! socioTeconomic! status! of! learners! is! a!
variable! that! schools! cannot! change.! Consequently,! the!
responsibility! for! providing! a! stimulating! and! rich! literacy!
environment! for! learners! falls!on! the! school.! Schools!need! to!
recognize! the! fact! that! the! establishment! of! sound!
instructional! practices! and! the! availability! of! books! are! the!
cornerstones! on! which! learners’! later! academic! success!
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depends.! This! is! particularly! important! in! schools! that! serve!
disadvantaged!communities,!where!learners!are!unlikely!to!be!
exposed! to! literacy! practices! and! books! within! the! home!
environment.! Developing! a! culture! of! reading! at! school! can!
only! be! established! if! the! principal,! school! governing! body,!
teachers! and! the! learners! have! the! collective! will! to! take!
reading!seriously.!(Pretorius!&!Ribbens!2005,!p.146)!
!








and! its! teaching! ought! to! become! distinctive! features.! Managed! optimally,!
reading! and! its! teaching! at! the! school,! have! the! potential! to! serve! as! useful!
vehicles! to!optimise! academic!performance!and! consequently!alleviate!poverty!
in!the!community.!
!
Pretorius! and!Mampuru! (2007),! for! example,! contend! that! learners! from!poor!
rural! backgrounds! can! reach! the! levels! of! performance! enjoyed! by! their!
counterparts!elsewhere!provided!a!conducive!atmosphere!is!created!for!them!to!
succeed.!!Pretorius!and!Mampuru’s!(2007)!metaphor!in!!“Playing$football$without$
a$ ball:$ language,$ reading$ and$ academic$ performance$ in$ a$ highLpoverty$ school”!
(2007),! for! example,! bears! testimony! to! the! stark! reality! revealed! in! one! such!
school.!At!the!end!of!this!paper!they!conclude:!
The! notion! of! learning! to! play! football! without! a! ball! is!
preposterous!to!anyone!familiar!with!soccer!–! it!would!cause!
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outrage! among! soccer! fraternity.! Yet! the! fact! that! many!
hundreds! of! thousands! of! learners! are! expected! to! acquire!
literacy!skills!without!books!is!a!common!occurrence!in!many!
schools!in!developing!countries,!and!one!that!hardly!raises!an!
eyebrow.! This! study! indicates! that! putting! the! reading! ball!
onto! the!educational!playing! field!not!only!enhances! the!skill!
but! also! makes! the! game! more! meaningful! (Pretorius! &!
Mampuru,!2007,!p.56)!
!
!The! authors! confirm! that! most! schools! serving! socioTeconomically!




there! is! no! emphasis! placed! in! the! teaching! of! reading! because! teachers! are!
themselves! not! adequately! empowered! in! this! area.! Parents! are! not!
systematically!drawn! in!so! that! they!can!play! their!parental! role!and!assist! the!
school! by! promoting! homeTbased! reading.! Learners,! Pretorius! and! Mampuru!
(2007)!concur,!are!expected!to!acquire!these!decisively!critical!skills!without!any!
real! effort! to! support! them.! Clearly,! for! the! ‘game’! to! be! meaningful! it! has! to!
begin!by!putting!deliberate!systems! in!place:!a!conscious!effort!at!empowering!








Referring! to! Zinn! (2011)! and! Bloch! (2007,! p.54),! Nassimbeni! and! Desmond!









It! is! instances! such! as! these! that! this! study! (and! similar! studies)! campaign! for!
school!practices! that! elevate! the!book7!to! its! traditional! status!as! the!authority!
for! excellence,! and!which!necessitate! the! “ambush! tactics”! by! researchers!who!
use! the! titles! of! their! scholarship! literature! to! highlight! this! fundamental!
problem! in! South! African! schools,! especially! those! from! disadvantaged!
backgrounds.! The! notion! of! “school! workbooks! provided! by! departments! of!
education!remain[ing]!in!their!cartons”!is!a!serious!indictment!on!the!system!and!
a!contentious!issue!in!this!study.!Workbooks!are!an!innovation!introduced!into!
the! system! of! education! as! a! result! of! unsatisfactory! results! by! South! African!
learners! in! international! studies! (Systemic! Evaluation! Report,! 2005;! PIRLS,!
2007;! SACMEQ! 2000! &! 2002,! TIMSS,! 2011! and! in! the! Department! of! Basic!
Education’s! (DoBE)! Annual! National! Assessments! (ANA)(DoBE,! 2010,! 2011,!
2012,!2013).!In!particular,!reports!on!ANA!(DoBE,!2013)!clearly!cite!workbooks!
as!an!intervention!strategy!by!the!DoBE!to!improve!learner!performance.!This!is!













• Ensuring! that! schools! that! lacked! learning! resources! and!
photocopying! facilities! would! be! supported! through! the!
provision!of!worksheets;!
• Providing! a! variety! of! activities! to! reinforce!
Literacy/Language!and!Numeracy!skills;!!





• Helping! teachers! to! monitor! learners’! performance! in! key!
activities,! and! ! ! ! preparing! learners! for! the! formats! used! in!
various!standardised!assessments;!and,!
• Each! workbook! is! made! up! of! at! least! 128! easyTtoTfollow!
worksheets! to! improve! listening,! reading,! writing! and!
mathematical!skills!(DoBE,!2012).!
As!all!the!previous!literature!reviewed!in!this!chapter!has!shown,!these!are!the!
critical! areas!where! interventions!are!necessary,! and! credit! should!be!given! to!
the!DoBE!for!this.!Nonetheless,!critical!questions!remain!regarding!the!capacity!
of! teachers! to! make! a! meaningful! impact! with! these! resources,! especially! in!
previously! marginalised! communities.! In! fact,! if! the! recent! ANA! reports! are!
anything! to! go! by,! there! is! little! or! no! impact! of! these! workbooks! in! schools!
whose!social!context!is!characterised!by!disadvantage!(DoBE,!2012a).!Clearly,!it!
is!not!because!workbooks!are!themselves! ineffective.!The!DoBE!has! introduced!




A! wholeTschool! approach! which! is! “a! platform! to! improve! effectiveness! of!
schools!and!district!offices! in!general”! (DoBE,!p.7)!but! to! improve!Literacy!and!
Numeracy,!in!particular;!the!supply!of!ANA!exemplars!in!order!to!equip!teachers!
with! insight! into! the! standard! and! style! of! ANA;! a! Curriculum! Coverage!
Instrument! which! “focuses! on! intensified! monitoring,! guidance,! control,! and!
support! of! teaching! and! learning,! and! gives! prominence! to! …! aspects! of!




of!problem!areas.!However,! there! is!a!paucity!of!active!strategising!around! the!
empowerment! of! the! teacher! as! the!most! prominent! roleTplayer! in! this! vision.!
The!implication!is!that!once!all!these!systems!are!in!place,!the!teaching!practices!
will! also! simply! ‘fall! into! place’.! A! major! concern! is! that! the! importance! of!
reading!literacy!is!merely!implied!in!this!broad!strategy.!One!would!expect!that!
something! as! pivotal! as! reading! or! reading! pedagogy,! at! least,! would! enjoy!
substantial! coverage! in! the! plan.! ANA,! by! all! accounts,! is! under! enormous!
pressure;!it!bears!the!responsibility!to!put!the!laudable!strategies!of!the!DoBE!to!
the! test! across! the! country,! year! in! and! year! out.! However,! it! is! debatable!
whether!the!literature!reviewed!in!this!study!has!been!of!any!merit!at!all.!!Where!
ANA!becomes!most!important,!is!in!its!interface!with!this!study.!Noting!that!the!





of! relevance.! The! Department! provides! a! glimpse! into! the! importance! of! this!
study!when!it!articulates!that:!
The! purpose! of! ANA! is! to! make! a! decisive! contribution!
towards! better! learning! in! schools.! UnderTperformance! in!
schools,!especially!schools!serving!the!poorest!communities,!is!










and! opted! for! in! Chapter! 4.! The! situation! is! critical! and! there! is! a! need! for!
research!undertaken! into!a! “wider! range”!of! complementary!methods! that!will!
be!adopted!to!ensure!that!the!outcomes!of!the!research!are!solid,!coherent!and!
dependable.!Within!that!context,!Rose’s!pedagogy!enjoys!an!omnipresence!in!this!
study.! It! is! predicted! to! provide! solutions! to! what! appears! to! be! intricately!




In! his! “Beating! educational! inequality! with! an! integrated! reading! pedagogy”,!
Rose!(2011b,! in!Christie!and!Simpson)!provides!an!account!of!his!development!
of!a!pedagogy!in!the!late!1980s!based!on!his!experience!with!the!underprivileged!
Pitjantjatjara! indigenous! community! in! Australia.! This! community! suffered! a!
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disaster!of!selfTdestruction!primarily!because!their! inferior!education!could!not!
pull! them! out! of! the! quagmire! of! disadvantage.! Rose! (2011b)! relates! how!
virtually! every! child! of! schoolTgoing! age! in! this! community! was! addicted! to!
substance!abuse!and!lived!a!life!filled!with!despair.!!!He!discovered!that!learners!
could! not! read! at! age! appropriate! levels,! despite! their! teachers! having! been!
trained!to!similar!degrees!as!their!counterparts!in!other!Australian!stateTfunded!
schools.! In! Rose’s! (2011b,! p.102)! words:! “Whatever! other! problems! were!





reverse! the! social! inequalities! in! this! community! through! interventions! in! the!




developed! in! collaboration! with! his! colleagues! in! other! initiatives! targeting!
disadvantaged! communities! (Christie! and! Martin! 1997,! Rose! 2008).! He! noted!
that!nonTexposure!to!early!reading!(parent!–!child!reading)!had!a!direct!bearing!
on! the! learners’! performance,! and! that! learners! in! primary! schools! were! not!
ready!to!learn!from!reading!as!expected.!Rose!(2011b,!p.103)!notes:!
The!key!difference!with!the!Pitjantjatjara!children!was!not!just!
that!a!nonTEnglish! language!was!spoken! in! the!home,! since!a!
high! proportion! of! other! Australian! children! also! come! from!
nonTEnglish! speaking! families,! but! that! there!was! no! parentT








points! out! that! his! methodology! “has! been! developed! in! response! to! current!
urgent! needs,! particularly! of! Indigenous! and! other! marginalised! learners,! to!
rapidly! improve! reading! and! writing! for! educational! access! and! success”.! The!
results!of!his!initiative!began!to!bear!fruit!within!a!year!of!intervention;!learners!
began! to! read! at! age! appropriate! levels,! and! hence! began! to! improve! their!
performance! across! subjects! (McRae,! Ainsworth,! Cumming,! Hughes,! Mackay,!
Price,!Rowland,!Warhurst,!Woods,!&!Zbar,!2000;!Gray,!Rose!and!Cowey,!1998).!




There! are!many! examples! where! the!Reading$ to$ Learn! methodology! has! been!
implemented!successfully!in!various!educational!sectors!in!Australia!and!around!
the!world.! Liu! (2013)! cites!numerous! instances!where! this!pedagogy!has!been!
successfully! implemented,! even! though! some! of! these! sectors! are! not! the!
traditional! classroom! settings.! McRae,! Ainsworth,! Cumming,! Hughes,! Mackay,!
Price,!Rowland,!Warhurst,!Woods,!&!Zbar!(2000)!conducted!an!investigation!on!
the!impact!of!the!programme,!where!it!was!demonstrated!that!the!approach!was!






how! the! pedagogy! had! been! instrumental! in! building! the! learners’! confidence!
and! preparing! them! to! challenge! new! reading! situations.! Rose,! LuiTChivizhe,!
McKnight,! &! Smith! (2004)! tried! the! methodology! with! indigenous! adults!
preparing! to!enter! the!University!of!Sydney,!with!resounding!success;!students!
improved!on!their!reading!and!could!demonstrate!this!by!writing!summaries!of!













as! a! meaningTmaking! resource! and! its! focus! on! text! as!
semantic! choice! in! social! context.! In! terms! of! pedagogical!
orientations,! the! innovative! approach! is! characterized! by! its!
adoption! of! an! explicit! mode! of! transmission! and! its!
ideologically! motivated! advocacy! to! empower! the!




chapter! 3).! Users! of! this! methodology! guide! learners! through! a! systematic!
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process! that! covers! the! clarification! of! grammatical! concepts,! and! interpreting!
them! within! their! contexts.! Rose’s! pedagogy! is! motivated! by! the! ideological!





!Mgqwashu! (2011)! T! himself! a! fervent! advocate! of! this! methodology! T! calls! it!




in! formal! education! and! presents! a! qualitative! evaluation! of!
reflexive! pedagogy’s! role! in! developing! such! ability.! In! the!
process!of! theorizing!module!content,!designing! lectures!and!
tutorial!worksheets,!and!teaching…reflexive!pedagogy!informs!
[his]! considerations! with! regard! to! the$ explicit$ teaching$ of$
reading$across$the$curriculum.!(Mgqwashu!2011,!p.24)!
!
By! way! of! reTaffirming! the! position! stated! by! Liu! (2013)! earlier,! Mgqwashu!





on! to! criticize! his! detractors! for! failing! to! realise! that! reflexive! pedagogy! is! “a!
practice! designed! to! facilitate! epistemological! access”! and! that! such! “failure! to!






Rose! (2005)! sums! up! the! six! stages! of! his! methodology! as:! Preparing! before!
Reading,! Detailed! Reasoning,! Preparing! before! Writing,! Joint! Construction,!
Individual! Reconstruction! and! finally,! Independent! Writing! (see! Figure! 3.6! in!
chapter! 3).! Whilst! the! first! three! stages! adopt! a! topTdown! approach! and! are!
comparatively!more!communal,!the!last!three!stages!take!a!bottomTup!route!and!
become!more!individual!and!challenging!as!the! learner!prepares!to!take!on!the!
next! task.! However,! the! scaffolding! learning! cycle! (SLC)! is! considered! the!
foundation! of! the! Reading$ to$ Learn! pedagogy.! It! takes! the! form! of! defining!
technical! or! literate! wordings,! explaining! new! concepts! or! metaphors! or!
discussing! students’! relevant! experience.! The! SLC! aims! to! enable! students! to!
access!academic!discourse!and! improve! learning!performance! (Liu,!2013).! It! is!
for!this!reason!that!Rose!(2005)!argues!that!through!his!pedagogy,!“a!teacher!can!
potentially! support! learners! to! operate! at! a! high! level! no! matter! what! their!
independent!ability”!(Rose,!2005,!p.142).!In!his!words:!
Learning$ to$ Read:$ Reading$ to$ Learn! pedagogy! assumes! this!
possibility,! but! takes! it! further! to! support! all! learners! in! a!
class!to!simultaneously!operate!at!the!same!high!level!…!In!the!
Learning$to$Read:$Reading$to$Learn!methodology,! ‘scaffolding’!
supports! all! learners! to! do! the! same! high! level! tasks,! but!
provides!the!greatest!support!for!the!weakest!learners.!Rather!
than! developing! in! incremental! steps,! learners! acquire!
independent! competence! through! repeated! practice! with!
highTlevel! tasks,! and! scaffolding! support! is! gradually!
withdrawn!as!learners!take!control.!This!then!is!the!principle!





Interestingly,! this! happens! without! compromising! access! and! success! for! the!
more!competent!learners.!The!emphasis!appears!to!be!on!the!role!of!the!teacher!
in! ‘scaffolding’! learners.! Unlike! in! other! pedagogies! (particularly! those! that!
propound! progressivism)! where! teachers! are! not! viewed! as! the! central! roleT
players,! in! Rose’s! methodology! the! teacher! is! in! control! and! provides! the!
directives.! ! Considering! the! urgency! surrounding! poor! learnerTacademic!
performance! in! the!South!African! context,!Rose’s!methodology!appears! to!be!a!
welcome!venture.!As!if! to!preTempt!the!critique!that!the!fundamental!challenge!




leaving! them! for! tacit! acquisition”! (Rose,! 2005,! p.! 139).! As! in! the! context! of!
Mgqwashu! (2011),! in! the!Reading$to$Learn! program,! the!presentation!explores!
relations! between! elaboration! and! academic! discourse! (Liu,! 2013).!
Fundamentally,! only! the! levels! of! “elaboration! and! academic! discourse”! differ,!




After! a! wideTranging! review! of! different! literature! on! the! phenomenon! under!
study,! and! the! exploration! of! the! various! perspectives! from! both! locally! and!
abroad! which! has! pointed! out! the! subtle! differentiation! between! opposite!
schools!of! thought,! the! researcher!chapter!was!not!only! ! reflected!on! the!main!
themes!and!subTthemes!of!the!scholars!under!review!T!the!literature!addressing!
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themes! of! disadvantage,! rurality! and! underprivilege,! and! explored! issues! of!
context,! poor! provision! of! resources! at! schools! and! problematic! teaching! and!
learning! practices! T! but! more! importantly,! presented! a! comprehensive!
theoretical! grounding! as! a! prelude! to! the! next! chapter! on! the! Theoretical! and!
Conceptual!Framework.!
!
























The! previous! chapter! reviewed! selected! literature! on! the! phenomenon! under!
investigation!in!this!study:!the!teaching!of!reading.! ! It! is!clear!in!Chapter!2!that!
studies!concerning!the!teaching!of!reading,!both!locally!and!internationally,!tend!
to!be!polarised!mainly!between! the! two!broad! theories:! Immersion!and!Direct!
Instruction!–!progressive!and!traditional!pedagogies!respectively.!The!challenge!
identified! by! several! studies! reviewed! in! Chapter! 2! is! that! both! these! theories!
and! pedagogies! reveal! glaring! limitations! in! their! respective! persuasions,!
particularly! in! terms! of! schools! located! in! underprivileged! communities.! ! This!
study,! however,! is! better! positioned! to! introduce! a! third! option! that! hopes! to!







research!findings! in!this!study!will!be!discussed! in!this!chapter.! In!the!process,!
the! chapter! will! show! a! critical! engagement! with! the! relevance! and!
appropriateness! of! the! theories! and! concepts! selected! to! investigate! the!




(1975;! 1978;! 1989;! 1993;! 1994;! 1996)! ! (Systemic! Functional! Linguistics! (SFL)!
Theory).! The! proven! efficacy! of! Rose’s! (2005;! 2011b)! Reading$ to$ Learn!
methodology!within!disadvantaged!social!contexts!forms!the!nexus!of!this!study,!
including! an! examination! of! how! each! of! these! theories! contribute! to! Rose’s!
work.! ! It! is! in! this! context! that! rurality! is! also! discussed! in! this! chapter.! The!
chapter!concludes!with!the!discussion!of!the!two!key!research!questions!and!the!
role! that! each! theory! plays! in! the! analysis! of! data!made! available! through! the!
following!questions:!
(i)! What! is! the! practitioners’! understanding! of! the! role! the! teaching! of!
reading!plays! in! the! learner!academic!performance! in!Grade!3!and!6!at! the!
school?!
!
(ii)How! does! the! intervention! confirm! or! transform! the! practitioners’!
understanding! of! the! role! the! teaching! of! reading! plays! in! the! learner!
academic!performance!in!Grade!3!and!6!at!the!school?!
!
3.2( Rose’s( Reading( to( Learn( Pedagogy:( a( principled( approach( to(
democratise(the(classroom(
Rose! (2005)! declares! that! his! methodology! is! configured! around! that! of!
Bernstein’s! (1990;! 1996;! 1999)! Pedagogic! Discourse,! Vygotsky’s! (1978;! 1981)!
Cognitive! Development! and! Halliday’s! (1975;! 1978;! 1989;! 1993;! 1994;! 1996)!
Systemic!Functional!Linguistics!(SFL)!theories.!He!claims!to!have!integrated!the!








As! suggested! in! Figure! 3.1! above,! Rose! (2005)! claims! that! this! methodology!
ensures! that! learning! and! teaching! become! a! democratic! experience! for! all!
learners! and! accelerates! learnerTachievement,! regardless! of! their! family! or!
educational! background.! This! is! a! profound! claim,! and! one!whose! efficacy! this!
study! hopes! to! explore! within! the! context! of! a! rural! primary! school! in! South!





In! his! introduction! to! “The$ Powers$ of$ Literacy:$ A$ genre$ approach$ to$ teaching$
writing”! (Cope! &! Kalantzis,! 1993),! the! series! editor! quotes! an! AfroTAmerican!
writer,! Lorde,! (1990,! p.287):! “the! master’s! tools! will! never! dismantle! the!
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In! pedagogical! terms,! her! submission! is! that! there! is! a! need! to! subvert! and!
modify! conventions! of! discourse! that! seek! to! entrench! “social! relations! of!







therefore! loosely! construed! as! a! setting! of! disadvantage,! of! distress,! and! of!
underTprivilege,! represented! in! the! type! of! community! (of! oral! culture)!where!
the! research! site! for! this! study! is! located,! but! also! in! the! type! of! learner! that!








of! social! order),! and! goes! on! to! state! that! the! instructional! discourse! is!
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embedded!within!the!regulative!discourse!(Bernstein!1990,!1996).!Again,!in!his!
later! research,! Bernstein! (1999),! who! aptly! calls! his! theory! “the! Pedagogic!
Device”! (Bernstein! 1990,! p.1),! rebrands! this! phenomenon! as! consisting! of! two!
forms! of! discourse,! namely:! the! vertical! and! the! horizontal! discourses.! He!
describes!the!horizontal!discourse!as! ‘common!to!all’,!and!as!merely!concerned!
with!the!transmission!of!skills!(its!focus!is!on!the!superficial!and!the!accessible).!







dying.! This! form! has! a! group! of! wellTknown! features:! it! is!
likely! to! be! oral,! local,! context! dependent! and! specific,! tacit,!
multiTlayered,! and! contradictory! across! but! not! within!
contexts…! the! crucial! feature! is! that! it! is! segmentally!




responsible! for! “regulating! access,! regulating! transmission! and! regulating!
evaluation”!(Bernstein!1990,!p.3).!Bernstein!(1999,!p.159)!explains:!
A!vertical!discourse!takes!the!form!of!a!coherent,!explicit,!and!
systematically! principled! structure,! hierarchically! organized,!
as!in!the!sciences,!or!it!takes!the!form!of!a!series!of!specialized!




The! horizontal! discourse! is! subsumed! within! the! vertical! discourse.! In! this!
context,!the!vertical!discourse!becomes!dominant!and!deals!with!issues!of!power!
and!strategy!T!the!profound!and!inaccessible.!The!vertical!discourse!also!enjoys!




is! usually! instances! of! “pedagogic! populism”! (Bernstein,! 1999).! This! happens!
when! those! in! power! deliberately! ‘leak’! some! peripheral! codes! of! the! vertical!
discourse! to! the! horizontal! discourse! for! nefarious! reasons.! Bernstein! (1999,!
p.169)!explicates!this!phenomenon:!




of! the! repertoires! made! available! in! horizontal! discourse.!
However! there! may! be! other! motives.! Horizontal! discourse!





for!example,! is!packaged!and!masqueraded!as!a!skills!curriculum!when,! in! fact,!














obtains! in!society,! in!general,!but!also!specifically! to!all!our!classrooms.!This! is!
because! he! also! refers! to! pedagogic! identities! and! relationships! that! are!made!
and! realized! through! the! selection! and! packaging! of! curricular! knowledge.!
Furthermore,!Bernstein!(1990;!1999)!seems!to!argue!that!the!inequalities!in!our!
classrooms! are! not! incidental,! but! are! manifestations! of! a! conspiracy! by! the!




a! “visible! pedagogy”! as! opposed! to! invisible! pedagogy,! the! two! phenomena!
elaborated!on!hereunder.!!
!
On!the!basis!of!the!above,! it! is! inevitable!to!conclude!that!the!outlook!of!Rose’s!
pedagogy:! Reading$ to$ Learn! draws! significantly! on! Bernstein’s! theory.! Rose’s!
pedagogy! is! itself! a! social! justice! project! as! it! deals!with! the! politics! of! power!
relations! in! society.! His! motivation! is! that! of! according! justice! to! the!
marginalised,! especially! learners! from! an! oral! culture.! His! mission! is! that! of!
challenging! the! unequal! moral! order! of! the! classroom,! and! by! extension,! the!
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stratification! of! society.! Rose! (2004a)! suggests! that,! in! order! to! interpret! the!
intractability! of! educational! inequality! one! needs! to! go! beyond! the! internal!
features! of! schooling! to! recognise! that! it! is! an! evolved! system! adapted! to! the!
context! of! a! stratified! socioTeconomic! system,! and! that! it! functions! as! the!
‘pedagogic! device’,! as! Bernstein! aptly! terms! it,! of! that! stratified! social! system.!
This! means! that! the! internal! features! of! the! device! at! every! level,! from! early!




Following! on! Bernstein’s! (1990;! 1996;! 1999)! theory,! Rose’s! pedagogy! is!
therefore! to!be! construed!as! a!bold! and!ambitious! attempt! to! look!beyond! the!
superficial! features! of! instructional! discourse,! but! stare! firmly! into! the!
regulative.!It!begins!to!ask!probing!questions!and!forces!curriculum!planners!and!
practitioners! alike! (construed! as! representatives! of! the! dominant! class)! to!
interrogate! their! complicity! to! the! ‘crime’! against! the! underprivileged.! For!
example,! how! do! they! select,! package,! distribute! and! evaluate! curriculum!
content!in!such!a!manner!that!every!learner!benefits!maximally!and!equally!from!

















One! way! in! which! Rose! (2005)! deals! with! some! of! these! questions! in! his!
methodology! is! to! launch! an! attack! on! the! proponents! of! the! progressivist!
pedagogies,! where! the! strategy! to! subjugate! the! marginalised! appears! to! be!
masterminded.!He!charges!that!progressivism!is,!by!design,!meant!to!benefit!the!
middleTclass!and!the!elite!at!the!expense!of!the!poor,!and!therefore!to!reinforce!
the! status! quo:! the! reproduction! of! the! stratified! socioTeconomic! order.! In! a!
veiled! conspiracy,! the! emphasis! by! progressivists! is! often! placed! on! ‘smooth’!
terminology!to!mask!their!true!intentions:!learnerTcentredness,!learnerTabilities!
as!opposed! to! learner! inequalities,! inclusivity,! selfTdiscovery,! learner! grading! –!
all!notions!of!“the! invisible!pedagogy”!(Bernstein!1996).! It! is! in!such!pedagogic!
practices! where! Bernstein! (2003)! makes! compelling! observations.! He!
distinguishes! between! the! visible! and! the! invisible! pedagogies.! For! him,! the!
visible!practices!are!inherently!explicit!and!characterized!by!different!subjects!or!
related!chunks!of!knowledge,!whereas!the!invisible!practices!usually!manifest!in!
the! form! of! integrated! ‘knowledges’! or! fields! of! knowledge,! as! Figure! 3! below!
illustrates:!
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The! strong! pacing! of! the! academic! curriculum! of! the! school!
creates! the! necessity! of! two! sites! of! acquisition! [school! and!
home].! It! creates! a! particular! form/modality! of!
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communication! which! does! not! privilege! everyday! narrative!
[the! inner! structure! of! the! communicative! principle! children!
use! in! everyday! life].! In! this! structure! children! of! the!
disadvantaged!classes!are!doubly!disadvantaged.!
!
Rules! of! “sequencing”! and! “pacing”! of! the! curriculum! remain! two! fundamental!
antitheses!to!the!subversion!of!the!dominant!culture.!If!anything,!they!are!being!
used! as! excuses! to! perpetuate! educational! injustices! against! those! who! come!
from! the! subservient! classes! (Rose,! 2004a).! ‘Sequencing’! and! ‘pacing’!
presuppose! where! learners! ought! to! be! at! the! various! stages! of! the! learning!
continuum.!The!reading!development!sequence!illustrated!in!Figure!3.4!below!is!
a! perfect! example! of! this! oftenTinaccurate! presupposition! on! reading! levels! by!
learners!at!different!junctures.!
!
To summarize, each stage in the literacy development sequence assumes
and evaluates orientations to written ways of meaning that are acquired in
previous stages. Thus practices across the secondary school curriculum
implicitly assu e and evaluate ori ntations acquir d in upper primary, and
practices in middle-upper primary assume and evaluate orientations acquired
in early school years, which in turn assume and evaluate orientations to
written mean ngs acquired through parent–child reading before school. These
four stages in the literacy development sequence are set out in Figure 7.1,
including the focus of the reading development curriculum in each stage (in
italics).
Pedagogic discourse and learning to read
The Learning to Read project has demonstrated that all students can
independently read at primary, secondary or tertiary levels within one year
of regular instruction, no matter what their starting level (McRae et al. 2000),
so there is no ‘natural’ reason why reading should be taught only in junior
primary. According to Bernstein, ‘The age by which a child should be able
to read is a function of the sequencing rules of the pedagogic practice of the
school’ (1990: 75). Independent reading at an early age is necessary only
because tacit acquisition of the underlying reading curriculum in upper
primary requires a lot more time than explicit instruction. Paradoxically, the
pacing of the underlying curriculum slows down to facilitate tacit acquisition,



























































Figure 7.1 Stages in the literacy development sequence










is! that! learners! from!underprivileged! communities! are! destined!never! to!meet!
these! stringent! requirements,! unless! they! are! given! access! to! the! language! of!
power.! At! the! most! basic! level,! they! do! not! have! access! to,! say,! any! form! of!
reading! at! home! in! their! early! years,!while! education! institutions! assume! that!
every! learner! who! starts! school! is! able! to! learn! from! reading,! as! depicted! in!
Figure!4!above.!No!real!effort! is!made!to! ‘bring!on!board’!these!learners!and!to!
breach! the! gap! that! this! type! of! learner! brings! to! school.! Rose! (2004a)! is!
unequivocal!about!where!the!problem!resides!that!contribute!to!maintaining!this!
inequality:! the! sequencing! of! literacy! development! through! school! years! and!
teaching! practices! that! evaluate! students’! development! (Rose,! 2004a).! By!
contrast,! the!middleTclass!counterparts!of!these!poor! learners!get!at! least!1000!
hours!of!exposure!to!reading!from!typical!home!discourses!even!before!they!are!
introduced! to! formal! education,! giving! them! an! unassailable! head! start!
compared!to!their!notTsoTprivileged!fellow!learners!(Bergin,!2001;!Rose,!2004a).!
Rose!(1998)!suggests!that!the!apparent!inertia!of!inequality!is!a!consequence!of!





the! poor! become! poorer! –! a! classical! case! of! the! Matthew! Effect! (Stanovich!
1986).!Rose!(2005,!p.139)!describes!the!resultant!“double!function”!of!this!act:!!
One!is!to!prepare!the!successful!few!for!university;!the!other!is!
to! ensure! that! other! learners! do! not! acquire! the! same! skills.!
The! first! function! is! achieved! by! forcing! able! learners! to!
continually! practice! reading! and! writing! across! the!
accelerating!content!curriculum;!the!second!is!achieved!by!not!
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allowing! time! to! teach! these! reading! and! writing! skills!
explicitly.!!
!
As! an! alternative,! Rose! (2005)! adopts! a! more! pragmatic! approach.! ! He!
ameliorates! offers! to! initiate! his! methodology! at! any! level! of! the! reading!
development! continuum,! starting! at! the! early! grades.! Because! of! the! explicit!
nature! of! its! instruction,! it! is! able! to! meliorate! deficits! created! by,! more!
especially,! learners! from! underTprivileged! communities,! allowing! them! to!
succeed! as! rapidly! as! those! who! come! from! privileged! backgrounds.! Rose’s!
(2005)! stance! appears! to! have! benefitted! from! Bernstein’s! (1990)! theory! of!
Pedagogic!Discourse,! itself!being!an!adventurous,!but!enabling,!architecture! for!
access!and!success! in!education.!Bernstein!(1990,!p.53),!agrees:!“It! is!crucial! to!
read! early! in! order! to! acquire! the! written! code,! for! beyond! the! book! is! the!




Bernstein’s! (1990)! theory! becomes! particularly! useful! in! providing! context! to!
the! situation! of! the! school! under! study! ! –! rural,! disadvantaged,! and! underT
resourced,!among!other!challenges.!Most! importantly,!Bernstein’s! theory!offers!
this! study! tools! to! devise! strategies! to! collect! data! that! could! respond! to! two!
critical!research!questions:!!
• What! is! the! practitioners’! understanding! of! the! role! the! teaching! of!
reading!plays! in! learner!academic!performance! in!Grade!3!and!6!at! this!
school?!
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• How! does! the! intervention! confirm! or! transform! the! practitioners’!










Primarily! premised! on! the! relationship! between! cognition! and! learning,!
Vygotsky’s! (1978)! theory! takes! a! social! constructionist! approach! and! stresses!
the! pivotal! role! of! social! relations! in! the! process! of! learning.! Vygotsky! (1978;!
1981)! views! learning! as! the! internalisation! of! activityTbased! cultural! heritage!
through!guided,!legitimate!peripheral!participation!in!situated!social!practice.!To!
that!extent,!Vygotsky!(1981)!believes!strongly!in!the!centrality!of!community!in!
the! ‘meaningTmaking’! process,! and! that! culture! is! a! prime! determinant! of!
individual!learning.!According!to!him,!social!activities!are!the!basis!for!complex!
cognitive!processes.!While!Piaget!(1928)!believes!that!learners!actively!construct!
knowledge! through! experiences,! Vygotsky! (1978)! holds! the! view! that! it! is,! in!
fact,! the! adult! population! and! the! wider! society! in! general! that! create! those!
experiences! which! ultimately! facilitate! learning.! He! argues! that! abstract!
knowledge! is! constrained! or! guided,! or! even! structured! by! the! social!
environment! in! which! learning! takes! place! (Vygotsky! 1978).! ! ! According! to!
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Vygotsky,! abstract! knowledge! is:! “semiotically! mediated”,! which! effectively!
implies! the! indispensability! of! the! “More! Knowledgeable! Other”! (MKO)!
(Vygotsky,!1978).!!
!
Another! important!element! in!Vygotsky’s!(1978)!theory,!an!aspect! that!may!be!
attributable! to! teachers,! is! that! of! the! design! of! differentiated! tasks! aimed! at!
maximising! each! learner’s! development! potential.! The! emphasis! here! is! on!
differentiated! instruction! and! learning,! not! along! the! lines! of! either! the!
traditional!or!progressive!pedagogies,!but!in!line!with!the!“scaffolding”!approach!
(Bruner,! 1986,! p.74).! Its! purpose! is! always! to! guide! and! support! learning! in!
order! to!bolster! the!development! capacity!of! the! learner! (which! should!not!be!
confused! with! individuated! learning! promoted! by! the! progressivist! schools! of!
thought).!The!above,! along!with! the! reality! that! social! interaction,! even!among!
learners! themselves,! plays! a! key! role! in! their! cognitive! growth,! remains!
unquestioned.!Feez!retorts:!!
Vygotsky’s! work! suggests! that! pedagogies! that! are! only!
concerned!with!existing!independent!functioning!will!not!give!
the! learner! the! chance! to! progress.! By! contrast,! pedagogies!












works! of! Vygotsky.!His! research! on! ZPD! forms! the! epicentre! in! his! theoretical!
contribution!to!the!pedagogic!discourse.!He!defines!the!ZPD!as!a!space!where!the!
learner!and!the!teacher!meet!each!other!halfway.!The!learner!brings!to!the!zone!
what! he! or! she! is! able! to! do! independently,! what! he! or! she! has! learned;! the!
teacher!brings!support,!so!that!what!the!learner!is!able!to!do!beyond!this!zone!is!






represent! the! interface! that!makes! learning! a! social! construct.! The! role! of! the!
teacher,!in!both!these!instances,!is!neither!that!of!an!authoritarian!figure!nor!that!
of!a!docile!observer! T!or!a!benign!bystander! T!but!rather! that!of!a!catalyst!who!
improves! the!speed!and!depth!of! the! learner’s! cognitive!development,!utilizing!
scaffolding!as!a!measure!to!support!the!learner!as!he!or!she!grows!in!confidence!
(Vygotsky,! 1978;! Rose,! 2005).! The! ‘trampoline! effect’! describes! a! process! by!
which!a!learner’s!skills!start!off!as!elementary!and!are!limited!to!ordinary!jumps!
on!the!ground.!As!he!or!she!interfaces!with!the!trampoline!(the!teacher),!his!or!
her! skills! become! more! advanced,! which! may! extend! his! or! her! trickery! to!
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something! like! somersaults! and! flips! in! the! air.! Feez! sums! up! this! notion!
eloquently:!
Vygotsky’s! notion! of! collaborative! learning! provides! a!
theoretical! basis! for! genre! pedagogy,! making! it! possible! to!
plan!language!learning!as!a!process!of!social!construction!with!
two! key! characteristics,! scaffolding! and! joint! construction.!
Scaffolding!occurs!when!the!teacher!contributes!what!learners!
are! not! yet! able! to! do! alone! or! do! not! yet! know.! Teachers!
adjust,! and! strategically! diminish,! their! contribution,!
supporting! learners! as! they! progress! towards! their! potential!
level! of! independent! performance.! Joint! construction! occurs!
when!the!teacher!and!the! learner!share!the!responsibility! for!





adopted! by! Vygotsky! (1978)! in! his! methodology:! Reading$ to$ Learn.! When!
analysing! the! problems! of! underprivileged! learners,! especially! in! indigenous!
communities,! Rose! (2011b)! notes! that! learners! in! these! communities! lack! the!
tools!of!accessing!formal!education!because!of!their!limiting!backgrounds!–!and!
this!is!a!permanent!feature!in!the!research!site!as!well.!The!community!is!based!
in!a!deep!rural!area,!which! is!generally!poor.! !The!school!used!as! the! research!
site!in!this!study,!for!example,!has!been!granted!the!Quintile!1!grading.!!This!is!in!
line! with! the! poverty! index! of! its! community! (Quintile! 1! represents! the! most!
impoverished! community),! often! remote! and! farTflung,! mostly! illiterate! and!
comparatively!apathetic!to!the!educational!needs!of!their!children.!The!levels!of!
learnerTperformance! are! equally! uninspiring,! and! this! is! partly! due! to! the!
teachers’! low! qualifications,! as! revealed! in! chapter! 5,! where! research! findings!
are! analysed! and! critically! discussed.! Chapter! 5! also! reveals! that! the! research!
site!has!no!library!and!meaningful!collection!of!reading!material.!As!Yin!(1994,!p.!
36)!points!out,!a! “theory!must!be! tested! through!replications!of! the! findings! in!
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(other)! contexts! where! the! theory! has! specified! that! the! same! results! should!
occur”.!The!school!therefore!compares!favourably!with!those!of!the!Pitjantjatjara!
indigenous! community! in! Australia,! where! the! Learning$ to$Read! methodology,!
the! thrust! of! this! study,! was! tested! and! found! to! be! successful! in! changing!
educational!outcomes!(Rose,!2011b).!In!effect,!Rose’s!(2005)!methodology!seeks!
to! address! this! disproportion.! Referring! to! this! disadvantaged! community,! for!
example,! he! cites! the! fact! that! learners! are! not! exposed! to! any! form! of! early!
reading! at! home! as! a! clear! socioTcultural! deficit,! that! the! home! generally!
provides! no! meaningful! support! for! the! children! to! succeed! at! school.! In! his!
methodology,! and! drawing! from! Vygotsky! (1978),! Rose’s! (2005)!methodology!
ensures! that! he! caters! for! mechanisms! to! ‘repair’! such! social! deficits,! as! a!




Knowledgeable! Other”! in! ensuring! that! learners! read! and!write! at! the! highest!
possible! levels,! with! the! comfort! of! knowing! that! they! are! under! the! direct!
guidance! of! the! adult! who! has! experiential! knowledge! T! the! teacher.! In! both!
instances,! the! role! of! the! teacher! is! no! longer! peripheral,! as! advocated! by!
progressivism,!but!very!much!at!the!centre!of!the!reading!and!writing!processes,!
understanding! when! to! intervene! and! when! to! allow! for! individual! or! social!
development.! In! agreement! with! Rose’s! sentiment! above,! and! in! an! apparent!
dismissal!of!‘progressivist’!process!approaches,!Hyland!(2003,!p.21)!states:!
From! a! social! perspective,! a! writer’s! choices! are! always!
contextTdependent,!motivated! by! variations! in! social! activity,!
in!writerTreader!relations,!and!by!constraints!on!the!progress!
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of! the! interaction.! As! a! result,! teachers! cannot! expect! weak!
writers! to! improve! simply! by! equipping! them! with! the!
strategies! of! good!writers.! Not! only! are! such! strategies! only!
part!of!the!process,!but!they!too!are!likely!to!vary!with!context.!
Instead,! we! need! to! explore! ways! of! scaffolding! students’!
learning! and! using! knowledge! of! language! to! guide! them!




Both! Rose’s! (2005)! and! Vygotsky’s! (1978)! scholarship! pursues! the! argument!
that! guided! learning! is! fundamentally! part! of! the! social! justice! project.! Their!
research! findings! reveal! that!when!pedagogic! instruction!ensures! that! learners!
operate! at! higher! levels! of! development! at! all! times,! with! the! ‘scaffold’!
continually!being!used!to!carry!the!struggling!learners!to!reach!the!levels!of!their!
counterparts,! classrooms! become! democratic! and! all! learners! operate! from! an!
equitable! level.! This! is! in! sharp! contrast! to! traditional! and! progressive!
pedagogies! that!allow! for!antiquated! teaching!practices;! the!more!adventurous!
ones! advocating! tacit! acquisition!of! knowledge.! They!pedagogies! and!practices!
come!in!many!guises,!but!the!real!intention!(often!unwittingly!on!the!part!of!the!
teachers)! is! to! maintain! a! stratified! society.! In! metaphorical! terms,! these!
traditionalists! are! seen! as! carriers! of! learners! as! passengers! in! a! train,! where!
only!teachers!know!the!destination.!The!progressivists,!on!the!other!hand,!hold!
that!the!learner!is!conceived!of!as!an!explorer!on!a!long!journey!of!discovery.!As!
the! literature! review! (Chapter! 2)! reveals! in! this! study,! most! disadvantaged!
learners!are!too!inexperienced!to!embark!on!such!a!journey!on!their!own.!!Rose’s!
(2005)! model,! on! the! other! hand,! informed! by! Vygotsky’s! theory! of! social!
learning!(1978),!is!akin!to!a!safari!T!the!learners!have!a!tour!guide!to!explain!to!
them! the! intricacies! of! the! adventure,! but! they! also! are! provided! with! the!
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opportunity! to! discuss! among! themselves,! before! they! recreate! the! journey!on!
their!own.!!
!







Figure 3.6: Rose’s Learning to Read cycle (Rose, 2005) 
!
The! ‘scaffolding’! model! used! by! Rose! (2005)! in! his! pedagogy,! particularly! his!
insistence! on! the! use! of! the! social! learning! model! throughout! the! teachingT
learning!cycle,!reflects!the!clearest! influence!of! the!Vygotskyan!theory!of!Social!
Learning! T!apart! from!the! ‘omnipotence’!of! the! teacher! in! the! learning!process,!
there! is! joint! reading! among! learners! and! joint! construction! in! writing.! It! is!
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almost!an! implied!admission! that! independent! learning!depends! largely!on! the!
social! interaction! between! the! learner! and! the! teacher,! the! learner! and! other!




has! yielded! data! that! explains! whether! or! not! there! is! any! evidence! of! that!
‘admission’!in!the!way!teachers!conduct!their!business!at!the!school,!and!how!it!
resembles!or!differs!from!the!model!proposed!by!Vygotsky!(1978).!Data!findings!
in! chapter! 5! also! offered! this! study! an! opportunity! to! examine! the! use! of!
scaffolding!mechanisms,!and!the!role!of!the!teacher!during!the!teachingTlearning!
cycle,!and!the!sacrosanct!nature!of!the!interface!–!the!ZPD.!Such!an!examination!
assisted! in! engaging!with! the! second! critical! research! question:! ‘how! does! the!
intervention! confirm! or! transform! practitioners’! understanding! of! the! role! the!
teaching!of! reading!plays! in! learner!academic!performance! in!grade!3!and!6!at!
the! school?’! Additionally,! trajectories! of! learnerTacademic! performance! in! the!




What!sets!Halliday’s!(1985a)! linguistic!analysis!apart! is! the!premium!he!places!
on!the!systematic!connection!between!the!social!context!and!meanings!of!and!in!
texts.! From!a! genre!perspective,! people! centrally!write! to! accomplish!different!
purposes! in!different! contexts!and! this! involves!variation! in! the!ways! they!use!
language,! not! universal! rules! (Halliday,! 1994).! In! Cope! and! Kalantzis’! (1993,!
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p.14)! words,! Halliday! construes! his! “tools! for! analysing! texts! in! their! infinite!
variety!and!subtle!variations”.!Christie!&!Martin!(1997)!put! it!differently:! “This!
model!of! genre! stresses! the!purposeful,! interactive!and! sequential! character!of!




language!and!motivated!by!a! commitment! to! language!and! literacy!education”.!
Halliday! (1985,! p.12)! further! identifies! the! interrelatedness! of! three! key!
elements!which!make!up!the!register!of!a!text:!“field”!or!what!the!text!is!about,!
“tenor”!or!an!explanation!of!the!interpersonal!relations!in!the!text,!and!“mode”!or!





systematic! relationship! between! the! social! environment! on!
the!one!hand,!and! the! functional!organization!of! language!on!
the! other.! If! we! treat! both! text! and! context! as! semiotic!
















progressivism! who! promote! incidental! learning! –! the! ‘Immersion’! or! ‘whole!
language’! theorists!whose! focus!on! the! teaching!of! reading!and! text! analysis! is!

















of! the! text! before! reading! it.! Following! on! what! Rose! (2005)! has! dubbed! the!
“scaffolding! interaction!cycle”,! learners!are!allowed!to!go! through! the!stages!of!
‘preparation’,! ‘identifying’! and! ‘elaborating’,! a! structured,! consistent! and!
intensive! sequence! meant! to! benefit! them! in! the! total! mastery! of! the!
complexities!of!the!text,!as!shown!in!Figure!3.8!below:!
!
Figure 3.8: A scaffolding interaction cycle (Rose, 2005) 
$
This! model! not! only! emulates! and! extends! practices! within! the! parentTchild!
reading! discourses! at! home,! but! also! reinforces! Halliday’s! theory! of! register!
variation,!over!and!above!drawing!from!the!Vygotskyan!theory!of!social!learning.!
Rose! (2011b)! refers! to! his! Reading$ to$ Learn! methodology! as! “an! explicit!
wholistic!pedagogy”! and! integrates!many!elements! ascribed! to!Halliday! (1985;!
1993;!1996).!His!pedagogy! involves!purposeful!modelling!and!repeating!as! the!
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base! for!both!spoken!and!written! language!development.! Importantly,! learners!
are! treated!equitably! and! the! same!high! level!of!output! is!both!expected! from,!
and!guaranteed! for,! all! of! them,!despite! their! social! and! language!backgrounds!
(Rose,!2005).!Hyland!(2003,!p.22)!captures!these!sentiments!(about!SFL):!
Basically,!Halliday’s!theory!systematically!links!language!to!its!
contexts! of! use,! studying! how! language! varies! from! one!
context! to! another! and,!within! that! variation,! the! underlying!
patterns! which! organise! texts! so! [that]! they! [are]! culturally!
and! socially! recognized! as! performing! particular! functions.!
The! exploration! and! description! of! these! patterns! and! their!
variations! has! been! the! focus! of! genre! theory! and! the!
resources! it! exploits! to! provide! disadvantaged! learners! with!
access!to!the!cultural!capital!of!socially!valued!genres.!
!
As! evident! in! the! above! excerpt,! this! theory!provides! adequate!mechanisms!of!
support!for!all!learners!according!to!need.!Of!particular!interest!to!study,!Rose’s!
Reading$to$Learn$methodology! subscribes,! both! in! spirit! and! in! outlook,! to! the!
revolutionary!Australian!Genre!Pedagogy,!in!particular,!The!Sydney!School.!If!we!
move! from! the!premise! that!Rose! (2005)! is! a!proponent!of! the!Sydney!School,!
and!that!the!Sydney!School!is!largely!founded!on!the!principles!of!the!Hallidayan!
SFL,! then! it! is! logical! that! the!Hallidayan! SFL! is! the! founding! architecture! and!
pillar! of! both! The! Sydney! School! and! to! a! certain! extent,! Rose’s!methodology.!
Thus!Halliday!may!be! linked! to! some!strands! (or! camps)!of!Genre!Theory! (for!
example,! the!New!Rhetoric! and! English! for! Specific! Purposes! do! not! have! any!
relations! with! the! Hallidayan! theories).! It! is! the! Sydney! School! that! draws!
inspiration! from! the! Hallidayan! SFL! and! therefore! tends! to! be! linguisticL
grounded,! “applying! theories! of! functional! grammar! and! discourse! and!
concentrating! on! the! lexicoTgrammatical! and! rhetorical! realisation! of!
communicative!purposes!embodied!in!a!genre”!(Flowerdew!in!Johns!2002,!p.91).!
With! their! roots! firmly!grounded! in!Halliday’s! theories,!The!Sydney!School!has!
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sought! to! assume,! as! a! principled! and! pedagogic! position,! that! there! is! a!
relationship! between! language! use! and! its! social! environment.! Discussing! a!
social!theory!of!language,!Christie!(2005,!p.8T9)!affirms!this!position.!She!points!
out:!
Two! terms! that! are! essential! to! the! understanding! of! the!
functional!model!of!language!used!here!are!text!and!context!…!





To! understand! the! relationship! between! text! and! context,! it! is! important! to!
contextualize!it!within!the!Hallidayan!discourse!on!register:!that!a!text!embodies!
three! variables! of! field,! tenor! and!mode! (Halliday,! 1985;! 1996).! Proponents! of!
The!Sydney!School!are!in!agreement!with!Halliday’s!stratal!interpretation!of!the!
relation!of! language! to! social! context! (in!Figure!3.7! above)! although! they!have!
improved! on! it! over! the! years! to! deTlink! ‘register’! and! ‘genre’,! and! modelling!
genre!at!the!stratum!of!culture,!and!thereby!have!“added!another!layer!to!context!







understood! in!order! to! comprehend!what! is! constructed! in!a!
text.! There! are! the! immediate! meanings! of! the! context! of!
situation,! but! there! are! also! the! meanings! of! the! context! of!
culture,! and! these! differ.! Consider,! for! example,! trading!





Martin!and!Rose!(2008,!p.16)!also!express! this!sentiment:! “In! this!step!we!had!
remodelled! language! in! social! contexts! as! an! integrated! semiotic! system,! in!
which! ‘situation’! and! ‘culture’! were! reconstrued! as! social! semiotic! strata! –!
register! and! genre”.! This! aspect! accommodates! Hyland’s! (2003,! p.20)! concern!
that! credible!methodologies! should! engage!with! “the! socioTpolitical! realities! of!
students’! everyday! lives! and! target! situations”.! Of! even!more! significance,! the!
Sydney! School! has! sought! to! function! within! the! realms! of! social! functional!
linguistics,!and!often!explores! the!role!of!genre!and!register! in! the!pedagogical!
process.!They,!too,!generally!believe!that!language!structure!is!an!integral!part!of!
the!text’s!social!context!and!function,!and!would!thus!have!interest!on!how!genre!
influences!pedagogy.! It! is!on! this!basis! that!Halliday!(1978;!1989)!assumes! the!
ancestral!role!–!in!the!“logogenesis”!(Rose,!2006).!
!
The! SydneyTbased! Disadvantaged! Schools! Programme! (DSP),! an! initiative!
conceptualised!and!executed!under!the!banner!of!the!Sydney!School,!and!which!
typifies! the! thinking! of! this! camp,! is! a! particularly! relevant! and! appropriate!
example! of! how! the! notion! of! genre! impacts! the! classroom! within! this! camp.!
During! its! implementation,! DSP! has! dealt! successfully! with! Secondary! School!
teachers!from!disadvantaged!backgrounds!who!“wanted!access!to!resources!and!
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assistance! that!would! help! them! to! integrate! literacy! and! learning! in! different!
subjects! with! perceivable! payToffs! for! both! subjectTarea! learning! and! literacy”!
(MackenTHorarik! in! Johns,! 2002,! p.18).! It! is! a! demonstration! of! how! genre!
pedagogy! T! the! HallidayTinspired! version! in! this! instance! T! applied! across! the!
curriculum,! can! benefit! both! teachers! and! learners,! despite! their! handicap! of!
disempowerment.!!
!
Since! Halliday’s! theory! professes! to! delve! into! the! linguistic! intricacies! of! the!
genre!discourse,! it! informs!the!response!to!this!study’s! third!research!question!





teaching!of! reading!and!writing! in! the!research!site,!with!a! focus!on! the! ‘social!
semiotic’!and!register.!Therefore,!what!the!Hallidayan!SFL!offers!Rose’s!Reading$
to$ Learn! methodology! is! the! assurance! that! the! learning! process! involves!
intensive!analysis!of!texts!that,!in!turn,!ensures!that!every!learner!is!on!board!in!
that!process;! it! also! caters! for! the!exploration!of! the! learners’! social! context! in!
texts.! Importantly,! all! learners! are! given! a! fair! chance! to! succeed,! even! those!








illuminating! its! theoretical! structures.! In! the! process,! Bernstein’s! Theory! of!





later! be! used! to! analyse,! interpret! and! critically! discuss! research! findings! (in!
chapters!5!and!6),!was!generated!and!explicated.!From!the!Bernsteinian!Theory,!
concepts! such! as! the! “horizontal”! and! “vertical”! discourses,! “invisible”! and!
“visible”! pedagogies,! “distributive! rules”,! rules! of! “sequencing”! and! “pacing”! of!
the! curriculum!were! discussed! within! the! context! of! pedagogic! practices.! The!
Vygotskyan!Theory,!on!the!other!hand,!was!examined!and!made!available!such!
concepts! as! “the! zone! of! proximal! development”! (ZPD),! “semiotic! mediation”,!
“The! More! Knowledgeable! Other”! (MKO)! and! emphasized! “scaffolding”,! for!
example.!Hallidayan!SFL!situated!into!prominence!notions!of!“context!of!culture”,!
“context!of!situation”,! “register”!(“field”,! “tenor”!and!“mode”),! “lexicoTgrammar”!
and! “semantics”,! and! tied! them! to! the! abstraction! of! the! process! of!
understanding!texts.!In!the!discussion!of!these!notions,!an!attempt!was!made!to!
discuss! how! they! shape! Rose’s! methodology.! The! chapter! thus! revealed! how!
Rose’s!methodology!is!emancipatory!(Bernstein),!with!conception!of!learning!as!




Chapter! 4! turns! to! the! discussion! of! the! research! design! and!methods! used! to!














































this! study,! is! a! consequence! and! byTproduct! of! Bernstein’s! (1990;! 1996),!
Vygotsky’s! (1978;! 1981)! and! Halliday’s! (1975;! 1978;! 1989;! 1996)! work! on!
Pedagogic! Devise,! Zone! of! Proximal! Development! and! Systemic! Functional!
Linguistics,! respectively.!What! is! evident! in! Chapter! 3,! is! that!most! of! the! key!
concepts!deriving! from!the!scholarship!of! these!researchers,! find!expression! in!
Rose’s! methodology.! ! Most! importantly,! given! the! broader! purpose! and! the!
research!questions!in!this!study,!careful!consideration!was!necessary!in!selecting!




research! strategies! that!were! employed! to! generate! data!within! the! context! of!
the! research! questions.! ! More! specifically,! the! chapter! discusses! in! detail! the!
research!site,!research!methodology,!research!design,!research!instruments!and!
the! sampling! technique! used! to! identify! study! participants.! ! The! rationale! for!
each! of! the! choices! discussed! in! this! chapter! is! also! provided.! ! The! chapter!





• What! is! the! practitioners’! understanding! of! the! role! the! teaching! of!
reading!plays!in!learners’!academic!performance!in!Grade!3!and!6!at!this!
school?!
• How! does! the! intervention! confirm! or! transform! the! practitioners’!




Almost! half! of! South! African! learners! reside! in! rural! areas! where! educational!
underachievement! is! a! major! component! of! a! cycle! of! disadvantage! (Human!
Science! Research! Council! (HSRC)! &! Education! Policy! Consortium,! 2005).! The!
research!site!for!this!study!is!a!deep!rural!area!that!is!remote!and!farTflung.!‘Deep!
rural’! in!the!South!African!context!is!associated!with!poverty,!disadvantage!and!
lack! of! economic! and! educational! opportunities.! As! stated! in! the! previous!
chapter,!the!school!was!granted!a!Quintile!1!status,!in!keeping!with!the!poverty!
index! of! the! community! the! research! site! serves.! Quintile! 1! status! is! a!
classification! for! schools! that! are! located! in! extremely! impoverished!
communities.!The! community! in! the! research! site!has! inadequate! facilities! and!
buildings.!There! is! no! library;! no!meaningful! collection!of! reading!material,! no!
sporting! facilities! for! the! children,! and! the! school! has! only! recently! acquired!
electricity.! As! the! HSRC! (2005)! report! indicates:! “Rural! learners! frequently!




who,! by! virtue! of! their! adverse! circumstances,! cannot! afford! to! access! better!
educational! opportunities! elsewhere.! The! research! site! was! chosen! because! it!
represents! a! typical! disadvantaged! school! in! the! South! African! context.!
Internationally,! there! is! a! large! body! of! research! on! the! relationship! between!
contexts!of!poverty!and! the!underperformance!of! schools! (Ylimaki,! Jacobson!&!
Drysdale,!2007;!De!Lisle,!2011).!It!is!a!worldwide!phenomenon!for!communities!
in! distress.! In! South! Africa,! the! learnerTperformance! in! schools! such! as! the!
chosen!research!site,!as!pointed!out!above,!is!usually!very!poor!(Department!of!
Basic! Education! (DoBE),! 2010;! 2011! &! 2012)! despite! the! support! that! DoBE!
purports! to!be!giving! to! these! schools.!The!DoBE! (2012)! report!on! the!Annual!
National!Assessments!(ANA)!details!some!of!these!interventions:!
Strategies!range!from!the!review!of!the!curriculum,!the!launch!
of! a! comprehensive! Literacy! and! Numeracy! strategy,!
comprehensive! feedback! that!was! given! to! schools! following!
the! release! of! ANA! 2011! results,! learner! support! materials!
placed! in! the! hands! of! teachers! and! learners,! and! support!
given!to!districts”!(DoBE,!2012,!p.6).!!
Specifically,! these! schools! receive! preferential! treatment! in! the! form! of! the!
National! Schools! Nutrition! Programme! (NSNP),! a! noTfee! school! status! (where!
learners! do! not! pay! school! fees)! and! a! substantially! higher!per$ capita! funding!
allocation! for! learners! (Norms! and! Standards! for! Funding! of! Schools,! 2006).!
However,!despite!these! interventions!by!the!DoBE,! the!2013!ANA!results!could!
only!manage! an! improvement! of! T1%! (Grade! 3!HL),! 10%! (Grade! 6! FAL),! 12%!
(Grade!3!Mathematics)!and!12%!(Grade!6!Mathematics)!nationally,! inclusive!of!
all!schools!(privileged!and!underprivileged).!In!the!recent!report!on!Progress!in!
International! Reading! Literacy! Study! (PIRLS)! conducted! in! 2006,! South! Africa!
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scored! the! lowest!of!all! the!participating!countries! (TEACH!South!Africa,!2010,!
p.2).!
!




been! proven! to! work! successfully! in! improving! learnerTperformance,! even! in!
contexts!characterised!by!disadvantage.!The!research!site!hence!may!be!viewed!
as! presenting! an! opportunity! to! use! this!methodology! to! explore! the! extent! of!
that!correlation.!In!this!context,!the!description!of!the!research!site!becomes!very!
important! as! it! necessitates! the! provision! of! answers! to! the! first! key! research!
question!of! the! study:! ‘What! is! the!practitioners’!understanding!of! the! role! the!
teaching!of!reading!plays! in! learner!academic!performance! in!Grade!3!and!6!at!
this! school?’! The! answers! to! this! question! relate! to! the! practitioners’!
perceptions,!attitudes!and!assumptions,!to!the!physical!attributes!of!the!research!
site! (in! this! case,! classrooms),! to! issues! of! teacher! capacity! as! well! as! to!
availability! and! use! of! the! necessary! resources! in! creating! an! enabling!
environment! to!make! the! teaching!of! reading!an!achievable!goal.!The!answers,!
however,! also! extend! to! other! socioTcultural! factors! surrounding! learners.! The!
second!key!research!question! ‘How!does!the!intervention!confirm!or!transform!
the! practitioners’! understanding! of! the! role! the! teaching! of! reading! plays! in!
learners’!academic!performance!in!Grade!3!and!6!at!this!school?’!examines!how!
the! implementation! of! Rose’s! Reading$ to$ Learn! methodology! shapes! the!
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A:!Anele! F! 3! JPTD! Numeracy,!Literacy,!Life!Skills!&!
First!Additional!language!(FAL)!
B:!Bongani! M! 6! B.!Paed! Mathematics!&!Natural!Sciences!and!
Technology!(NS&Tech)!
C:!Celani! M! 6! NIL! English!&!Creative!Arts!






has! a! Junior! Primary!Teachers’!Diploma! (JPTD)! from! the!College! of! Education,!
while!among!her!Grade!6!counterparts,!one! teacher! (an!HOD!at! the! site)!has!a!
Bachelor!of!Pedagogics!degree!(and!is!currently!furthering!his!studies),!and!the!
other!two!are!not!yet!qualified!(although!they!are!currently!doing!their!studies!
on! a! partTtime! basis).! This! is! in! keeping! with! the! HSRC! (2005)! report! on!





there! are! better!working! and! living! conditions.! The! research! site! has! lost! two!
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qualified! teachers! in! the!past! three! years! as! a! result! of! ‘teacherTpoaching’! that!
negatively!affects!schools!such!as!this!one.!These!teachers!were!headhunted!by!





In! order! to! select! participants! in! this! study,! Stone’s! (1988,! p.150)! principles!
regarding!the!sampling!of!participants!were!used.!!Participants!must:!!
• “have!had!experiences!with!the!phenomenon!being!researched”;!!
• be!“verbally! fluent!and!able!to!communicate!their! feelings,! thoughts!and!
perceptions”;!and,!!
• must! show! utmost! dedication! and! commitment! to! the! research! by!
showing!a!willingness!to!see!it!through!to!its!finality.!!
Given! the! above,! the! study! used!purposive! sampling! to! select! the! participants.!!
They!were!purposively!selected!because,! firstly,!as! teachers!the!participants,! in!
one! way! or! the! other! have! already! engaged! with! the! phenomenon! under!
investigation,!that!is,!the!teaching!of!reading.!The!participants!also!matched!the!
required! profile,! both! in! terms! of! their! qualifications! and! the! context! of! their!
situation.!Their!circumstances!resembled!those!in!the!Australian!schools!where!
Rose! (2011b)! conducted! his! study! that! gave! rise! to! the! methodology!
implemented! as! a! curriculum! intervention! in! this! study.! Secondly,! as! teachers,!
the! participants! could! communicate! in! the! language! of! the! interview,! English.!
Thus,!in!so!far!as!expressing!their!“feelings,!thoughts!and!perceptions”,!they!were!
unambiguously! clear.! ! Finally,! these! participants! showed! a! high! degree! of!
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commitment! to! the! subject! investigated! in! this! study.! This! is! because! they!
believed!the!experience!would!make!them!better!teachers;! they!hoped!that! the!
experience! would! positively! impact! on! the! academic! performance! of! their!
learners! in! numeracy! and! literacy,! and! wanted! to! maximize! whatever! other!
‘benefits’!would!arise!as!a!result!of!their!participation!in!the!study.!
!
After! these!participants!were!purposively! sampled,! trainingTsessions!on!Rose’s!
methodology! began.! ! These! training! sessions! were! conducted! by! Reading$ to$
Learn! South!Africa.!This! is!a!nonTgovernmental!organisation!(NGO)!established!
by! the! adherents! of! Rose’s! methodology,! Reading$ to$ Learn.! Its! purposes! is! to!
expand! the! teachings! of! the! founder! of! the! methodology,! including,! but! not!
limited! to! holding! colloquia,! seminars,! and! other! gatherings! around! this!
methodology!across!the!developed!and!developing!world.!!The!purpose!it!served!
in! this! study!was! to!provide! training!of! participants! on!Rose’s!methodology! at!
the! research! site.!More! specifically,!Reading$to$Learn! South!Africa:! 1)! screened!
videos! for! participants! on! the! methodologyTinTpractice,! 2)! designed! exemplar!
lesson!plans!to!be!used,!and!offered!modelling!lessons!and!3)!conducted!lesson!
observations! during! implementation! and! general! monitoring! of! the! whole!
process! alongside! the! researcher.! ! This! training! was! necessary! for! four!
interrelated! reasons.! ! Firstly,! it! facilitated! access! to! the! novelties! of! the!
methodology.! Secondly,! it!provided! the!necessary!guidance!and!capacitation! to!
participants! in! employing! this! methodology.! Thirdly,! it! provided! participants!
with! practical! tools! to! implement! the! methodology! efficiently.! Finally,! it! gave!
credence! to! the! intervention! curriculum! by! providing! legitimacy! to! the! entire!
study.!These!sessions!took!place!in!the!afternoons,!but!sometimes!continued!into!
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the! early! evening.! During! these! sessions,! participants! were! willing! to! be!
observed,!especially!in!the!classroom!situation!and!visits!from!both!the!Reading$
to$ Learn! South! Africa! trainers! and! the! researcher.! They!were! willing! to!make!




most! appropriate! data! to! use! in! answering! the! key! research! questions.! The!
participants!agreed!to!work!on!the!research!in!their!very!first!meeting!when!the!
concept!was! introduced! to! them.! Learners,! although! vital! to! the! study,! do! not!





such,! all! Grade! 3! and! 6! learnerTscripts! in! ANA! Literacy! and! Numeracy! papers!





Cameron! (2011,! p.96)! defines! MixedTMethod! Research! (MMR)! as! research! “in!
which!the!investigator!collects,!analyses,!mixes,!and!draws!inferences!from!both!




is! informed! by! conceptual! positions! common! to! mixed! methods! practitioners!
(e.g.,! the! rejection! of! “eitherTor”! choices! at! all! levels! of! the! research! process)”.!!
Both! definitions! seem! to! suggest! that! there! is! a! certain! degree! of! richness! in!
combining! qualitative! and! quantitative! research! methods! in! order! to! achieve!
validity!and!reliability!of!findings.!!
!
In! the! context! of! this! study,! MMR! presents! an! opportunity! for! the! study!
maximally!to!exploit!the!strengths!of!the!combined!methods!to!interpreting!data!
with! its! implied! emphasis! on! and! grounding! in! triangulation! (Campbell! and!
Fiske,!1959).!Onwuegbuzie!and!Teddlie’s!(2003)!suggestion!that!mixed!methods!
are! not! limited! to! the! triangulation! of! results,! however,! confirmed! the!
researcher’s! preference! for! this! methodology.! ! This! method! was! made! more!
appropriate! to! this! study! as! it! could! be! used! for! (a)! complementarity! (i.e.,!
seeking! elaboration,! enhancement,! illustration,! and! clarification! of! the! results!
from!one!method),!(b)!development!(i.e.,!using!the!result!of!one!method!to!help!
inform! the! other! method,! (c)! initiation! (i.e.,! discovering! paradoxes! and!
contradictions! that! lead! to! a! reframing! of! the! research! question),! and! (d)!
expansion!(seeking!to!expand!the!breath!and!range!of!inquiry!by!using!different!
methods!for!different!inquiry!components)!(Onwuegbuzie!and!Teddlie,!2003,!p.!
353).! Since! qualitative! and! quantitative! methodologies! were! used! to! generate!
data!in!the!study,!the!mixed!method!approach!seemed!to!be!better!positioned!to!
reduce! the! weaknesses! of! either! method! and,! in! the! process,! facilitated! the!
illumination! of! the! phenomenon! under! study! from! all! angles.! Various! studies!
have!used!the!mixed!method!approach!across!most!disciplines.!In!the!context!of!
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education,! some! of! the! recent! studies! are! those! by! De! Lisle! (2011),! Cieslak!
(2011),!Eli!(2009)!and!Hugo!(2010).!In!Hugo’s!(2010)!study,!for!example,!MMR!
was!used!to!investigate!reasons!for!failure!rates!in!Grades!1!to!3,!particularly!as!a!
consequence! of! low! reading! proficiency! among! learners! in! the! junior! grades!
eleven!schools!in!the!Gauteng!Province.!Given!what!MMR!makes!available!to!the!
research!process,!it!was!possible!for!the!study!to!establish!that:!!
…due! to! many! problems,! teachers! ‘battle’! to! teach! reading!
properly.!These!include!home!language!spoken!by!the!learners!
and!the!teachers,!the!reading!methods!used!in!the!classrooms!





required! “to! have! sound! knowledge! about! various! aspects! related! to! the!
acquisition!of!this! important!skill! in!the!academic!life!of! learners”!(Hugo,!2010,!
p.142)! in! ways! that! other! methodologies! could! not.! ! Creswell’s! (2009,! p.4)!
definition!of!MMR!offers!reasons!for!the!strengths!in!this!methodology:!!!
…an! approach! to! inquiry! that! combines! or! associates! both!
qualitative! and! quantitative! forms.! It! involves! philosophical!
assumptions,! the! use! of! qualitative! and! quantitative!
approaches,! and! the! mixing! of! both! approaches! in! a! study.!
Thus,! it! is! more! than! simply! collecting! and! analysing! both!




With! regard! to! the! example! provided! above,! the! Hugo! (2010)! employed!
interviews! and! classroom! observations! of! language! lessons.! During! the!
interviews,! she! asked! semiTstructured! interview! questions! and! completed!
questionnaires!for!quantitative!data;!a!checklist!was!also!kept!for!various!details,!
and! some! additional! information! was! recorded.! In! instances! where! this! was!
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possible,! she! also! listened! to! the! learners’! reading.! Additional! data! (yielded!
through! interviews)! and! field! observations! provided! the! researcher! with!
qualitative! data! (Hugo,! 2010,! p.136).! This! is! critical! to! this! research! because!
Hugo’s!(2010)!study!followed!similar!procedures!in!collecting!data!in!relation!to!
key! research! questions.! It! is! important! to! note! that! from! the! interview! the!
researcher!was!able!to!glean!both!qualitative!and!quantitative!data!through!the!
use! of! interviews! and! other! data! sources.! ANA,! on! the! other! hand,! does! not!
answer! the! first! key! research! question! directly,! but! only! authenticates! and/or!

















1.! What! is! the! practitioners’! understanding! of! the!
role! the! teaching! of! reading! plays! in! learner!










2.!How!does! the! intervention!confirm!or! transform!
the! understanding! of! practitioners! of! the! role! the!






Therefore,! drawing! from! the! above! discussion! and! Figure! 4.2,! it! may! be!
concluded! that! the! characteristics! of! the!MMR,! particularly! its! provision! for! a!
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variety! of! methods,! clearly! lends! itself! to! compatibility! with! the! key! research!
questions! of! this! study.! Onwuegbuzie! and! Teddlie’s! (2003)! conception! of!
complementarity,! development,! initiation! and! expansion! inform! the! choice! of!
this!methodology.!Finally,!the!breadth!of!the!inquiry!was!expanded!in!that!it!can!
“incorporate!the!strengths!of!both!research!methods”!(Johnson!&!Onwuegbuzie,!
2006,! p.23).! The! critical! point,! however,! is! that! this! methodology! maximises!
opportunities! for! the! verification! of! research! findings.! This! is! crucial! in! this!





The! study! intervention! was! conducted! over! a! period! of! two! years! (2013! to!
2014),!targeting!teachers!of!Grade!3!and!6!at!the!research!site!as!participants!in!
those! two! consecutive! years.! Prior! to! that,! from! July! to! September! 2012,! the!













Throughout! 2013! and! concurrent! with! the! intervention,! qualitative! and!









More! specifically,! he! uses! an! analogy! of! an! experiment.! Experimenting! with!
human! beings! is! a! convention! that! can! be! traced! back! to! the! early! natural!















from! the! same! research! site,! and! from! the! same! community.! Furthermore,! the!
same!teachers!(the!participants!in!the!study)!taught!both!cohorts!in!consecutive!
years.! To! elaborate! on! this,! Dehue! (2001)! refers! to! a! 1960! example! of! how!
experiments! evolved.! This! experiment! was! an! attempt! at! finding! the! most!
effective!and!least!costly!alternatives!in!achieving!social!progress.!She!uses!it!to!
demonstrate!how!this!terminology!works:!!
This! sample!was! randomly! divided! into! a! control! group! that!
did! not! receive! an! allowance! and! experimental! groups! that!
differed!as!to!the!combination!of!the!amount!received!and!the!
income! level! at! which! help! was! stopped.! All! groups! were!
regularly! monitored! throughout! the! 4Tyear! term! of! the!












For! the! purposes! of! this! study,! the! preferred! design! of!MMR! is! the! Embedded!
Design.! According! to! Caracelli! and! Green! (1997)! and! Green! (2007),! the!
embedded!design!“is!a!mixed!methods!approach!where!the!researcher!combines!
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the! collection! and! analysis! of! both! quantitative! and! qualitative! data! within! a!
traditional! quantitative! research! design! or! qualitative! research! design”! (in!
Creswell!&!Plano!Clark,!2011,!p.90).!In!providing!further!clarification,!Creswell!&!
Plano! Clark! (2011,! p.110)! posit! that,! effectively,! this! is! when! “the! researcher!
implemented! a! secondary! qualitative! strand! within! a! larger! quantitative!
experiment,! the! qualitative! methods! occurred! during! the! conduct! of! the!
experiment,!and!the!qualitative!strand!enhanced!the!conduct!and!understanding!
of! the! experiment”.! This! design! comprises! two! phases! of! quantitative! data!
collection!and!analysis!occurring!before!and!after!an!intervention,!in!a!typically!





The! two! processes! of! quantitative! data! collection! and! analysis! (preT
intervention),! on! the! one! hand,! and! quantitative! data! collection! and! analysis!
(postTintervention),!on!the!other,!interface!with!a!qualitative$process,!effectively!
adding! a! concurrent! strand! of! qualitative! data! collection! and! analysis! to! the!
sequence.! This! is! intended! as! a! mechanism! to! establish! trustworthiness.!
Crucially! for! this! study,! this! sequence! is! meticulously! repeated! before,! during!
and!after! the!curriculum! intervention! to!allow! for!comparison!of!data!between!
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the!baseline!information!and!the!outcomes!of!the!study!covering!2012,!2013!and!
2014.! This! nexus! of! structural! organisation! of! the! design! is! best! captured! in!







works! by! reviewing! Brady! and! O’Regan’s! (2009)! article! on! their! use! of! the!
embedded!design.!The!purpose!of!that!study!was!twofold:!“to!assess!the!impact!
of!the![Big!Brother!Big!Sisters]!BBBS!mentoring!program!for!Irish!youth!and!to!





This! study! is! also! a! quantitative! experiment! in! its! own! right,! and! the! primary!
purpose!is!to!analyse,!in!a!dialectical!way,!the!correlation!between!the!teaching!
of!reading!and!the! improvement!of! the! learners’!academic!performance.! In!this!
study! too,! qualitative! data! was! used! to! enhance! the! overall! quantitative!
experimental!design.!ANA,!the!national!assessments!currently!being!used!by!the!





the! quantitative! framework;! the! qualitative! research! only! characterised! the!
supplemental!strand!(Sandelowski,!1996),!itself!an!important!part!of!the!study.!It!
lent! character! and! strength! to! the! inquiry! by! strengthening! its! essentially!
qualitative!mien.!The!apparently!intricate!arrangement!of!an!embedded!design,!




in! this! study! and! because! of! that,! it! followed! rigorous! processes! that! ensured!







As!such,!data!was!collected!both! ‘sequentially’!and! ‘concurrently’:! ‘sequentially’!
because! it! recognised! the! two! phases! (‘before’! and! ‘after’),! but! ‘concurrently’!
because!of!the!data!that!was!collected!during!the!intervention!itself.!Qualitative!
data! collection! and! analysis! were! effected! using! the! learners’! written! work,!
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interviews!and!classroom!observations;!quantitative!data!collection!and!analysis,!
on! the! other! hand,! occurred! through! the! use! of! questionnaires,! ANA! learnerT
scripts! and!question!papers,! and!other!documentary!evidence! that!described!a!
continuum!of!before,!during!and!after.!“Unquestionably,!more!and!more!designs!
and!procedures!are!being!used!to!collect!both!qualitative!and!quantitative!data!
(Creswell! and! Tashakkori,! 2007).! Undoubtedly,! embedded! design! draws!
attention!to!the!threatening!inadequacies!of!one!set!of!data!towards!fulfilling!the!
imperatives!of!a!study.!Creswell!and!Plano!Clark!(2011,!p.91)!observe:!
The! premises! of! this! design! are! that! a! single! data! set! is! not!
sufficient,! that! different! questions! need! to! be! answered,! and!
that!each! type!of!question!requires!different! types!of!data.! In!
the! case! of! the! embedded! experimental! mixed! methods!
design,! researchers! use! it! when! they! need! to! include!
qualitative! data! to! answer! a! secondary! research! question!
within!the!predominantly!quantitative!study.!
!
Similarly,! as! predominantly! quantitative,! this! study’s! overall! purpose! is!
answered!in!the!performance!of!the!learners!in!ANA.!Essentially,!this!is!the!locus!
of! the! study,! as! reflected! in! the! two! critical! research! questions.! Embedded!
qualitative! research,! in! this! context,! served! to! enhance! this! particular! project.!
This!project!could!only!be!meaningful!when!the!process!is!also!conducted!within!
the! realms! of! qualitative! research.! The! ‘what’! and! ‘how’! research! questions! of!




in! a! qualitative! research! within! the! broader! quantitative! experiment.! This!
occurred! when! a! comprehensive! assessment! of! baseline! information! was!
compiled! and! the! researcher!was! grappling!with! understanding! the! context! of!
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study! before! the! intervention! –! ‘preLintervention’.! During! the! intervention! it!
occurred! when! the! researcher! wanted! to! understand! the! impact! of! the!
intervention! on! the! participants,! where! the! quantitative! outcomes! were!
validated! with! qualitative! data! representing! the! voices! of! the! participants! –!
‘duringLintervention’.!Finally,!the!‘couching’!referred!to!above!occurred!after!the!
intervention,! when! the! researcher! reviewed! the! entire! intervention! with! the!
participants,! and!most! important! of! all,! in! the! assessment!of! the! context!when!
comparisons! of! outcomes! are! made! with! baseline! assessment! –! ‘postL
intervention’.!It!is!a!long!and!protracted!period!of!painstaking!exercise.!Creswell,!
Fetters,! Plano! Clark,! and! Morales! (2009)! provides! a! table! giving! reasons! for!
adding! qualitative! research! into! intervention! trials.! For! example,! ANA! was!





school! term! in! 2013! was! sufficient! for! the! mediation! of! the! intervention!
curriculum! for! participants! in! preparation! for! the! implementation! of! Rose’s!
methodology! early! in! 2013.! Following! that,! the! process! of! data! gathering!
proceeded!on!an!onTgoing!basis!during!the!intervention!up!to!the!writing!of!ANA!
in!September!2013,!whereupon!the!researcher!collected!all!ANA!scripts! for!the!
target! groups,! thus! completing! the! second! cycle! of! the! research.! That! process!
was! again! repeated! during! ANA! 2014,! the! final! cycle.! The! final! phase! of! the!
research! was! then! embarked! on:! that! of! interpreting! the! entire! analysis.!
Critically,!this!protracted!sequence!served!to!inform!the!researcher!more!on!the!
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understanding! of! the! practitioners! on! the! phenomenon! under! study! and! how!
such!understandings! impacted!on! the!performance!of! learners!at! the! school!as!
well! as! how! the! intervention! confirmed! or! transformed! the! practitioners’!
understanding!!–!the!two!critical!research!questions.!!It!was!paramount!that!the!
timing!of! the! research!design! in! all! its! facets!did!not! compromise! the! rigorous!
implementation! of! Rose’s! methodology,! the! experimental! intervention! of! the!
study,! if! the! inquiry! was! to! be! credible.! These! two! research! questions,! by! all!




within! the! ambit! of! the! “predominantly! quantitative! study”.! The! two! are!
separate,!yet!connected.!!
!
In! this! chapter! it! was! argued! that! in! embedded! design,! quantitative! data! is!
primary! and! qualitative! data! is! supplemental,! and! implies! that! this! design!
facilitates! the!mixing! of! data! from! the! two! sources.! It!will! now!be! shown!how!
data! is!mixed! in! the!context!of! this!study.!According! to!Creswell! (2009,!p.208),!
there! are! three! main! ways! to! mix! the! data:! connecting,! integrating! and!




coded! and! themed,! it! was! ‘integrated’! and! compared! with! the! (coded! and!
themed)! data! from! the! questionnaires! and! ANA.! In! a! ‘coding’! and! ‘theming’!
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(Hugo,!2010)!process,!qualitative!data!is!reduced!to!manageable!chunks!that!will!
be! comparable! to! some! aspects! of! the! broader! quantitative! data! during! the!
interpretation! stage.!The!quantitative!data! retains! the! greater! focus.!Therefore!
the! structure! of! the! design,! in! particular! the! ‘mixing’! procedure,! facilitated! the!
yielding!of!an!answer!to!the!key!research!questions!of!the!study!and!therefore!to!
the!overall!purpose!of!the!entire!study.!Consequently,!discrepancies!as!a!result!of!
the! inaccurate! data! in! the! qualitative! research! with! reference! to! any! of! the!
research! questions,! for! example,! were! identified! and! dealt! with! in! the!
quantitative!findings.!In!that!way,!the!study!benefitted!from!triangulation!in!the!
research! design! to! ensure! validity! and! reliability! of! the! inquiry,! but! also! in!
complementarity,! initiation! and! expansion! (Onwuegbuzie! and! Teddlie,! 2003,!
p.353).!
!
However,! where! the! benefit! of! this! design! is! most! pronounced! is! in! its!
compatibility! with! the! study’s! curriculum! intervention,! Rose’s! methodology!
Reading$ to$ Learn.! The! structure! of! the! research! design! is! receptive! to! Rose’s!
methodology,! as! the! embedded! design! is! structured! to! accommodate!
interventions!between!its!two!cardinal!points.!The!fact!that!it!is!applied!in!three!
comparable! cycles,! before,! during! and! after! the! intervention,! guaranteed! the!








The! study! has! used! four! different! types! of! instruments! to! generate! data:!
questionnaires,! interviews,! field! observation! (covering! learners’! written! work!
produced)!and!ANA!question!papers!and!results! statistics! from! learnerTscripts.!
Polit!and!Hungler!(1997,!p.466)!define!a!questionnaire!as!“a!method!of!gathering!
information!from!respondents!about!attitudes,!knowledge,!beliefs!and!feelings”.!
Brown! (2001,! p.6)! describes! questionnaires! as! “any! written! instruments! that!
present!respondents!with!a!series!of!questions!or!statements!to!which!they!are!









key! research! question! for! the! study! interrogates! the! role! of! the! teaching! of!
reading! in! the! school.! Having! no! previous! meaningful! encounter! with!
participants,!this! instrument!was!used!as!an!icebreaker,!an!introductory!means!
to!access!and!establish!an!academic!relationship!with!the!participants.!However,!
an! advance! warning! to! the! respondents! informing! them! of! the! study! was!
accordingly!given!to!them!and!details!about!the!study,!methods!of!sampling!used!
and! generally! how! they! came! to! be! selected! for! the! study,! communicated.!
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Importantly,! all! these! processes! were! supported! by! documentary! evidence! to!
prove!legitimacy!of!the!study,!and!that!all!due!processes!were!followed.!
!
Ong’anya! and! Ododa! (2009)! state! that! the! questionnaire! may! be! selfT





of! the! key! research! questions! without! evoking! feelings! of! discomfort,! while!





the! study.! Firstly,! it!was! factual! information! (which! included! the! demographic!
details,! socioTeconomic! status,! and! education! levels,! amongst! others),! followed!
by! behavioural! information! (which! deals! with! both! the! past! and! present!
pedagogic! practices! of! the! respondents),! and! then! attitudinal! information!
(comprising! the!participants’!worldviews! in!relation! to! the!phenomenon!of! the!
teaching! of! reading! (see!Appendix!E1).! This! covers! their! (or! others’)! opinions,!
attitudes,! beliefs! and! values.! However,! because! of! the! convenience! and!
functionality! of! this! instrument,! participants! did! not! feel! overwhelmed! or!
overburdened.! ! The! instrument! avoided! initiating! the! process! with! sensitive!
questions! that! could! deter! respondents! from! participating.! The! researcher!
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followed! what! Seymour! and! Bradman! (1983)! call! “a! funnel! approach”! as! a!
questionnaire!design;! the! researcher! started!with!a! general!question,! and! then!
narrowed! it! down! to! specifics.! The! type! of! questions! asked! were! ‘closed!
questions’!and!easy!to!answer.!They!adopted!a!“semantic!differential!scale”!and!
“numerical!rating!scale”!(Oppenheim,!1992)!approach,!where!a!respondent!was!









life! itself,! its! human! embeddedness! is! inescapable”.! Therefore,! this! study!
employed! the! interview!as! its!data! collection!mechanism!precisely!because! ‘its!
human!embeddedness’!could!only!give!substance!to!the!objectives!of!the!inquiry!
itself.! It! assumed! that! the! interview,! although! it! “has! its! own! issues! and!
complexities,! and! demands! its! own! type! of! rigour”! (O’Leary,! 2004,! p.162)!
nonetheless! illuminated! the! teaching! of! reading! as! a! phenomenon.! Questions!
asked!succeeded!in!eliciting!answers!from!respondents!to!ensure!the!‘rigour’!to!
which!O’Leary! (2004)! refers! above.! This! is! because! the! interview!questions! in!
this!study!demonstrated!dual!goals!of!motivating!the!respondent!to!give!full!and!
precise! replies! while! avoiding! biases! stemming! from! social! desirability,!
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analysis.! This! is! the! case! in! this! study! because! it! seeks! to! understand! the!
phenomenon! of! the! teaching! of! reading;! there! is! no! hypothesis! that! the! study!
attempts! to! test! (David! and! Sutton,! 2004,! p.87).! Instead,! the! researcher!
formulated! a! list! of! key! themes,! issues! and! questions! to! be! covered! in! the!
interview.! This! is! in! line!with!David! and! Sutton’s! (2004,! p.87)! suggestion! that!
having!“…key!themes!and!subTquestions!in!advance!lies!in!giving!the!researcher!
a!sense!of!order!from!which!to!draw!questions!from!unplanned!encounters”.!The!
same! questions! were! posed! to! all! four! participants! and! they! provided! for!
respondent! elaboration! and! interviewer! probing.! Hence! his! type! of! interview!
allowed! for! the! researcher! to! probe! the! views! and! opinions! of! participants.!
Probing!is!a!way!for!the!interview!to!explore!new!paths!which!were!not!initially!
considered! (Gray,! 2004,! p.217).! The! researcher! drew! from! Patton’s! (2002,!
p.343)!recommendation!to:!
...explore,! probe,! and! ask! questions! that! will! elucidate! and!
illuminate! that! particular! subject! …! to! build! a! conversation!




To! typify! this! thinking,! the! interview!questions!were!developed!and!put! to! the!
participants.! Centrally! the! questions! inquired! about! the! past! and! present!
pedagogic!practices!of!participants!and!generally!their!worldviews!in!relation!to!






answering! of! the! two! critical! research! questions! referred! to! in! this! chapter.!
Qualitative! data! from! the! interview! offered! the! study! a! ‘lived! experience’! of!
participants!in!their!effort!to!teach!reading.!It!also!served!to!clarify!issues!(from!




Philosophical! positioning! is! fundamental! in! the! conceptualisation! of! a! “field’.!
“Realists! consider! that! the! field! represents! a! natural! entity,! out! there,! which!
needs! to! be! objectively! described! by! the! observer,!who! acts! as! an! impersonal!
channel! through!which! information! is! conveyed! to! the! reader”! (Mulhall,! 2003,!
p.310).! In!contrast,! for!many!ethnographers! it! is! “something!we!construct!both!
through! the!practical! transactions!and!activities!of!data! collection!and! through!
the! literary! activities! of! writing! field! notes,! analytic!memoranda! and! the! like”!
(Atkinson! 1992,! p.5).! Where! the! field! is! actually! represented! in! this! study,!
however,!is!in!the!classroom!where!the!teaching!and!learning!(of!reading)!takes!
place.!“Observation”!as!a!research!method,!on!the!other!hand,!is!construed!in!two!
distinct! ways:! structured! and! unstructured! (Pretzlik,! 1994).! Mulhall! (2003)!
distinguishes!between!these!two!types:!
In! positivistic! research! structured! observation! is! a! discrete!
activity! whose! purpose! is! to! record! physical! and! verbal!
behaviour.! Observation! schedules! are! predetermined! using!
taxonomies! developed! from! known! theory.! In! contrast,!
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unstructured!observation!is!used!to!understand!and!interpret!
cultural! behaviour.! It! is! based! within! the!
interpretist/constructivist! paradigm! that! acknowledges! the!
important! of! context! and! the! coconstruction! of! knowledge!
between!researcher!and!‘researched’!(Mulhall,!2003,!p.306).!
!
It! is! in! the! latter! interpretation! that! this! study! is! based.! The! study! adopts! the!
‘interpretist/constructivist! paradigm’! that! is! consistent!with! the!proposition!of!
the! unstructured! observation.! This! principled! position! is! based! largely! on! the!
















• the! complete! participant,! who! interacts! within! the! social!
situation,!but!again!whose!role!is!concealed;!
• the! observer! as! participant,! who! undertakes! intermittent!
observation!alongside!interviewing,!but!whose!role!is!known;!
• the! participant! as! an! observer,! who! undertakes! prolonged!





roles.! He! was! flexible! and! entered! the! field! with! no! predetermined! or!
preconceived!notions! as! to! the!behaviours! and!practices! he!might! observe.!He!
had! some! ideas! as! to! what! to! observe,! but! these! changed! over! time! as! he!
gathered! data! and! gained! experience! in! this! setting.! For! example,! at! the!
beginning! of! the! study,! the! researcher! understood! that! he! would! observe!
different! pedagogical! practices! of! participants,! and! how! these! related! to! the!
phenomenon.! However,! on! becoming! familiar! with! the! setting,! the! research!
began! to! uncover! a! conspicuous! lack! in! the! understanding! of! participants!
regarding! suitable! considerations!and!choices! in!approaching! the!phenomenon!
in!their!field.!
!
The!primary!purpose!of!conducting! field!observation! is! to!check!whether!what!
participants! say! they!do! is! the! same! as!what! they! actually! do,!what! Silverman!
(1993,! p.42)! refers! to! as! “to! use! our! eyes! as!well! as! our! ears! in! observational!
work”.! This! is! important! to! point! out! because! field! observational! reports!
corroborate! other! data! emerging! from! other! data! sources! like! interviews,! for!












the! field! observation! process,! which! needs! mentioning! in! the! context! of! this!
study.! There! is! a! notion! that! in! a! majority! of! cases! observees! ‘fabricate’! the!
context:! they! teach!differently,! bring! in!more! teaching!aids! than! they!normally!




that! a! single! observer! in,! say,! a! village! or! tribe! is! going! to! change! custom! and!
practice!built!up!over!years!or!even!centuries”!(Frankenberg,!1998,!p.51).!Thus,!
despite!the!‘acting’,!the!observation!process!still!reflects!the!true!value!of!a!social!
interaction.! As! proven! in! this! study,! the! participants’! guise! during! the!
observation! period! is! temporal! and! cannot! outlast! the! purpose! of! the!
observation.!Within!the!context!of!this!study,!the!reality!that!the!‘acting’!was!to!
be!preceded!by!the!writing!of!ANA!where!the!true!reflection!of!the!participants’!









The! Department! of! Basic! Education! (DoBE)! conducted! the!
Annual! National! Assessment! (ANA)! in! September! 2012! on!
learners! in! Grades! 1–6! and! Grade! 9! in! Language! and!
Mathematics.! The! purpose! of! the! ANA! is! to! determine! what!




analysis! is! made! to! provide! evidence! that! will! inform! and!
direct!appropriate!interventions!for!(a)!teaching!and!learning,!
(b)! management! of! curriculum! implementation! by! School!
Management!Teams!(SMTs),! (c)! curriculum!and!management!
support! at! district! level! and! (d)! resource! provision! and!
monitoring!at!provincial!and!national!levels.!
!Accordingly,! the! ANAs! that! were! written! in! September! 2012,! 2013! and! 2014!




not! inherently!better! than!another”.!This! is!particularly! true! for!a!study! that! is!
premised! on! the! use! of! mixed! method! as! a! methodology.! As! much! as! all! the!
methods!and! instruments!discussed!above!have!a!particular!place! in! the!study,!
so!does!ANA!statistic!with!its!comprehensive!yield!of!quantitative!data.!In!fact,!in!
the! context! of! the! study,! ANA! carries! the! largest! share! of! this! quantitative!
experiment.!
!
After! monitoring! the! writing! of! ANA,! and! gaining! access! to! the! learners’! ANA!
scripts,!these!instruments!were!removed!from!the!research!site!for!analysis.!The!
data! presented! in! ANA! was! organised! and! themed! around! key! research!
questions,! in! line!with! the! preT,! duringT! and! postTintervention! arrangement! of!
2012,!2013!and!2014.!This!was!done!so!that!ANA!data!could!be!comparable!to!
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other! data! sources,! like! interviews,! field! observations! and! questionnaires! that!
were! conducted! around! the! same! time.! In! addition,! it! was! crucial! for!
comparative!analysis!of!cyclical!data!to!determine!the!impact!of!the!intervention!
across!the!threeTyear!period.!Primarily,!such!themes!derived!from!itemTanalysis!
of! learners’! responses! to! ANA! questions!which!were! then! juxtaposed!with! the!
practitioners’! understanding.! This! is! consistent!with! the!methodology! used! by!
the!DoBE!themselves!to!conduct!a!diagnosis!of!their!system.!The!DoBE!(2012a,!p.!
4)!Diagnostic!Report! clarifies:! “From! the!…!scripts,! a! subTsample!was!collected!
for! capture! of! marks! per! item! so! as! to! analyse! the! information! at! item! or!
individual!question!level!to!identify!the!nature!and!quality!of!the!responses!that!
learners! gave! to! questions”.! This! is! precisely! what! transpired! during! the! data!
analysis! process.! Pieces! of! evidence! drawn! from! learners’! responses! in! ANA!
formed! the! basis! for! the! corroboration! of! other! data! sources.! Importantly,! all!
these!sets!of!data!were!further!used!to!answer!the!two!key!research!questions!in!












out! within! the! school! environment.! The! DoBE! continually! introduces!
interventions! and! innovations! into! the! system:! numeracy! and! literacy!
workbooks!for!every!learner!in!every!school,!among!others,!are!a!vital!example!
in! justifying! this! notion.! Such! innovations! do! account! for! the! slight!
improvements! that!occur! in!ANA!year! after! year,! especially! in!betterTequipped!
schools.!It!is!thus!important!to!indicate!that!any!possible!movement!that!reflects!
in! the! academic! performance! of! learners,! during! and! after! the! study,! has! to!
recognise! that! there! could! be! other! contextual! factors! that! may! also! have!
contributed! towards! any! change! in! learner! academic! performance.! However,!
some!of!these!interventions!are!not!new.!The!DoBE!has!been!conducting!ANA!in!
the! last! few! years! without! any! significant! measure! of! success,! particularly! in!
schools!located!in!rural,!underprivileged!areas.!Some!of!the!problems!identified!




it,! benefit! from! these! interventions,!with!marginal! success.! Thus! the! study!has!
minimized!the!influence!of!factors!such!as!these!DoBE!interventions!by!isolating!
Rose’s! pedagogy! as! the! only! curriculum! intervention! which! distinguishes! this!
research! site! from! the! rest.! Crucially,! the! study! focuses! attention! on! how!
different!cohorts!of!learners!deal!with!similar!questions!in!ANA!as!control!items!
before,! during! and! after! the! intervention! in! a! threeTyear! phase.! The! research!
findings! in! chapters! 5,! 6! and!7! highlight! and! explain! some!of! these! issues! and!
factor!them!into!the!discussion!of!data!findings.!!
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Another!possible! limitation! is! the! fact! that! the! study! is!being!measured!by! the!
learners’! performance! in! the! DoBE’s! ANA.! This! national! assessment! has! been!
criticized! as! being! grossly! unreliable:! teachers! mark! their! learners’! work!
themselves,!under!uncontrolled!conditions;!the!assessments!themselves!are!said!
to!be!subject!to!manipulation;!there!are!poor!verification!processes,!among!some!
criticisms.! However,! these! national! assessments! are! the! only! readily! available,!
benchmarked,!recognized!and!standardized!measure!that!the!Department!has!at!
its! disposal! currently! to! diagnose! the! system! of! education.! Besides,! all! these!
above!criticisms!have!been!addressed!in!the!recent!past:!the!DoBE!introduced!a!
mechanism!for!checks!and!balances!in!the!form!of!the!conduct!of!Universal!ANA!






study,! however,! the! researcher! monitored! the! data! collection! (ANA!
examinations)! process! very! closely,! and! the!marking! process! was! also! doubly!
controlled! (teachers! and! experts! mark! and! reTmark! scripts).! But! importantly,!









granted! at! different! levels.! First,! the! KwaZuluTNatal! Department! of! Education!
granted! their! permission.! This!was! based! on! the! fact! that! the! school! that! had!
been! identified! as! a! research! site! was! in! their! jurisdiction.! Furthermore,! the!
participants!are!the!employees!of!the!Department.!Finally,!the!learners’!work!(in!
particular,!ANA!papers!and! learnerTscripts)! is! the!official!documentation!of! the!
Department.! A! detailed! proposal! was! made! to! the! Department! and! the!
researcher! duly! received! an! official! letter! signed! by! the! Head! of! Department!
(HOD).!This!was!a!condition!for!the!receipt!of!the!UKZN!authorization!letter.!
Next!it!was!the!University!of!KwaZuluTNatal,!under!whose!auspices!the!research!
was! being! conducted.! Again! a! detailed! proposal! was! made! to! the! University,!









legitimacy! of! the! study.! It! covered! issues! of! risk! assessment,! confidentiality!




then,! importantly,! with! the! participants! themselves.! This! is! in! line! with! the!
principles!of!research!ethics!(Patton,!2000,!p.!404T5!and!Gray,!2004!p.!235).!Over!
and! above,! letters! to! the! Principal! and! participants! explaining! all! these! details!
including,!their!right!to!refuse!to!participate!in!the!study,!were!made!available!in!
hard!copies!to!them.!All!participants,!including!the!Principal!of!the!school!signed!
these! letters! as! consent! forms! to! be! part! of! the! study,! and! these! letters!were,!
again,! a! condition! for! the! University! to! authorize! the! research.! Therefore,! the!





Given! the! broad! purpose! of! this! study! to! explore! the! correlation! between! the!
teaching!of!reading!and!the! improvement!of! the! learnerTacademic!performance!
in! a! rural! South! African! school,! it! was! argued! that! MMR! is! the! research!
methodology! suitable! for! that! purpose.! This! is! informed! by! the! nuanced! and!





the! Embedded! Design! because! it! accommodates! qualitative! findings! within! a!
bigger!quantitative!experiment!and!offers!opportunities!for!triangulation.!Based!
on! this! set! of! circumstances,! the! context! of! the! research! site! and! the! various!
instrumentation! used! in! the! study! are! discussed,! as!well! as! how!best! they! are!
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work! played! a! pivotal! role! in! clarifying! issues! that! emerged! from! interviews,!
observations,! and! even! from! questionnaires.! This! is! overTandTabove! giving!
substance! to! a! comprehensive! data! analysis! process.! Towards! the! end,! the!
chapter! reveals! the! possible! limitations! of! the! study! and! how! they! are!
negotiated,!before!finally!concerning!itself!with!ethical!issues!around!the!study.!

































• ‘What! is! the! practitioners’! understanding! of! the! role! the! teaching! of!




this! data! is! further! explored! in! this! chapter.! To! achieve! this,! the! chapter! is!
divided! into! three!main! parts.! Part! I! engages!with! data! generated! through! the!
questionnaires!that!were!sent!to!the!participants!in!this!study.!Part!II!centres!on!
a! discussion! of! the! participants’! general! thoughts! and! beliefs! (generated! by!
means!of!interviews)!on!the!role!of!the!teaching!of!reading!in!academic!success,!
and! how! these! manifest! in! their! teaching! practices.! Part! III! juxtaposes! the!
practitioners’!understanding!with!ANA!results!at!the!preTphase!of!the!curriculum!
intervention.! As! alluded! to! earlier,! throughout! this! process! the! study!









that!may! be! accessed! by!means! of! the! questionnaire! instrument.! Data!may! be!
extracted!using!factual,!behavioural!and!attitudinal!questions.!Factual$questions$
include,! inter! alia,! demographic! information,! socioTeconomic! status! and!
education.!Behavioural$questions!deal!with!both!the!past!and!present!actions!of!
the! respondents.! Attitudinal$ questions! comprise! worldTview;! it! includes! the!
individual’s!opinions,!attitudes,!beliefs!and!values.!The!questionnaire!used!in!this!
study!broadly!matches! these! (Ong’anya! and!Ododa,! 2009)!descriptions.! “As! an!
important!research!instrument!and!a!tool!for!data!![generation],!a!questionnaire!
has! as! its! main! function! measurement”! (Oppenheim,! 1992,! p.! 100).! The!
researcher!opted!for!a!selfTadministered!questionnaire!that!was!presented!to!the!
participants,! even! though! he! remained! available! to! assist! in! clarifications!
(Ong’anya!and!Ododa,!2009).!The!following!data!provides!key!information!about!





















































Table! 5.1! is! a! summary! of! the! participants’! responses! to! factual! questions.! It!
reveals!that!two!out!of!the!four!participants!are!unqualified.!The!two!unqualified!
participants!both!teach!Grade!6.!The!teaching!experience!of!the!two!unqualified!
participants! is! also! minimal,! compared! to! their! qualified! colleagues.! The!
combination!of!the!lack!of!qualification!and!the!minimal!teaching!experience!are!
potentially! volatile! features! in! the! ability! to! teach! (and! teach! reading)!
meaningfully.!While! this!problem!may!be!attributable! to!deployment!strategies!
of! the! school! management,! the! limitations! regarding! choices! confronted! by!
management! as! a! result! of! their! context! cannot! be! ignored.! This! is! crucial! for!
Part!III!of!this!chapter!where!the!researcher!seeks!to!provide!explanations!in!the!
disaggregation! of! the! ANA! results! of! the! school.! Sanders! and! Rivers! (1996)!
stipulate! that! students! who! are! continuously! assigned! to! ineffective! teachers!
have! significantly! lower! achievement! and! learning! rates! than! those! who! are!
assigned! to! a! sequence! of! effective! teachers.! In! fact,! the! practice! of! allocating!
unqualified! teachers! to! schools! in! underprivileged! communities! is! not! only! illT
judged;! it! is! also! illogical! considering! the! severity! of! their! circumstances.! In!
Bernsteinian! terms,! it! represents!what! he! refers! to! as! “pedagogic! populism”,! a!
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feature! he! explores! in! his! ‘Pedagogic! Device’! and! attributes! to! those! in! power!
who! conveniently! leak! the! codes! of! the! “vertical! discourse”! to! the! “horizontal!
discourse”,! often! for! obvious! political! reasons.! The! powerful! in! society! cannot!
afford!to!deprive!the!poor!of!education;! instead,!they!give!them!a!semblance!of!
education! sufficient! to!hide! the! fact! that! they!do!not! consider! them!entitled! to!
quality! education.! This! partly! explains! why! the! phenomenon! of! unqualified!
teachers! is! often!more! prevalent! in! the! poorer! communities! of! society.! It! is! a!
fabric! of! social! stratification,! a! manifestation! of! the! distributive! rules! of! the!
pedagogic!discourse.!Furthermore,!Anele!is!the!only!Grade!3!teacher,!the!rest!of!
the! participants! teach! Grade! 6.! This! is! also! important! as! Anele! can! singularly!
account!for!the!performance!of!her!learners!in!Grade!3,!whereas!in!Grade!6!three!
teachers! share! the! responsibility! for! the! performance! of! learners,! with! some!
being! lesser! qualified.! Grade! 6! teachers! at! the! research! site! do! not! enjoy! any!
meaningful!specialisation.!Instead!they!teach!unrelated!chunks!of!knowledge!or!
subjects! as! determined! by! the! distributive! rules! whose! inherent! objective,! as!
mentioned!earlier,!is!social!stratification!–!another!form!of!“invisible!pedagogy”!
which! is! implicit,! in!Bernsteinian! terms.!The!consequences!of! this! ‘implicity’! in!
underprivileged! schools! is! harmful! to! the! learners! these! teachers! teach.! Once!
again,! this! data! will! prove! useful! in! Part! III! where! the! ANA! documentary!
evidence!is!interrogated.!!
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not! surprising! that! none! of! them! had! taught! reading! regularly! during! the! ten!
days!preceding!the!interview.!This!behaviour!among!teachers!can!be!attributed!
to! their! attitude! towards! reading.! To! confirm! this,!Dumisani,!who! appeared! to!
rate!the!teaching!of!reading!higher!than!others!(recognising!its!importance),!also!
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admits! that! he! had! taught! reading! “none! times”! in! that! period.! However,! this!
situation!can!also!be!attributable!to!the!participants’!limitations!regarding!their!
ability! to!deliver! the! teaching!of! reading.!A!unanimous!“serious!help”! that! they!
each! give! to! the! last! question! in! the! table,! on! how!much! help! they! think! they!
need! on! the! teaching! of! reading,! confirms! this! notion.! Therefore,! it! may! be!
surmised,!based!on! their! responses,! that! central! to! the! failure! to! teach!reading!
among! participants,! and! their! ambivalence! towards! doing! so,! is! actually! the!
feeling!of! ineptitude!on! their! part,! resulting! in! a!negative! attitude! towards! the!
teaching! of! reading.! This! “serious! help”! sought! is! a! serious! admission! because!
practitioners!in!this!position!can!neither!adopt!a!teacherTcentred!mode!(because!
of! capacity! issues)! nor! a! learnerTcentred! mode! (which! tends! to! produce! and!
maintain! learnerTidentities).! In! fact,! this! call! by! teachers! invokes! Vygotsky’s!
(1978,! 1981)! theoretical! model! where! he! claims! that! learning! happens! in! the!
“zone!of!proximal!development”!where!the!teacher!provides!support!to!what!the!
learner!can!do!independently.!A!teacher!who!still!needs!“serious!help”!is!not!in!a!
position! to! offer! the! learners! any! substantial! support! in! the! “zone”.!He! should!
rather!be!the!target!for!development!instead,!even!before!he!attempts!to!help!the!
learners!in!that!zone.!The!supremacy!of!reading!and!its!teaching!in!the!learnerT
attainment! is! central! to! the! study! and! as! such,! positive! attitudes! among!
practitioners!and!correct!capacities!are!critical.!Therefore,!ANA!results!in!Part!III!







































Although! it! is! prejudicial! to! expect! definitive! answers! to! the! questions! on!





vs! reading)! are! completely! unrelated,! and! therefore! he! does! not! teach! any!
reading!in!those!subjects.!On!a!positive!note,!Anele!concedes!that! learners!who!
read! more! have! a! better! chance! of! doing! well! in! all! other! subjects.! But,! the!
participants! concede! that! teachers! generally! do! not! take! reading! seriously!
enough! in! their! teaching!practice.! !This! is! an! important! revelation!as! it! frames!
the! context! of! the! research! site! in! this! study,! and! perhaps! those! of! similar!
contexts.! Perceptions! tend! to! inform! teaching! practices;! it! is! often! these!




















2.! How! would! you! describe! the!












As! illustrated! in! table! 5.4,! all! the! participants! confirmed! that! they! had! never!
received!any!training!from!the!Department!of!Education!or!any!other!agency!on!
the! teaching! of! reading.! They! further! maintained! that! the! supply! of! reading!
materials! to!the!school!was,!at!best,! “very!poor”.!These!responses!can!arguably!
be! interpreted! to! mean! that! the! teaching! of! reading! is! not! perceived! by! the!





years,! have! never! been! exposed! to! any! form! of! training! in! the! teaching! of!
reading,!an!area!considered! to!be!critical! in!a!pedagogic!situation,!underscores!
this! notion,! and! explains!why! reading!material! is! slow! in! reaching! the! school.!






5.3( Data( on( the( practitioners’( thoughts( and( beliefs( on( the( teaching( of(
reading!
In! order! to! generate! data! regarding! the! participants’! thoughts! and! beliefs! in!
relation!to!the!teaching!of!reading,!semiTstructured!interviews!were!used!as!the!
research! instrument.! As! already! discussed! in! chapter! 4,! the! strengths! in! using!
this!research!instrument!is!that!the!researcher!can!probe!deeper!into!the!given!
situation.! In! addition,! the! researcher! can! explain! or! rephrase! the! questions! if!
respondents! are! unclear! about! the! questions! (Kajornboon,! 2005).! This! is!




participants’! understanding! of! the! role! of! reading! in! academic! success,! their!
responses!are!categorised!into:!(a)!the!responsibility!for!the!teaching!of!reading!
in!the!school,!(b)!teaching!practices!of!reading!by!practitioners,!(c)!the!value!of!
the! teaching! of! reading! and! (d)! unwritten! codes! and! myths! regarding! the!
teaching! of! reading.! These! broad! categories! or! themes! form! part! of! the!
researcher’s! interview! guide! in! the! semiTstructured! interview.! According! to!
Kajornboon!(2005),!an!interview!guide!is!an!essential!component!of!conducting!
interviews.!It!is!the!list!of!questions,!topics!and!issues!that!the!researcher!intends!
to!cover!during! the! interview,!even! though!additional!questions!may!be!asked.!














important! aspect! because! you! only! find! out! that! maybe! in!
Intermediate! [Phase],! you! find! out! that! there! are! different!








average!practitioner!believes! that! the!responsibility! for! the! teaching!of!reading!
resides!with!language!teachers!and!that!it!is!not!compulsory!(perhaps,!not!even!
relevant)!for!content!teachers!to!teach.!This!belief!is!discouraged!both!in!Rose’s!
Reading$ to$ Learn$methodology! and! its! forerunner,! the! Hallidayan! systematic!
functional!model.!As!discussed!earlier,!both!of!them!refer!to! ‘text’!and!‘register’!
in!a!broad!sense.!They!do!not!restrict!texts!to!particular!disciplines,!not!least!of!
all,! the! languages.! In! fact,! in! the! examples! where! Rose! (2005)! applies! his!
methodology,!he!uses!a!broad!spectrum!of!texts,! including!texts!from!the!social!
sciences.! ‘Register’! remains! an! embodiment! of! three! variables,! namely,! ‘field’,!
‘tenor’!and!‘mode’!(Halliday,!1978)!irrespective!of!the!discipline!or!subject!area.!
It! is! interesting! that! Anele! distinguishes! between! those! teachers! who! are!
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“responsible! for! reading”! and! others! who! “do! their! work”.! It! is! an! ‘either! or’!
situation!–!either!one!teaches!reading!or!one!does!one’s!work.!By!implication,!a!




not! focus!on! reading!but! only! the! language! teachers! to! focus!
on! reading.! I! think! that’s! the! only! area! that! I!wanted! you! to!
explain!a!little!bit!more.!
!
ANELE:!Eh,!you! find! that! it’s! language! teachers!who!are!only!
interested! in! teaching! reading! because! if! an! NS! [Natural!
Sciences]! teacher! comes! into! the! class,! he! just! came!with!his!
work,! they!do!his!work,!he!can!only!explain! those! few!words!
that! are! difficult! for! the! learners.!He! cannot! say:! ‘let! us! read!
this! passage’.! He! just! reads! for! the! learners,! and! give! the!
learners!work!(ANELE,!Interview!1).!
!
Anele! raises! a! similar! point! made! by! her! colleagues:! that! “only”! language!
teachers!are! “interested! in! teaching! reading”!and! that! content! subject! teachers!
are!not;!their!primary!focus!is!the!teaching!of!their!particular!subject!matter.!The!
“belief”! in! the! responsibility! to! teach! reading! as! residing! with! languages! is!
mindsetToriented;!it!is!an!unwritten!‘code’,!the!validity!of!which!is!questionable.!
Furthermore,!from!Anele’s!explanation!above,!the!participants!struggle!with!the!
understanding! of! the! concept! of! ‘teaching! reading’.! For! them,! the! teaching! of!
reading!refers!to!a!language!lesson!where!learners!are!afforded!an!opportunity!
or! reading! period! exclusively! to! read! some! fictional! story,! often! read! in! a!
language! class! as! part! of! the! language! curriculum.!That! is!why! the! teaching! of!
reading!is!relegated!to!the!language!teachers.!It!is!not!accommodative!of!reading!
as! a! methodological! choice! a! practitioner! makes,! using! genre! and! register! to!
delve! into! the!complexities!of!a! social! semiotic! in!nonTfictional!or! factual! texts.!
Anele’s!statement! that!a!content! teacher! “cannot!say:! ‘let!us!read! this!passage’.!
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He!just!reads!for!learners!and!give!them!work”!(Anele,!Interview!1)!portrays!that!
her! understanding! (and! those! of! content! subject! teachers)! fails! to! take! into!
account!the!much!broader!significance!of!reading!as!a!teaching!strategy.!An!NS!
teacher!could,!for!example,!read!the!passage!to!his!learners!using!a!nonTfictional,!
scienceTrelated! text! for! a! variety! of! purposes.! Rose! (2005)! demonstrates! this!
with! his! sixTstep! methodology! (prepare! before! reading,! detailed! reading,!




the! school! came! from!Bongani,! a!Grade!6!Mathematics! and!Natural! Sciences!&!
Technology! (NS! &! Tech)! teacher.! When! asked! if! he! thought! Mathematics!
teachers!should!be!teaching!reading,!he!responded:!!
No,! not! at! all.! I! really! don’t! think! they! need! to! teach! reading!
because!there’s!not!much!of!reading!in!Mathematics.!Actually!
there! is!not.! I!mean!Maths! is!numbers.! I!really!do!not!believe!
that! we! must! focus! on! reading! because! there! are! language!
teachers! who! are! doing! reading! with! learners! (Bongani,!
Interview!1).!
!
Even! when! probed! regarding! the! word! sums,! which! effectively! are! written!
statements! or! problems,! Bongani! was! adamant! that! word! sums! are! merely!
“guiding! words”! and! that! the! thrust! is! on! mathematical! concepts! that! those!
words!are!meant!to!introduce!to!the!learners.!He!is!convinced!that!the!teaching!
of! reading! is! a! linguistic! function! that!only!a! language! teacher! should!exercise.!
This! seems! to! be! in! line! with! Dumisani’s! thoughts! when! confronted! with! the!
question! why! content! subject! teachers! do! not! teach! reading.! Interestingly,!
Dumisani!represents!both!views.!He!teaches!IsiZulu!to!Grade!6,!which!makes!him!
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a! language! teacher,! as! well! as! an! Economic! and! Management! Sciences! (EMS)!
teacher!respectively.!He!states:!!
I! think! they! [content! subject! teachers]! depend! more! on!
Language!educators.!In!their!minds,!that’s!how!and!what!they!
feel,!that!it!should!be!Language!teachers.!For!them!I!think!they!
think! they! should! take!what! Language! teachers! have! taught,!
and!start!from!there.!It’s!not!for!them!to!teach!A,!B,!C;!for!them!
it’s!to!teach!D,!E,!F.!G.!That’s!how!I!understand!it.!But!basically!
language! teachers!must.!That’s!how! I! feel…!Basically! I!would!
say! both! [IsiZulu! and! English]! language! teachers! are!
responsible! for! [the! teaching! of! reading],! so! that! the! other!





content! more! effectively.! Seemingly,! content! carries! more! currency! than!
language.! There! seems! to! be! no! appreciation! for! the! fact! that! content! subjects!
have! specific! genres! and! jargon! that! language! teachers! cannot! deal! with! or!
prepare!for.!
To! be! an! expert! reader! in! a! particular! subject! area,! students!
need! to! come! to! understand! the! genres! and! conventions! of!
that!discipline.!So!in!Natural!and!Social!Sciences,!for!instance,!
understanding! research! reports! …! is! one! way! to! facilitate!
reading!in!these!areas!(Horning,!2007,!p.!12).!!
!
It! is! the! content! subject! teacher’s! (in! this! case,! Natural! or! Social! Sciences!
teacher’s)! duty! to! ensure! that! his! learners! are! equipped! to! comprehend! the!
content!specific!jargon,!and!not!necessarily!the!language!teacher’s.!But!language!
teachers! themselves!seem!content! to!carry! the!burden!of! this!responsibility,!as!
shown! in! Dumisani’s! suggestion! above.! The! ambivalence! to! teach! reading!
explicitly! among! teachers,! particularly! those! of! content! subjects,! can!be! traced!
back! to! the! “tyranny! of! curriculum!pacing”! (Rose,! 2004,! p.! 93)! in! our! schools.!
Content!teachers!have!the!obligation!to!cover!certain!‘prescribed’!topics!within!a!
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specified! timeframe! and! time! is! hence! of! the! essence.! Any! time! devoted! to!
teaching!reading!affects!the!possibility!of!completing!the!syllabus!at!a!specified!
point,! and! as! such,! the! onus! of! teaching! the! language! aspect! lies! with! the!
language!teachers.!Language!teachers!also!have!prescribed!areas!to!cover,!and!so!
they! themselves!may! sideline! the! teaching!of! reading.!This!dilemma!presented!
by! the! sequencing! and! pacing! of! the! curriculum,! is! aptly! captured! in! the!










It! is! this!“belief”! that!appears!to!be!an!unscripted!code!for!teachers!to!teach!or!
not! to! teach! reading! at! the! school,! depending! on!whether! one! teaches! content!
subjects!or!languages.!Its!source!is!as!vague!as!its!rationale.!When!challenged!on!
the!fact!that!language!teachers!also!do!not!teach!reading,!similar!to!the!content!
subject! teachers,! Celani’s! reasoning! regarding! this! issue!was! equally! vague.!He!
stated:! “They!don’t! take!reading!as!an! important! thing! to! teach.!The!only! thing!
that!they!are!taking!seriously! is!the!grammar!and!other!things,!but!not!reading!
specifically”! (Celani,! Interview! 1).! It! is! interesting! that! Celani! separates! the!
teaching! of! grammar! from! the! teaching! of! reading,! particularly! within! the!
context!of!second!language!teaching!and!learning.!According!to!Rose!(2005),!this!




In! Halliday’s! stratified! model! of! language,! this! polarization!
dissolves! into! different! perspectives! on! the! same!
phenomenon,! from! the! stratum! ‘above’! of! meaning! or!
discourse!semantics,!and!from!the!stratum!‘below’!of!sounding!
and! lettering! or! phonology! /! graphology! …! It! is! the! stratum!
between,! of! wording! or! lexicogrammar,! that! is! typically!
conceived! as! what! we! are! reading,! since! the! written! page!
consists!of!words!organized!into!sentences.!
!
Hallidayan! SFL,! for! example,! dictates! that! it! is! imperative! for! the! context! of!
situation!and!the!context!of!culture!to!be!understood!in!order!to!make!meaning!
of!what! is!written! in!a! text.!His!version!of!SFL,!grounded! in! linguistics,! applies!
theories! of! functional! grammar! and! discourse,! concentrating! on! the! lexicoT
grammatical!and!rhetorical!realisation!of!communicative!purposes!embodied!in!
a! genre! (Flowerdew,! in! Johns! 2002,! p.! 91).! From! data! extracted! from! the!
participants’! learners! in! the! study! site,! they! have! not! benefitted! from! this!
understanding.! The! practitioners! themselves! appear! to! be! devoid! of! this!
consciousness.!Even!The!Sydney!School,!of!which!Halliday’s!has! links,! refers! to!
the!primacy!of!genre!and!register!in!the!pedagogical!process!and!firmly!believes!
in! language! structure! as! being! integral! in! the! social! construct! of! texts.! Any!
attempt! at! separating! grammar! from! the! teaching! of! reading! is! misplaced.!
Interestingly,!Cope!and!Kalantzis!(1993),!also!influenced!by!The!Sydney!School,!
argued! that! the! teaching! of! grammar! in! relation! to! genre! was! critical! and!
necessary!to!empower!learners!from!classes!in!which!exposure!to!those!genres!
(especially! the! powerful! ones)! was! not! to! be! assumed.! Furthermore,! the!
participants’! insistence!on! the! restriction!of! reading! instruction! to!nonTcontent!
areas! is! porous! and! lacks! substance.!When! asked!why! practitioners! think! the!





science,! mathematics! and! other! content! subjects! think! they!
should!not!be!teaching!reading?!
!


















a! preferred! curriculum! intervention! for! the! study! site.! In! consolidation,! that!
“Grammar!and!other! things”! is! the! information! that!must!be!given! to! learners,!
and! reading! is! not,! is! by! all! accounts! mythical! and! is! not! supported! by! any!
literature.!Rose’s!methodology!(an!offTshoot!of!the!Hallidayan!SFL),!for!example,!
is! described! as! “an! explicit! wholistic! pedagogy”! (Rose,! 2011b)! and! as! such!





learners! will! be! beneficiaries! of! the! orientation! on! genre! and! field! of! the! text!
even!before!reading!it.!An!understanding!among!participants!where!the!teaching!
of! reading! runs! parallel! to! the! teaching! of! content! is! therefore! challenged!
through!the!curriculum!intervention!in!the!next!chapter.!Horning!(2007)!concurs!
that!“handTinThand!with!the!current!renewed!emphasis!on!student!success!and!
the! resurgence! of!Writing! Across! the! Curriculum,! instructors! in! all! disciplines!
need!to!refocus!on!Reading!Across!the!Curriculum!to!address!students’!needs,!to!
achieve! instructional! goals! and! to! prepare! citizens! for! full! participation! in! our!
democracy”.! Part! III! looks! at! the! study! site’s! “student! success”! or! lack! thereof,!
and! examines! the! role! the! teaching! of! reading!played! (or! did! not! play)! in! that!
dilemma.!
!
The! practitioners’! understanding! of! the! role! the! teaching! of! reading! plays,! as!
reflected!in!their!interviews,!reveals!a!deepTseated!dilemma!in!appreciating!how!
abstract! knowledge! is! “semiotically! mediated”! (Vygotsky,! 1981).! This! is!
important!because!it!implies!the!need!for!emphasis!on!differentiated!instruction!
and! learning! in! the!study!site,!a!concept!with!which!practitioners!appear! to!be!
struggling.! However,! the! unexpected! change! in! perception! as! displayed! by!
Bongani! at! the! end! of! his! interview! provides! hope! T! as! after! his! steadfast!
conviction! about! who! should! be! teaching! reading! at! the! beginning! of! the!
interview,!he!eventually!warmed!to!the!idea!himself:!
Well,!as!I’ve!said,!when!I!was!looking!at!the!ANA!questions!and!
the!way! they!set! their!questions!when!setting!ANA,! they! [the!
learners]!need!a! lot!of!understanding.!The! learner!must! read!
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the! instruction! and! understand! what! is! required,! and! then!
they’ll! be! able! to! answer;! because!what! I! discovered!when! I!
was!marking!my!Maths!scripts!is!that!the!things!that!I’m!sure!
that! they! know,! things! that! I’ve! taught! them,! they! couldn’t!
answer!when!they!were!given! to! them,! the!reason!being! that!
they! did! not! understand! the! instructions.! So! I! think! maybe!




This! appears! to! be! a! resolve! necessitated! by! circumstance:! his! learners! fail! to!
read! instructions! and,! therefore,! fail! to! answer! questions.! Ironically,! Bongani’s!
ambivalence! regarding! the! teaching! of! reading! serves! as! an! indication! of! his!
pragmatist!stance!as!a!teacher.!He!grudgingly!ventured!into!the!unthinkable!and!
offered! to! “start! focusing! on! reading! …! even! in! Maths”.! Evidently,! not! all! of!
Bongani’s!learners!are!adequately!advanced!in!their!reading!and!understanding!
to!be!able!to!do!well!in!Mathematics,!as!the!previous!ANA!results!revealed.!Rose!
(2004,! 2005)! advocates! for! a! reading! strategy! that! will! democratise! the!
classroom!and!accelerate! learner!achievement!across! the!board,! irrespective!of!
the! background! of! the! learners! or! subjects! on! offer.! Democratising! the!
classroom,!for!him,!means!that!all!the!learners’!reading,!writing!and!discussions!





“A lot of studies … have examined teachers’ poor teaching strategies in teaching 
reading as a major problem and call for a change” (Popoola et al., 2010, p. 146). 
During interviews, almost!all!participants!struggled!to!answer!the!question!where!
they!were! required! to!provide! three! factors! they! considered! important! for! the!
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successful!teaching!of!reading.!Eventually,!most!of!them!mentioned!the!need!for!
suitable!reading!material! to!be!available! for!successful!reading! lessons,!but! the!
contention! is:! graded! readers!and!other! reading!material!on! their!own!are!not!
sufficient!to!teach!reading.!None!of! the!participants!referred!to!their!ability!(or!
lack!of! it)!as!one!of! the!key! factors! in!a!successful!delivery!of!a!reading! lesson.!
Anele! is! one! of!many! teachers!who! are! the! victims! of! this!mentality.! Like! her!
colleagues,!Anele!cannot!bring!herself!to!accept!that!her!teaching!methods!are!a!
hindrance!to!success!in!learning!to!read!by!her!learners.!Against!the!background!
of!what! is!offered! in!the!various!theories!discussed! in!this!study!(Bernsteinian,!
Vygotskyan! and!Hallidayan),! culminating! in! the!Reading$ to$Learn!methodology!
by!Rose,!Anele’s!tools!to!carry!her!learners!through!are!somewhat!suspect.!She!
was!probed!on!this!issue: 
BAM:!But!do!you! think!you!are!equipped! to!be!able! to! teach!
reading! successfully?! (Silence)!Have! you! been! trained! in! any!
way!to!teach!reading?!Do!you!think!that!you!are!able!to!teach!




not! satisfied! because! I! can! see! there! is! a! problem! with! my!
learners;!not!all!of! them!can!read;!most!of! them!cannot!read.!
There! are! few! learners! who! can! read! properly! (Anele,!
Interview!1).!
!
First,! Anele’s! response! is! not! ‘inwardTlooking’! but! is! learnerTfocused.! The!
learners’! failure! to! read,! according! to! her,! is! a! reflection! on! the! learners!
themselves! and! only! marginally! on! herself,! hence! the! statement:! “I’m! not!
satisfied!because!I!can!see!there!is!a!problem!with!my!learners;!not!all!of!them!




be! “a! problem”! is! not! so!much!with! the! learners! as!with! the! practitioner.! The!
practitioner! does! not! appreciate! that! she! is! neither! an! authority! presenting!
information! (traditional! pedagogy)! nor! a! facilitator! managing! the! learning!
context!(progressive!pedagogy).!She!ought!to!be!providing!a!zone!and!a!scaffold!
to! support! learners! to! make! meaning! of! texts.! In! the! Reading$ to$ Learn$




properly”.! Anele! thinks! she! can! teach! reading! but!wonders!why!most! learners!
still! cannot! read.! !Towards! the!end!of! the! interview,!Anele!provides!a! sense!of!
what!she!does!when!she!teaches!learners!to!read:!
BAM:! So! how! do! you! normally! teach! reading! whenever! you!
teach!it?!
(





ANELE:!No,! I! read! it!before! I! go! to! the! class.! I! read! the! story!
and! take! out! these! few! words,! new! words! that! they! don’t!





ANELE:! Then!when! they!know! the!words,! that’s!where! I! can!
start!reading!the!story!with!them.!I!read!for!them.!They!listen,!
maybe! I! read! two! times! or! three! times.! After! that,! then! we!
read! together,! we! read! together! and!we! form! groups.! Those!
who! can! read! they! read! together! and! I! help! those! who! are!
struggling,!reading!maybe!in,!say,!a!group!of!three!or!group!of!
four.!Then!we!read! together!with! them.!The! first!groups! that!
are! able! to! read! they! read! for! themselves.! And! I! go! to! those!





Throughout! this! detailed! explanation,! Anele! seems! to! be! applying! what! the!
progressivists! have! come! to! call! the! Immersion! Theory! (believed! to! be! more!
suited! for! learners! who! come! from! advantaged! backgrounds),! where! learners!
assimilate!meaning! of! the! content! they! are! reading!merely! by! reading! and! reT
reading!it.!This!is!the!opposite!of!the!more!traditional!DI!approach!that!she!also!
uses!when!she!“drills”!them.!She!‘models’!the!reading!for!the!learners:!“I!read!for!
them.! They! listen,!maybe! I! read! two! or! three! times”.! But! her! approach! seems!
inadequate;! there! is!a!need!for!differentiated! instruction.!What!appears!to!be!a!
logical! approach,! and! a! middleTground! between! her! two! approaches,! is!
Vygotsky’s!ZPD!or! its!progenitor!–!Rose’s!Reading$to$Learn!–!referred!to!above,!
possibly! as! the! way! to! “help! those! who! are! struggling”.! This! strategy! is!












ANELE:!You!will! remember! that!we!were! reading! the!words,!






not! moved! beyond! the! point! where! she! was! as! a! student! herself.! New!
methodologies! emerge! and! older! methodologies! are! transformed,! adding! new!
elements!along!the!way!to!improve!teaching.!This!participant,!on!the!other!hand,!
is!still!trapped!in!the!past.!As!a!teacher!in!the!Foundation!Phase!(Grade!3)!Anele!
appears! to! be! oblivious! of! the! fact! that! the! majority! of! her! learners! come! to!
school!without!the!sufficient!tools!and!knowledge!they!need!to!prepare!them!for!
the! ‘learning! to! read’! process.! As! discussed! above,! this! calls! for! a! dedicated!
support! system! that! will! scaffold! them! as! they! learn,! and! the! scaffolding!
interaction! cycle! as! advocated!by!Rose! (2004)! is! paramount! in! this! regard.! To!
begin!the!complex!task!of!learning!to!read!as!well!as!to!write!will!depend!on!the!
teaching!abilities!of!a!qualified!teacher!who!can!make!use!of!what!learners!bring!
to! school:! their! cultural! schemas! (Dorr,! 2006;! Hugo,! 2010).! Therefore,! as! a!






adopted! from! her! own! teachers,! is! actually! the! ‘lookTandTsay’! approach,!
otherwise!known!as! the!wholeTword!approach,!which! is!part!of! the! Immersion!
Theory!tradition,!as!stated!earlier.!Her!own!teachers!employed!this!method!and!
complemented!it!with!the!more!traditional!“drilling!method”.!It!has!been!labelled!
as! a! ‘topTdown’! process! where! reading! is! conceptTdriven! and! where! meaning!
comes! before! everything! else.! Readers! first! read! words,! then! sentences! and!
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eventually!stories!(Hugo,!2010).!This!is!to!be!contrasted!with!Rose’s!Reading$to$
Learn!methodology! that! is!believed!to!have! tools! to!democratise! the!classroom!





Dumisani,! on! the! other! hand,! when! asked! to! describe! his! experiences! with!




But! some!you!can! see! that! they!are!mentally! challenged”! (Celani,! Interview!1).!
Clearly!the!expectation!of!the!participants!in!the!above!examples!is!that!learners!
automatically!ought!to!be!skilled!readers!at!this!level!(Grade!6)!of!development.!
In! their! minds! (and,! perhaps,! correctly! so),! Grade! 6! learners! should! not! be!
looking! at! letters! and! “seeing! ghosts”! or! they! will! be! deemed! as! “mentally!
challenged”.!Junior!primary!should!have!prepared!them!sufficiently!to!be!able!to!
learn!from!reading,!they!seem!to!argue.!This!gives!credence!to!Bernstein’s!(1990,!
p.75)! argument! that! “The! age! by! which! a! child! should! be! able! to! read! is! a!
function!of!the!sequencing!rules!of!the!pedagogic!practice!of!the!school”.!!
!
If! one!moves! from! the! premise! that! by! teaching! learners! skills! of! reading! and!
writing! from!an! early! age! (especially! starting! at! home)! one!prepares! them! for!
future!success!(Rose,!2005),!and!it!then!follows!that!there!is!a!significant!number!
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of! learners! who! are! doomed! to! fail! through! no! fault! of! their! own.! The!
participants’! expectations! here! are! illTinformed.! It! is! almost! impossible! for!
learners!who!come!from!the!community!of!the!study!site!to!learn!to!engage!with!
reading!before!schooling,!as!required.!The!nature!of!their!socioTeconomic!status!
is! such! that! no! actual! reading! takes! place! at! home.! By! the! same! logic,! it! is!
implausible! to! expect! learners! in! the! junior! primary! in! these! communities! to!
engage! in! independent! reading! as! prescribed! in! the! reading! development!
sequence,!and!for!the!upper!primary!learners!learning!to!learn!from!reading,!as!
expected! (Rose,! 2005).! In! this! instance,! learners! are! not! “mentally! challenged”!
when! they! appear! to! be! “seeing! ghosts! of! words”.! They! actually! require! a!
supportive! system! along! the! lines! of! the! scaffolding! interaction! cycle! to! teach!
them!reading!and!writing!skills!explicitly!so!that!the!deficits!accrued!as!a!result!
of! their! unfavourable! backgrounds!may! be! addressed.! Dumisani’s! and! Celani’s!







privilege! of! an! introduction! to! early! reading! and! constant,! systematic! support!
like! their!elite!counterparts.!Unlike!Bongani!who! is! (unwittingly)!unambiguous!
about! the! ‘irrelevance’! of! the! teaching! of! reading! in! his! content! subjects,! both!
Dumisani! and! Celani! blame! the! learners! for! their! poor! reading! ability! instead,!
and,!by!extension,!the!junior!grade!teachers!like!Anele.!They!do!not!refer!to!their!
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own! inabilities! to! teach!reading,!or!how,! in! fact,! they! teach! it! if! they!do,! taking!
into!account!the!often!dismal!background!of!their! learners!who!come!to!school!
without!the!necessary!tools!that!prepare!them!to!learn!to!read!in!the!first!place.!
The! teaching! practices! adopted! by! the! participants! do! not! recognise! the!
contextual! factors! of! learners.! Their! learners! do! not! bring! to! school,! as! Rose!
(2004,! p.! 93)! suggests,! the! “orientations! to! written! ways! of! meaning! that!
children! from! literate! families! acquire,! in! up! to! 1000! hours! of! parentTchild!
reading! …! and! junior! primary! activities! do! not! give! them! this! orientation”.!
Unfortunately,!they!blame!the!learner!instead!of!exposing!them!to!the!tools!they!
require.! Crucially,! if! the! murky! picture! they! paint! is! anything! to! go! by,! their!
learners! have! no! experience! of! being! taught! how! to! read.! In! fact,! how! the!
participants!expressed!themselves! in!their!responses!to!the!questionnaires!and!





Numerous! studies! have! argued! the! benefits! of! reading! instruction.! Wigfield,!
Guthrie,!Perencevich,!Taboada,!Klauda,!McRae!and!Barbosa!(2008),!in!particular,!
show! that! combining! strategy! instruction! with! other! reading! instruction!
methods! also! has! value.! But! despite! evidence! of! the! benefits,! it! seems! that!








and! for!my! eleven! years! of! teaching,! I’ve!worked!with! different! people!…! So! I!
really!don’t!think!they!value!reading!that!much”!(Bongani,!Interview!1).!Clearly,!
Bongani’s! frame! of! reference! is! broad! and! covers! a! scope! of! eleven! years! of!
association! with! teachers! who! simply! do! not! value! reading! or! its! teaching.!
Bongani!provides!further!insight!as!follows:!!
Maybe!they! lack,! I!don’t!know!whether!I’d!say! it’s!motivation!
in! as! far! as! reading! is! concerned.! They! don’t! understand! the!
importance! of! reading! because! if! they! can! understand! that!
reading!is!important!and!maybe!know!the!impact!that!reading!
may! have! in! their! teaching,!maybe! they!will! recognize! it! but!
unfortunately!I!don’t!think!they!do!(Bongani,!Interview!1).!
!
This! is! further!proof! that! there! is!barely!any! formal! reading! instruction! in! this!
school.! For! a! variety! of! reasons,! practitioners! are! not! “motivated”! to! teach!
reading.! Part! of! this! can!be! attributable! to! the! failure! to! recognise! the! “impact!
that![the!teaching!of]!reading!may!have!on!their!teaching”.!This!observation!by!
Bongani!about!the!correlation!between!teacher!behaviour!and!strategy!impact!is!
critical! and! has! also! been! recorded! in! other! academic! literature.! For! example,!
Klapwijk!(2012,!p.!192)!affirms:!“Generally,!research!shows!that!for!teachers!to!
make!sustainable! changes! to! their! instructional!methods!new! implementations!
must!adhere!to!specific!principles,!and!importantly,!must!provide!evidence!that!
they! produce! results”.! It! may! very!well! be! that! teachers! need! convincing! that!
adopting! the! teaching! of! reading! across! the! curriculum! will! impact! on! the!
learning!outcomes!as!a!required!motivation.!There! is!a!case!to!be!made!for!the!
introduction! of! Rose’s! Reading$ to$ Learn$methodology! in! the! study! site.! The!
context!of! the! study! site,! the!background!of! the! learners,! the!practitioners,! the!
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resourcing! and,! generally,! the! overall! academic! aura! of! the! study! site! dictates!
that!a!change!of!strategy!by!practitioners! in! favour!of! the!one!that!promises!to!
address!the!study!site’s!key!challenges,!need!to!be!adopted.!This!discussion!will!





when! they!were!asked! the! same!question!as!Bongani! above,! about!whether!or!
not!teachers!value!the!teaching!of!reading.!!Dumisani!explains:!
Eh,!I!don’t!think!so!because!reading!is!not!much!done.!Even!if!
they!do! it,! I! think! they! rely!more!on! the!work! schedules! and!
the! lesson!programmes.! They! rely!more! on! that.! Because! if! I!
can!say!they!do!reading,!then!I!would!see!some!learners!taking!
books,!interested!in!reading.! ‘Let!me!take!that!book!and!read,!
let!me! take! that! book! and! read’.! Instead!what! learners! do! is!
take! some! books! and! cut! off! some! pictures.! They! are! not!







practitioners’! (teaching)! practices.! Independent! reading! is! forged! after!
numerous!efforts!of!learning!to!engage!with!reading!texts!–!starting!in!the!home,!





deliver! on.! The! majority! of! learners! from! underprivileged! communities! will!
continue! to! lag! behind,! and! practitioners! will! continue! to! look! on! helplessly.!
Crucially,! in! the! above! quotation! Dumisani! reveals! what! many! teachers!
(mis)construe! to! be! the! basis! for! the! teaching! of! reading:! the! reliance! “on! the!
work! schedules! and! the! lesson! programmes”.! As! revealed! elsewhere! in! this!
study,!this!refers!to!the!periodic!allocations!of!reading!time!in!prescribed!work!
schedules!and! lesson!programmes,!which!are!provided! for! in! the! timetables!at!
South!African!public!schools,!often!targeting!the!languages.!It!has!no!reference!to!
the! teaching! of! reading! across! the! curriculum.! This! is! unfortunate! because!
successful! reading! methodologies! project! reading! as! an! enabler! where! the!
teacher!utilises!the!scaffold!to!propel!learners!to!mastery!of!key!features!of!texts,!
and!where!more! intensive! analysis! of! texts! affords! epistemological! access! to! a!
greater! majority! of! learners,! across! the! subject! spectrum.! Learners! ought! to!
experience!the!richness!of!text!through!highly!sophisticated!information,!subtle!
and! deeply! embedded! interactions! among! ideas! or! characters! and! a! context!
dependent!register!in!text,!among!other!things.!The!practitioners!at!the!research!
site! have! not! taken! advantage! of! these!methodologies,! nor! have! they! inspired!
their!learners!in!ways!that!will!spur!them!on!to!success.!The!endTresult!of!this!is!










codes! and! myths! related! to! the! teaching! of! reading! in! their! interviews.! The!
obvious! myth! discussed! in! the! preceding! discussion! is! the! perception! that!
teachers!of!languages!are!the!only!custodians!of!the!teaching!of!reading.!Without!
reverting! to! that!discussion,! it! is! important! to!emphasise! the!role!of!genre!and!
register! in! the! pedagogical! process.! Equally! so,! the! participants! have! a!
responsibility! to! acknowledge! through! their! practices! that! language! is! an!
integral! part! of! all! written! texts,! its! social! context! and! its! function.! This!
permeates! across! all! subject! disciplines.! For! this! reason,! it! becomes! important!







one! way! or! the! other! that! the! teaching! of! reading! is! a! matter! for! “language!
people”.!!
!





or! twice! in! a! [weekly]! cycle! …! but! sometimes”.! Dumisani’s! response! is! more!
intriguing:!!
I!would!say!once!or!twice!because,!basically,!I!look!at!what!am!
I! going! to! teach! that! week?! Does! it! have! reading!more! or! it!
doesn’t!have!reading!more.!If!it!does!have!reading!more!then!it!




As! is! evident! from! the! responses! of! the! practitioners,! there! is! no! clearTcut!
guidance! to! teachers! regarding! the! teaching! of! reading.! There! seems! to! be! no!
policy!and!no!solid!rationale!guiding!their!choices.!In!fact,!there!appears!to!be!no!
accountability! related! to! teaching!or!not! teaching! it!at!all.!Dumisani’s! response!
reinforces!the!notion!that!the!teaching!of!reading!is!limited!to!how!many!times!it!
appears! on! the! timetable! in! a! particular!week.!There! is! no! indication! that! it! is!
taught! across! the! curriculum.! This! is! in! line! with! his! reference! to! the! “work!
schedules! and! lesson! programmes”! in! an! earlier! discussion.! Clearly,! Dumisani!
invokes!his!proverbial!cap!as!a!language!teacher!–!he!also!teaches!IsiZulu!–!and!
not! his! other! cap! as! a! content! teacher,! where! he! presumably! does! not! teach!
reading!at!all.!As!discussed!elsewhere,!reading!pedagogy!is!a!major!part!of!what!
Bernstein! (1990,! 1996,! 1999)! refers! to! as! the! ‘visible! pedagogy’.! It! should! be!
perceived!as!a!strategy!to!achieve!epistemological!access!for!learners!across!the!
board!and,!as!such,!should!not!be!bound!by!disciplines!or!timeTtabling!in!schools,!
as! is! the! case! of! the! study! site.! The! existence! of! an! unwritten! code! that! the!
teaching!of!reading!is!to!be!limited!to!the!timetabled!periods!and!specific!subject!







Celani! admitted! to! not! doing! it! often.! These! are! informal! assessment! tasks!
conducted! on! a! random! basis! to! check! understanding! in! language! lessons!
specifically.!They!do!not!extend! to!content! subjects.!They!have!no!relevance! in!
reading!across!the!curriculum.!This!reinforces!the!notion!of!teacher!inability!and!
lack!of!appreciation!and!understanding!of!the!underpinnings!of!genre,!and!how!it!
should! influence! pedagogy.! Bongani! states! that! “That’s! when! I! do! [associate!
myself! with! reading],! because! of! assessment! purposes.! Otherwise! for! extra!
readings! and! all,! no.!My! focus! is! not! on! that”! (Bongani,! Interview! 1).! Bongani!
clearly! refers! to! (monthly! or! quarterly)! formal! assessment! tasks! that! are!
prescribed!for!learners!and!which!affect!the!learners’!year!mark.!They!also!have!












Another!myth! that! is!prevalent!among! these!practitioners! is! that! the! supply!of!
reading! materials,! even! the! most! suitable! ones,! will! on! its! own,! improve! the!
teaching!of!reading!at!the!school.!Probed!on!this!question,!Anele!responded:!“Eh,!








from! any! available! book,! in! any! relevant! subject,! to! teach! reading! regularly! –!
fiction!or!nonTfiction.!Dumisani!points!out! that! they! lack!basic!resources!at! the!
school,! and,! despite! this,! are! expected! to! deliver.! ! Dumisani! has! a! point:! “The!
resources!must!be!there”!(Dumisani,!Interview!1).!However,! like!Anele,!the!fact!
that! he! places! the! unavailability! of! resources! above! his! own! ability! to! use! the!
scarce! resources! effectively,! is! problematic.! If! Anele! and! Dumisani! were! to!
demonstrate!that!they!are!able!to!use!meaningfully!the!meagre!reading!material!
that! they!have,! and! show! results,! it!would! justify! their! call! to! have! substantial!
stocks!made!available!to!them.!As!matters!stand,!issues!of!inability,!even!by!their!
own! standards,! cannot! be! ignored! and! need! urgent! attention.! However,!
Dumisani!is!receptive!to!these!factors:!
BAM:! Finally,! is! there! anything! that! I! did! not! ask! you! about!
that! you’d! like! to! tell! me! about! regarding! the! teaching! of!
reading?!
(





some!ways!on!how! I! can! teach! reading! (Dumisani,! Interview!
1).!
!
This! is! a! call! for! help! from! the! participant! and! a! fitting! time! to! implement! a!
curriculum! intervention.! Dumisani’s! views! echo! the! “serious! help”! that! all!
practitioners! called! for! in! the! discussion! of! the! questionnaire! in! Part! 1.! In! the!
next!chapter!data!emerging!from!the!study!site!during!the!implementation!phase!
of!Rose’s!Reading$to$Learn! curriculum! intervention!will! be! analysed.!As! stated,!
Rose’s! methodology! is! believed! to! be! a! formidable! teaching! strategy! that!
promises! to! offer! practitioners! like! Dumisani! the! support! required! to! assist!
learners! in! uninspiring! contexts! and! lead! them! to! academic! excellence.! This!
methodology! was! forged! in! similar! struggles! in! other! parts! of! the! world! and,!
accordingly,! places! the! teacher! at! the! strategic! centre! of! the! pedagogical!
discourse!and!processes!as! ‘The!Knowledgeable!Other’.!All!data!interacted!with!
thus! far! in! the! study! site! have! fallen! short! in! revealing! the! practitioners! as!
occupying!that!distinctive!position!in!the!pedagogic!situation.!Dumisani’s!views!
and! those! of! his! colleagues! in! earlier! discussions! bear! testimony! to! this! fact.!
Given!this!framework!regarding!the!practitioners!in!the!study!site,!their!learners’!
2012!ANA!results!in!Grade!3!and!6!Literacy!and!Numeracy!will!be!examined!in!









This! part! of! the! study! is! a! quantitative! description! of! the! 2012!ANA! results! in!
Grades! 3! and! 6! at! the! research! site.! In! effect,! ANA! results! are! themselves! a!
quantitative! and! numerical! expression! of! the! teachers’! choices,! mindsets,!
unwritten!codes!and!practices!as!reflected!on!in!the!qualitative!data!above.!How!
learners!were!able!to!provide!answers!to!questions!set!for!them!as!part!of!these!
assessments!was!not!only!a!demonstration!of! the! levels!of! their!mastery!of! the!
subject! contents! in! Numeracy! (Mathematics)! and! Literacy! (Home! Language! in!
Grade!3!and!FAL!in!Grade!6),!but!also,!a!manifestation!of!the!role!played!by!their!
teachers!throughout!that!process,! leading!towards!the!assessments!themselves.!
This! is! regardless! of! the! fact! that! ANA! restricts! its! focus! to! only! two! subjects,!
when! learners! are! taught! four! subjects! (in! the! Foundation! Phase)! and! six!
subjects! (in! the! Intermediate! Phase)! respectively,! “The! choice! of! subjects! to!
prioritise! for!monitoring! has! been! informed! by! the! recognition!worldTwide! of!
Literacy!and!Numeracy!as!the!key!foundational!skills!that!predispose!learners!to!
effective!learning!in!all!fields!of!knowledge”!(DoBE,!2012a,!p.4).!The!underlying!
premise!here! is! that! in!order! to!measure!how!well! learners!perform!at! school,!




learners! to! effective! learning! in! all! fields! of! knowledge”,! then! it! must! equally!
follow! that! language! teaching,! and! in! particular,! the! teaching! of! reading,! has! a!
propensity! to! inform!the!academic!achievements!of! learners!across!all!subjects!
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From!the!point!of!view!of!data!presented!and!discussed! in!Part! I!and! II!of! this!
chapter,!the!most!pertinent!question!that!arises,!therefore,!is:!‘to!what!extent!are!
the! ANA! results,! quantitative! in! nature,! a! representation! of! the! thoughts! and!
attitudes!of!practitioners!at!the!research!site,!as!the!first!key!research!question!
requires! us! to! establish?’! The! expectation! is! that! this! data! must! demonstrate!
meaningfully! the! understanding! of! practitioners! and! their! impact! on! the!
learners’!achievements!at!the!research!site!in!2012.!However,!to!place!the!matter!
into! perspective,! it! is! crucial! that! the! research! site’s! ANA! results! be! located!
within!the!broad!contexts!of!the!National,!Provincial,!District!and!even!Quintile!1!
scores! in! ANA! 2012! generally.! This! is! critical! because! the! research! site! forms!
part! of! all! these! establishments.! It! is! a! Quintile! 1! school! at! uMgungundlovu!
District! in! the!Province!of!KwaZuluTNatal,!South!Africa.!Such!a!characterisation!
not!only!gives!these!results!a!semblance!of!comparability,!but!it!also!provides!a!
graphic! and! unambiguous! picture! regarding! the! rationale! for! the! study.!
According!to!the!Department!of!Basic!Education’s!(DoBE)!report!on!the!Annual!









SUBJECT( ( ( (((((((((((GRADE(((Average(PASS(%((((Average(50%((Learners(
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________!!
Literacy!(Home!Language)! ! ! 3! !!!!!!52! ! 57!
Numeracy!(Mathematics)! ! ! 3! !!!!!!41! ! 36!
Literacy!(FAL)! ! ! ! 6! !!!!!!36! ! 24!




This!national!picture! is! important!as!a!benchmark! for! the!research!school.!The!
2012!national!ANA!results!are!not!exactly!flattering,!considering!that!a!sizeable!
proportion! of! learners! did! not! even! obtain! a! 50%!or!more! pass!mark! in! their!
subjects! (as! shown! in! the!Average!50%!Learners! category! above).! The! limited!
nature! of! the! percentage! of! learners! who! obtained! 50%! or! more! is! a! serious!
concern,! particularly! in!Grade! 6!Mathematics,!where! it! is! an! insignificant! 11%!
and!in!Grade!6!FAL,!recording!24%.!Figure!5.2!below!shows!how!the!provincial!
average!pass!percentage!compares!favourably!with!the!above!results.!In!almost!
all! instances,! they! (the! provincial! average! percentages! achieved! by! learners)!
better! or! equal! those! of! the! National! average! pass! percentage.! The! same!









to! the! averages! mentioned! above.! The! figure! below! captures! these! stark!







HL9! !!!!!!!!!3! ! 52! !!!!!!!53.5! ! 54.7! ! 49.2! ! 10!
MATH10!!!!!!!!!!!3!! ! 41!! !!!!!!!42.2! ! 44.2! ! 37.8! ! 18!
FAL11!! !!!!!!!!!6!! ! 36!! !!!!!!!35.3! ! 37.5! ! 33.0! ! 7.3!





averages,! the! research! school! performed! below! the! national! average! of! other!
Quintile!1!schools!as!well.!Whereas!other!Quintile!1!schools!managed!to!remain!












made! between! two! or! more! results! from! the! research! site! itself! representing!
different!yearly!phases.!The!discussion!now!turns!to!the!analysis!of!the!research!
site!ANA!results,!using! the!seven! levels!of!achievement! in! line!with! the!DoBE’s!
Curriculum!and!Assessment!Policy!Statement!(CAPS).!Here!the!only! focus! is!on!
the!2012!ANA!of!the!school! in!the!stated!subject!areas.!In!chapters!6!and!7!the!
same! data! will! be! examined! against! the! 2013! and! 2014! data,! respectively,! to!
determine!the!impact!of!the!intervention!at!the!research!site.!
!
Before! one! embarks! on! the! analysis! using! the! seven! levels! of! achievement! to!
determine!how!learners!are!clustered!across!all!seven!levels!in!different!subjects!
and! in! different! grades,! one! needs! to! indicate! that! these! levels! represent! an!
officially! recognized! performance! measure! by! the! DoBE.! It! is! used! mostly! in!
school! reports! to! show!parents!how! their! children!have! achieved! in!particular!
















6.! It! indicates! how! learners! scored! in! different! subjects! during! ANA! 2012.!
Different!colours!have!been!used!to! indicate!various! levels!of!performance.!For!


















3( HL( 9! 3! 2! 2! 3! 3! 0!
3( MATH( 11! 2! 2! 2! 1! 2! 2!
6( FAL( 21! 2! 2! 0! 1! 1! 0!
6( MATH( 28! 0! 0! 0! 0! 0! 0!
Table$5.6:$Distribution$of$learner$performance$$across$levels$of$achievement$(Summary$of$ANA$scripts,$2012)$
!
According! to!Table!5.6!above,! the! first! three! levels! (levels!1!–!3)! represent! the!
number!of! learners!who!have!not! obtained! an! adequate!pass!percentage.!Only!
the! learners! in! the!green!columns!managed!to!obtain!acceptable! levels,!scoring!
Adequate!Achievement!and!above.!Levels!2!and!3!are!borderline!cases!that!are!
likely!to!reflect!in!the!overall!average!percentage!of!passes!while,!in!fact,!they!are!
not! adequate! achievements.! That! is! why! it! becomes! important! to! base! any!
satisfactory!and!meaningful!achievement!on!the!50%Tplus!categories.!In!Grade!3!
HL,! for! example,! a! total! of! eight! learners! achieved! adequately! out! of! a! class! of!
twentyTtwo! learners.! This! accounts! for! only! 36%! of! learners! who! passed!
adequately!and!above.!The!worrying!trend!as!illustrated!in!Table!5.6!is!that!there!
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are! fewer! learners! in!Levels!4!–!7! than! in!Levels!1! T!3.!The!desired!scenario! is!
actually! the! opposite:! fewer! (or! no)! learners! in! Levels! 1! –! 3! and!more! (or! all)!
learners! in!Levels!4!–!7.!But! in!Grade!3!HL!there! is!no! learner! in!Level!7!at!all.!
Similarly,!Grade!3!Mathematics!has!only!seven!learners!who!obtained!Adequate!
Achievement!and!above!in!a!class!of!twentyTtwo.!That!accounts!for!only!31.8%!of!
the! learners.! Conversely,! 68.2%! of! learners! could! not! obtain! Adequate!
Achievement! in!Grade!3!Mathematics.!Grade!6!seems!dismal!by!all!accounts.! In!
Grade!6!FAL,!only! two! learners!managed! to!obtain!Adequate!Achievement! in!a!
class!of! twentyTseven.!This!means! that!92.59%!of! learners! failed! to!achieve!an!
Adequate!Achievement!pass!mark!in!FAL.!In!Mathematics,!however,!all! twentyT
eight! learners! could! not! achieve.! This!means! that! 100%! of! learners! could! not!
achieve!above!Level!1! in!Mathematics!Grade!6!and!remain! in! the!Not!Achieved!
category,! despite! the! fact! that! the! Mathematics! practitioner,! Bongani,! has! a!




good! starting!point! to!discuss! these! results! against! the!background!of! the! first!
key!research!question:! ‘What! is!the!practitioners’!understanding!of!the!role!the!
teaching!of!reading!plays! in! learner!academic!performance! in!Grade!3!and!6!at!
this! school?’.! First! of! all,! the! Mathematics! practitioners’! understanding! as!
reflected! in! the! questionnaire! and! in! the! interviews! appears! to! be! in! keeping!
with! the! quantitative! data! (ANA! results)! as! collected! from! the! research! site! in!
2012.! !There! is!sufficient!evidence! from!the!data! to!show!that! learners!are!not!









recognise! the! social! semiotic! in! mathematical! texts! and! denied! exposure! to!
delving! into! the! intricacies! of! register! of! texts.! By! the!Mathematics! and! other!
practitioners’! own! admission,! content! subject! teachers,! such! as! those! of!
Mathematics,! do! not! have! to! teach! reading! because! it! is! a! responsibility! “for!
language!people”.!!There!is!a!very!specific!register!in!Mathematics!which!would!
be! imprudent! to! leave! in! the! hands! of! the! “language! people”! who! are! not!
specialist! mathematicians.! An! example! why! teachers! of! Mathematics! should!
teach! reading! finds! expression! in! the! prevalence! of! word! sums 12 !in! the!
Mathematics! ANA!question! papers.! There! is! an! observable! pattern! in! the!ANA!
results!that!learners!fail!these!languageTbased!mathematical!questions.!Language!
teachers! are! not! equipped! to! teach! word! sums,! unless! they! are! Mathematics!
specialists! in!their!own!right;! this! is!a!genre!that! is!unique!to!Mathematics!and!
which! can! only! be! taught! by! the! Mathematics! specialists.! It! involves! actively!
engaging!with!text!in!ways!above!the!capability!of!the!language!teachers.!Grade!6!

























1! 2! 3! 2! 3! 3! 1! 2! 17! 75! 23%!
Table$5.7:$Word$sums$in$the$2012$ANA$Grade$6$Mathematics$Paper$(Grade$6$ANA$Paper,$2012)$$
!
Assuming! that! learners!were! familiar!with! intensive! reading,! they!would! have!
scored!23%!of!the!marks!in!only!eight!questions,!and!then!would!have!gone!on!to!
answer! other! questions! to! guarantee! them! an! Adequate! Achievement! and!
beyond.!Grade!3!also!had!a!few!of!these!sums,!four!to!be!precise,!covering!5%!of!
the!Paper.!Therefore!some!of!the!understanding!of!practitioners!on!the!role!the!
teaching! of! reading! plays! at! the! school,! as! gleaned! from! the! data! collected,! is!
clearly!counterproductive.!Explicit!teaching!of!reading,!even!in!Mathematics,!is!a!
guaranteed!measure!to!elevate!learners!to!the!desired!performance!trajectories.!
The! starting! point! is! an! acknowledgement! that! Mathematics! is! a! language! of!
numbers!with!a!variety!of!subtle!genres,!and!that!their!intensive!reading!during!
the! instruction! phase! is! vital.! It! is! important! to! note! that! this! problematic!

































the! information! given! in! paragraph! form! and! to! apply! that! information! in! a!
graph.!Questions!9.1! and!9.2!were!pure! grammar!questions!which!none!of! the!
learners!managed!to!answer.!Questions!12!and!14.2!required!learners!to!change!
sentences!to!past!tense!and!fill!in!blank!spaces!to!complete!sentences.!Only!two!
out!of! twentyTeight! learners!were!able! to!do! this! grammatical! exercise.!This! is!
despite! the! language! practitioner,! Celani,! who! in! the! interview! stated! that! he!
spends!more!time!on!important!aspects!like!“grammar!and!other!things”!as!the!
reason!why!he!does!not!teach!reading!often.!Three!learners!out!of!twentyTeight!
answered! questions! 10.1! and! 10.2.! These! questions! required! learners! to! “use!
their! own! words”,! an! exercise! that! addresses! vocabulary,! a! skill! which! the!
teaching!of!reading!strengthens!among!learners.!Notably,!the!only!questions!that!
more! learners! were! able! to! answer! correctly! were! questions! 7.3! and! 13!
respectively,!scoring!even!higher!in!the!latter.!Learners!were!requested!to!refer!
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to! a! graphic! and! a! written! text,! respectively,! to! arrive! at! the! answers.! These!
questions!did!not!impose!substantial!cognitive!demands!on!them!because!of!the!
‘trampoline! effect’! that! these! questions! bear.! A! graph! and! written! text! in! this!
context!provide!a!mechanism!for!support,!a!scaffold,!in!keeping!with!Vygotsky’s!
ZPD.! But!Grade! 3,! although! showing! a!much! better! average! compared! to! their!
Grade! 6! counterparts,! did! not! fare! any! better,! considering! that! theirs! is! a! HL!
compared! to! FAL! in! Grade! 6.! Grade! 3! averaged! 10%!while! Grade! 6! averaged!
7.5%.!Only! four! learners! out! of! twentyTtwo!were! able! to! sequence! events! in! a!
story!in!question!4.!!
!
Again! in! question! 6,! barely! five! learners! could! demonstrate! the! creativity! of!
storyTtelling! required! by! the! question! which! provided! the! introductory!
sentences.! These! were! the! two! questions! where! the! majority! of! learners!
performed! poorly! in! Grade! 3!HL.! ! Interestedly,! these! are! the! questions!with! a!
direct! leaning! towards! the! teaching! of! reading,! a! task! Grade! 3! learners! are!
supposed! to! enjoy! and! perform! well! in;! storyTtelling! and! storyTreading! are!
central! in! the! teaching! and! learning! processes! at! the! Foundation! Phase!where!
Grade! 3! learners! are! located.! However,! the! data! suggest! the! severity! of! the!
problem! with! which! the! learners! are! faced! as! a! result! of! the! practitioners’!
attitudes,!perceptions,!pedagogic!practices!and!the!general!myths!that!have!been!
codified! around! the! teaching!of! reading.!A!major!pedagogical! reconditioning! is!
required! if! the! practitioners! are! to! play! their! critical! role! in! the! zone! as! the!
knowledged!other.!The!learners!need!to!be!scaffolded,!as!the!data!findings!show,!
with! serious! consideration! to! what! Halliday’s! (1978)! SFL! calls! “context! of!
culture”! and! “context! of! situation”.! They! may! have! to! be! more! linguistically!
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explicit!in!their!approach!to!texts!(Halliday),!they!may!have!to!approach!the!zone!
as! a! social! experience! (Vygotsky)! and!ultimately! ensure! that!poor! learners! are!
emancipated! (Bernstein)! and! therefore! able! to! enjoy! the! learning! experience.!!
The!view!is!held!that!the!practitioners’!understanding!of!the!role!the!teaching!of!
reading!plays!at!the!school!in!the!target!grades,!as!exemplified!in!the!data!both!





Chapter!5! is! explorative;! it! presents! and!evaluates!qualitative! and!quantitative!
data! that!was!yielded! through! the! responses! to!questionnaires,! interviews!and!
2012!ANA!assessments!in!order!to!answer!the!first!key!research!question!of!the!
study.! Data! generated! through! these! instruments! suggests! that! the! academic!
performance!of!learners!presented!in!the!form!of!ANA!2012!scripts!is!informed!
largely! by! the! practitioners’! (mis)understanding! of! the! role! the! teaching! of!
reading!plays!in!Grade!3!and!6!at!the!school.!Practitioners,!in!their!various!ways!
hold! distinct! views,! thoughts! and! attitudes! as! measures! to! influence! the!








Chapter! 6! frames! as! its! major! thrust! the! curriculum! intervention! and! how! it!
relates! to! the! understanding! of! practitioners! as! discussed! in! chapter! 5.!































Chapter! 6! presents! a! detailed! discussion! of! the! data! generated! through!
qualitative!and!quantitative!research!methodologies!discoursed!on!in!chapter!4.!
However,! contrary! to! the! discussion! in! chapter! 5! on! the! data! generated! in!
response! to! the! first! critical! research! question:! What! is! the! practitioners’!
understanding! of! the! role! the! teaching! of! reading! plays! in! learner! academic!
performance! in! grade! 3! and! 6! at! the! school?,! Chapter! 6! centres! on! the! data!





this! chapter! draws! on! the! concepts! and! terminology! from! the! three! theories!
formulated!by!Rose!to!develop!his!methodology,!Reading$to$Learn,!as!discussed!
in!chapter!3.!!It!does!so!by!first!engaging!with!data!generated!through!interviews!
and! the! written! work! of! the! learners! performed! during! the! implementation!
phase! of! Rose’s! methodology,! from! February! 2013! to! September! 2014! of! the!
curriculum! intervention.! ! Secondly,! such! engagement! occurred! by! means! of! a!
detailed!discussion! of! the!Grade!3! and!Grade!6! 2013!ANA! results! at! the! study!
site,! once! again! as! part! of! the! intervention! phase.! A! comparison! between! the!
2012! and! 2013! ANA! results! is! undertaken! in! this! chapter! to! reveal! further!
imports!as!yielded!by!the!data!findings.!The!chapter!concludes!with!an!analysis!
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The!essence!of! the!practitioners’!understanding!of! the!role! that! the! teaching!of!
reading! plays! in! the! learners’! academic! performance! is! captured! in! their!
responses!to! interview!question!1,!which! is:!Do!you!think!the!Reading$to$Learn!
methodology! played! a! role! in! your! learners’! academic! performance?! From!her!
Grade! 3! (Foundation! Phase)! perspective,! Anele! had! the! following! to! say! in!
response!to!the!question!as!given!above:!!
ANELE:! As! far! as! I’m! concerned! and! in!what! I’ve! seen! in!my!
class,! it! is! very! effective! because!my! learners! can! read,! they!
can!write,!they!can!even!act!or!dramatise!what!they!have!been!
reading! in! the! stories.! They! can! do!many! things! that! enable!
them!to!express!themselves!(Anele,!Interview!2).!!
!
This! occurrence! is! not! atypical! of! a! Foundation! Phase! class! in! a! functioning,!
properly! managed,! wellTresourced! school.! ! ! Within! the! context! of! the! school!
under! study,! and! the! perennial! challenges! it! faces! (see! chapter! 4),! this! is!
remarkable.! ! This! response,! furthermore,! is! in! sharp! contrast! to! Anele’s!
responses!to!interview!questions!during!the!preTintervention!phase!(see!chapter!




not! satisfied! because! I! can! see! there! is! a! problem! with! my!
learners;!not!all!of! them!can!read;!most!of! them!cannot!read.!
There! are! few! learners! who! can! read! properly! (Anele,!
Interview!1:!Chapter!5,!Section!5.3b).!
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eyes.! I! was! teaching! reading,! but! I! can! see! now! that! I! was!
doing!nothing.!I!was!just!playing!with!the!children.!Now!I!can!




This! bold! statement! is! the! clearest! indication! that! the! Reading$ to$ Learn!
methodology! is! enabling! her! to! provide! the! necessary! tools! and! resources!
required! by! her! learners! in! the! classroom! discourse.! The! intervention! has!
transformed! the! understanding! of! her! role! from! an! uncertain! and! dissatisfied!
practitioner!into!a!bold!and!confident!one.!This!transformation!is!critical! in!the!
context!of!the!study!because!it!reinforces!the!centrality!of!the!role!the!teaching!of!






effective.! It! gives!more! chances! to! children! to! know!how! to! read! and!write! as!

















Dumisani’s!words,! is! being! challenged! by! Rose! (2004).! To! critique! Dumisani’s!
notions,!it!may!be!argued!that!he!does!not!think!beyond!the!realms!of!sequencing!
and! pacing! of! the! curriculum.! The! ‘prepare’,! ‘task’! and! ‘elaborate’! format! (the!
foundation!for!the!Reading$to$Learn!pedagogy),!particularly!in!Detailed!Reading!
as!described!in!the!scaffolding!interaction!cycle,!initially!takes!up!too!much!time!
for! someone!who! is! concerned!about! ‘finishing! the! syllabus’! at! a! specific!point!
during! the!year,!as! implied! in!Dumisani’s!understanding!above.!The! irony!with!
the! obsession! about! completing! the! syllabus! at! the! expense! of! developing! a!
learner’s! reading! ability! is! that,! even! if! such! a! syllabus! is! completed,! it! is!
debatable!whether!meaningful! learning!would! have! taken!place.! ! The! fact! that!
the!Reading$to$Learn$stages!build!a!solid!basis,!initially!albeit!slowly,!in!order!to!
accelerate! learning! later,! is! not! clear! to! Dumisani! during! this! phase! of!
implementation.! !His! second! issue:! “it!will! depend!on! the! type!of! learners! that!
you! have! in! order! for! [Rose’s! methodology]! to! be! effective”,! reveals! that!
Dumisani! has! deep! reservations! about! learners!who! are! too! disadvantaged! to!
cope! with! the! demands! of! the! methodology! in! his! subject.! While! Dumisani’s!








challenging! the! distributive! rules.! Bongani! surprisingly! expresses! approval!
regarding!the!methodology:!
BONGANI:! If! we! talk! about! the! effectiveness! of! Reading$ to$
Learn,! yeah! it! is! very! effective! because! it’s! more! learnerT
centred,!but!also!the!teacher!has!a!lot!to!do.!I!mean,!it!involves!
all! the! parties! that! are! involved! in! teaching! and! learning.! So!
it’s! a! good! method! of! teaching,! and! it! also! improves! the!




the! ideological! struggle! between! progressivist! and! traditional! pedagogies.!
Bongani!places!Rose’s!methodology!where!it!belongs!T!between!the!progressivist!
theories! that!promote! ‘immersion’! and! the!more! traditional! approaches!where!
the! teacher!was! believed! to! be! the! ‘fountain! of! knowledge’.! In! this! position,! it!
provides! a! ‘third! way’! and! takes! advantage! of! the! strengths! of! the! two!
orientations,! in! line! with! one! of! its! founding! theories:! Vygotsky’s! ZPD.!
Importantly!too,!Bongani!identifies!the!improvement!of!the!“reading!skills!of!our!




Rose,!2004).! So! strong!was! the!belief! in!Rose’s!methodology! that!Bongani,! like!
most! content! subject! teachers,! formerly! a! fervent! opponent! of! the! teaching! of!
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reading!(see!Chapter!5)!before!the!Reading$to$Learn!methodology! intervention,!
had! gone! full! circle.! Not! only! did! he! transform! his! view! about! the! teaching! of!





for! us! and! I! think! it!will!work! for! other!people! as!well.!Otherwise!no,! there! is!
nothing! else! that! I! want! to! add”! (Bongani,! Interview! 2).! This! shows! how! the!
intervention! has! been! able! to! transform! the! understanding! of! this! particular!
practitioner’s! views! on! the! teaching! of! reading! within! the! schooling! context.!!




schools! use! it! and! educators.! If! we! can! get! support! on! that!
because! I! do! understand! that! there! are! some! things! that! do!
have! to!be! tried!and! tested!but! trying! this!methodology!now!
and! seeing! how! it! is! helping!me! and!my! learners,! I’d! say! I’d!
put!a!stamp!on!the!Department!and!say!let!us!try!this.!I!am!not!
shying! away! from! other!methodologies! that! the! Department!
was! using,! but! let’s! try! connecting! them!with! this! one,! with!
Reading$to$Learn!and!see!how!we!move!forward,!especially!in!





help! other! schools! in! the! same! way! it! was! “helping! me! and! my! learners”,! a!
resounding! vote! of! confidence! for! the! methodology,! by! all! accounts.! ! Of! even!
more! importance! in! the! responses! of! the! participants,! is! the! recognition! that!
Reading$to$Learn!has!something!special!to!offer,!“especially!in!our!disadvantaged!
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schools”.! The! point! of! Rose’s! methodology! is! to! galvanise! an! educational!
‘revolution’! informed! by! the! reality! of! poor! academic! performance! in! schools!
located!in!underprivileged!communities,!and!Dumisani!seems!to!acknowledge!its!
impact!here.!Bernstein!(1990)!remarks!that!underprivileged!children!are!being!
doubly! disadvantaged! by! the! current! structure! of! the! educational! edifice! that!
privileges! the! wealthy.! Dumisani! tacitly! confirms! that! the! Reading$ to$ Learn!
methodology! represents! another! pedagogic! device,! this! time! to! correct! the!
untenable!discrimination!against!the!underprivileged!by!disallowing!them!access!
to! the! elaborated! code! of! the! vertical! discourse,! thus! limiting! them! to! the!
restricted! code! (Bernstein,! 1975).! To! reinforce! the! notion! of! poverty! and!
disadvantage,!none!of!the!participants!could!claim!the!active!involvement!of!the!
community,! especially! the! parents,! in! the! education! of! their! children,! a!
consequence! of! this! social! structure.! Even! support! for!Reading$ to$Learn! is,! for!
these!parents,!largely!irrelevant.!!
CELANI:! Actually! I! can! say,! the! community! that! we! are!
working! in,! they! are! very! poor! and! I! think! they! are! not!
involved! at! all.! They! don’t! do! followTups! even! after! school!
hours!with!their!children.!Sometimes!they!don’t!come!even!to!





their! children.! These! communities! often! have! more! urgent! issues! of! life! and!
death! to! deal!with.! For! those! reasons,! it! is! unrealistic! to! expect! impoverished!
communities! to! provide! a! meaningful! second! “site! of! acquisition”! (Bernstein,!
1990,!p.!78)!at!home,!beyond!the!normal!oral!culture!and!indigenous!knowledge!
systems.! It! is! for! this! reason! that,! in! such!communities,! the!school! remains! the!
only! site! available! for! any! significant!upliftment.! It! thus! remains! an!unrealistic!
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and!elitist! assumption! that! the! children!of! the!poor!must! learn! from! the!home!
environment! and! Celani’s! statement! is! a! subtle! reference! to! this! phenomenon.!
Reading$to$Learn,!therefore,!takes!on!the!challenge!to!bridge!the!divide!between!
the! learners! from! disadvantaged! backgrounds! and! the! privileged,! and! to!
revolutionise! how! learners! from! the! former! are! assisted! to! learn.! Anele’s!
response!reTenforces!this!view!effectively:!!
ANELE:! When! you! give! them! homework! or! when! you! give!
them!something!to!read!at!home,!other!parents!have![tried!to!
help! learners],! although! most! of! our! children! live! with!
grandmothers.! So! they! sometimes! find! difficulties! in! helping!
them.!But!because!we!have!this!Reading$to$Learn,!most!of!the!





for! the! cities! in! search! of!work! opportunities! or! die! early! for! various! reasons.!
Providing! tuition! at! home! for! their! children! is! almost! impossible.! ! ! Thus,! the!
Reading$ to$ Learn! methodology! provides! hope! for! these! learners,! and! Anele’s!
response!above!affirms!this!point.!This! is!another!compelling!representation!of!
how!the!intervention!has!helped!to!shape!Anele’s!thinking.!Anele!attributes!her!
learners’! improvement! to! Rose’s! methodology,! and! so! too! her! colleagues.!
Bongani!was!asked! if!his! learners! thought! they!were! improving! their! skills.!He!
stated:!
BONGANI:! For! them,! they! cannot! tell! you! that! they! are!
improving!their!skills!but!for!me,!as!an!educator,!I!can!see!that!
slowly!they!are!getting!there,!they!are!improving.!I!once!spoke!
to!my! principal! and! he! also! discovered! that! there! is! a! slight!
improvement!in!these!learners!(Bongani,!Interview!2).!
!
This! participant,! who! initially! did! not! support! the! Reading$ to$ Learn$ initiative,!





slow!at! the!beginning,! as!pointed!out!earlier.! !This! is! important! for! later!when!
acceleration!begins!to!take!effect!and!the!gaps!are!eliminated!because!the!basis!
has!been!established.!Celani!also!hints!at! ‘slow!improvement’!when!responding!
to! the! interview! question! on! whether! or! not! learners! evince! any! academic!
improvement:!!





tasks! and! assessment,! you! can! see! there! and! then! if! you’re!
taking! the! style! of! Reading$ to$ Learn! of! doing! these!
assessments! that! they! are! improving! here! and! there! (Celani,!
Interview!2).!
!
The! observations! of! Bongani! and! Celani! become! even! more! important! when!
considering! Dumisani’s! earlier! assertion! that! it! takes! time! for! the! teacher! to!
master! this!methodology,! and! that! it! becomes! effective! only!when! the! teacher!
has!mastered! it.! It! is! interesting! that! the! three! Grade! 6! practitioners! hold! the!
view! that! improvements! as! a! result! of! the! Reading$ to$ Learn! methodology! are!
‘slow’!for!learners.!Dumisani!concurred!with!his!two!colleagues,$but!provided!a!
different!slant:!
BAM:! Have! learners’! reading! outcomes! improved! since! the!





DUMISANI:! Yes,! their! reading! outcomes,! but! to! those! that!
have! not! improved! I’d! say! basically! it! is! not! up! to! them! to!
improve.! I! would! say,! their! problems! are! more! deeper! (sic)!
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(sic)! than! the! education! system! itself! or! Reading$ to$ Learn! itself”! can! be!
interpreted! in! two!ways.! First,! it! may! be! seen! as! praise! for! the! impact! of! the!
Reading$ to$Learn! programme.! That! is! to! say,! it! has! the! ability! to! improve! any!
learner’s! skills;! for! those! learners! who! do! not! show! any! immediate!










master! and! apply! the! methodology! simultaneously.! Even! though! they! claim!
seeing!some!results,!with!the!exception!of!Anele,!they!do!not!claim!full!mastery!




sufficiently,! it! will! reflect! in! the! learners’! abilities.! This! is! a! valid! assumption!
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because! the!Reading$to$Learn!methodology! has! been!used! successfully! even! in!
contexts!where!learners!have!particular!reading!problems.!In!the!disaggregation!
of! the!2013!ANA!results! later! in! this! chapter,! this! issue!of! the! improvement!of!
learners’! reading! skills! as! a! result! of! the! intervention! by! means! of! Rose’s!
methodology!is!further!explored.!!!!
!
Another! understanding! that! has! been! either! transformed! or! confirmed! by! the!
intervention!at! the! study! site! is! the!manner! in!which!participants! explain!how!





ANELE:! Yes,! they! are! improving! and! they! are! very! proud.!





the! pedagogic! discourse! in! her! class.! It! is! a! tacit! admission! that! before! the!
intervention!she!did!not!necessarily!understand!all!her!learners,!and!that!pride!
hardly!formed!part!of!the!discourse!semantics.!Apart!from!this,!the!fact!that!her!
learners!“even!want! to!help! those!who!are! lacking”! is!very! important.! It!places!
emphasis!on!Vygotsky’s!(1978)!conception!of!‘the!more!knowledgeable!other’!in!















clear! that! this! thing! is! helping! them! a! lot! to! understand! the!
words,! especially! the! difficult! words! that! they! don’t!




That! learners! “are! very! proud”! (Anele,! Interview! 2)! and! “they! raise! up! their!
hands,! the!way!they!want! to!answer!…!back,! to!respond!from!the!text”! (Celani,!
Interview! 2)! can! be! attributed! to! the! intervention! and! to! Rose’s! scaffolding!
interaction!cycle,!a!pedagogic!approach!he!borrowed!from!Vygotsky!(1978).!This!
is!where! learners!who!are!ordinarily! inept,!or! suffer! from!a! low!selfTesteem!(a!
typical! feature! at! the! study! site),! suddenly! regain! their! confidence! when! they!
realise! that! they! are! supported! in! answering! the! teacher’s! questions.! The!
following!written!work!by!learners!where!they!had!been!asked!to!write!factual!
texts!after!going!through!Rose’s!scaffolding!interaction!cycle!at!the!study!site,!is!a!




• Natural resources is the things that are important to the people to survive 
on land like water, tree, dams etc. 
• People we need water, tree, dams. 








1. The people need Natural Resources and get resources to survive land like 
tree, dam, water. 
2. Natural resources can help people to live land 
3. The tree give & use Natural resources survive as we need the resources 




of! the! prevalent! model! of! writing! that! they! experience,! namely,! notes! on! the!






As we a Humans we need a healthy food and a healthy body because healthy things 
is specialy to us. We need to eating a vegetables and fruit and carbohydrates and 
proteins and dairy. And we need to drink water every day. 
 
these things is help us to stay healthy and strong humans and we need to protet 
trees because trees because trees is give us air a fresh air. Natural resources is a 
special we do not abuse natural resources. 
 
A healthy diet is a balanced diet. When you eat the correct amounts of each food 











Natural Resources another time a helping us for get energy and to get food the 
soil give us some food. To do work the body need helthy food to get energy like 
fat, carbohydrate, proteins and dairy, vegetables and fruit. 
 
As we a human we need a healthy food and a healthy body because healthy things 
is specially to us. We need to eating a vegetable and carbohydrate and we need to 
drink enough water every day. We need to eating with a limit. People need natural 
resources to “live”, we think of animal. Animal need some grass to eat and other 
thing. 
 
These thing help us to live healthy and stay strong as a humans and we need to 
protect trees and animals Because we need fresh air. Natural resources is special 





whether! they! made! these! connections! on! their! own.! Generally,! besides! those!
who!wrote!notes,! learners!were!able!to!write! fairly!coherent!arguments!on!the!
issues!around!the!careful!management!of!natural!resources.!Some!were!able!to!




People always need natural resources to live. We must think of our children 
because other’s natural resources can gone or totally depleted. We must use this 
natural resources carefully not waste them 
 
The reason for this is that there is only certain amount of oil or gold that exist 
under ground. Whe we use natural resources we must consider how much we 
going to use without harming the envarent. While there are other resources that 
are renewable while means they can grow again. To prevent this happening wemst 
you use with a scale wich mean we must not wascet them. 
Figure$6.5:$A$sample$of$a$Grade$6$learner’s$written$work$
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The! second! paragraph! clearly! signals! a! relationship! between! the! previous!
paragraph!and! the!second!with! ‘The!reason! for! this!…’,! ‘reason’,! ‘this’! referring!
back!to!the!end!statement! in!paragraph!1! ‘We!must!use!this!Natural!Resources!
carefully! not! waste! them’.! Conjunctions! are! also! used! e.g.! ‘When’;! ‘While’.!




Dlamini!and!Sthabile!Zulu,!although! it! is!evident! that!much!more!regular!work!
needs!to!be!done!in!the!writing!of!factual!texts.!It!is!evident!that!exposure!to!the!
Reading$to$Learn!methodology!has!enabled!some!learners!to!write!a!factual!text!
supporting! a! thesis,! with! some! understanding! of! the! structure/stages! and! a!
developing! understanding! of! paragraphing! and! cohesion.! There! are! obviously!




These! findings! reveal! the! difference! that! the!Reading$ to$Learn! methodology! is!
making!at! the! study! site,! in!particular!how! the! scaffolding! interaction! cycle,! as!
informed!by!this!methodology,!ensures!that!the!teacher!supports!all!learners!to!
operate! at!much!higher! levels! than! they!would! normally! do! independently,! by!
consistently!providing!cues!during!the!reading!process.!This!is!further!supported!
by! the! teacher’s!elaborations! to!deepen! the! learner’s!understanding,! leading! to!
more! challenging! tasks,! such! as! these! factual! texts.! This! scenario! is!
metaphorically! described! in! the! title! of! this! study! as! the! “Trampoline!
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trajectories”,! where! all! the! learners,! even! the! weakest,! enjoy! the! rewards! of!
affirmation.!These!instances!build!their!confidence!and!become!a!major!source!of!





DUMISANI:! Of! course,! they! do! enjoy! the! programme,!
especially! when! they! cut! and! paste,! they! do! enjoy! the!
programme.! And! it! helps! in! vocabulary.! They! do! enjoy! the!
programme! because! for! them,! I! think,! because! Reading$ to$
Learn!says!you!lead!learners,!you!do!not!expect!them!to!know!
the! answer,! you! lead! them! towards! the! answer.! So! they! do!
enjoy! that,! for! them! I! think! they! feel! like! it’s! like! they! are!
coping,! in! a!way.! You! lead! them! to! the! answer.! They! do! not!
just! find!the!answer!on!their!own.!The!teacher! leads!them!to!
the! answer,! so! I! think! that! is! why! they! enjoy! it! (Dumisani,!
Interview!2).!
!
Accordingly,!when!on! the!one!hand,!you!have!a! teacher!who! is!willing! to! “lead!
them!towards!the!answer”,!and!you!have,!on!the!other!hand,!all! the! learners! in!
the!class! “raise!up! their!hands”,!and!become!“proud”!of!what! they!can!achieve,!
“feel!like!they!are!coping”!and!“enjoy!it”,!then!that!is!an!embodiment!of!the!“zone!
of! proximal! development”! in! action,! the! Vygotskyan! theory,! one! of! the! three!
theories!which!informs!Rose’s!methodology.!From!the!sentiments!expressed!by!
practitioners! in! Chapter! 5,! this! is! a! transformation! that,! arguably,! the!
intervention! brought! about,! and! that! it! was! not! present! during! the! preT
intervention!data!generation!stage.!The!endTresult!is!that,!like!a!trampoline,!the!
zone!provides!a!necessary!base!from!which!learners!are!then!scaffolded!to!more!










Evidently! the! Reading$ to$ Learn! methodology! has! afforded! Anele’s! learners! an!
opportunity! to! interact! with! texts! that! derive! from! grades! beyond! the!
Foundation!Phase,!a!level!at!which!her!learners!are!supposedly!operating.!This!is!
a! clear! ‘subversion’! of! the! regulative! rules! (“who!may! transmit!what! to!whom!
and!under!what!conditions”),!recontextualising!rules!(that!“pedagogic!discourse!
selects! and! creates! specialized! pedagogic! subjects! through! its! contexts! and!
contents”)! and! evaluative! rules! (“the! key! to! pedagogic! practice! is! continuous!
evaluation![and]!evaluation!condenses!the!meaning!of!the!whole!device”)!of!the!
pedagogic! discourse! (Bernstein,! 1996,! p.! 42–50).! What! Anele! reveals! in! the!










Initially,! Anele! was! not!merely! content! with! the! theory! and! practice! that! was!




becoming! a! roleTmodel! for! others.! She! relates! some! of! these! occasions!with! a!
sense!of!pride:!
BAM:! What! other! professional! development! or! networking!
support!have! you! engaged! in!during! your! implementation!of!
Reading$to$Learn?!…!
!
ANELE:! For!now! I!have!networked!with!other!educators,! for!




was! also! the! part! of! this! workshop! and! I! presented! some!
lessons! to! them.! It!was! awesome! for!me.! You! find! out! some!
other!educators!take!your!numbers;!they!want!to!contact!you!
if! they! have! some! problems! when! they! are! doing! their!
planning.!It’s!interesting!(Anele,!Interview!2).!
!
This! appears! to! have! become! a! personal! mission! to! be! an! expert! in! this!
methodology.! Anele! attended! networking! workshops,! gave! lessons,! shared!
personal! contact! details!with! other! teachers!who!might! need! her! support! and!
sacrificed! her! vacation! to! attend! the! workshops.! As! a! result! of! this! level! of!




In! the! Intermediate! Phase! (Grade! 6),! however,! it! seems! as! though! even! the!
Reading$to$Learn! facilitators!were!still! in!the! ‘teaching!mode’.!They!were!workT
shopping! the! participants! on! how! the! methodology! works,! even! though,!
according!to!the!original!research!plan,!this!was!supposed!to!be!the!!‘during!the!
implementation’! phase! of! the! curriculum! intervention,! a! step! Anele! had! long!
since! passed! in! the! Foundation! Phase.! The! researcher! engaged! Celani! on! this!
issue:!
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BAM:!What! criteria! do! you! use! in! choosing! texts! for! study! for! the!
Reading$to$Learn!programme?!(Silence)!You’ve!used!the!Learning$to$
Read!programme!a!number!of!times,!so!you!obviously!choose!a!text!







CELANI:! Yes,! we! have.! They! then! take! it! away! and! bring! it! back!















seemingly! became! frustrated! that! they! had! to! use! the! ‘exact! words’! that! the!




done!with! the! programme! because! there!were!minor! things!




lessons! you! do! need! to! have! your! own! way! of! saying! it! to!
learners! so! that! they! could! understand.! But! in! some! other!
texts!they!just!want!you!to!say!exactly!as!they!said!it![in!their!
notes]! whilst! you! are! teaching! different! kinds! of! learners.!




I! proposed! to! call! this! a! ‘frustration! phase’.! This! phase! suggests! that! a!
practitioner! is! in! a! learning! curve! and! has! not! fully! grasped! what! he/she! is!
dealing! with.! From! the! two! evidence! samples! above,! it! would! seem! that! the!
practitioners! were! still! being! guided! in! the! use! of! the! Reading$ to$ Learn!
methodology.! In! other! words,! they! had! not! as! yet! fully! mastered! the!
methodology!that!they!were!implementing!in!their!classrooms!during!this!phase.!
Given!these!responses,! it! is!clear!that!this! is!not!their!understanding.! !As! far!as!
they! are! concerned,! the! facilitators! were! intrusive.! ! These! sentiments,!
understandably! had! a! direct! bearing! on! the! learners’! educational! outcomes! in!
the! assessments,! as! the!ANA! results! discussed! later! in! this! chapter!will! reveal.!




Cowey,! 1998;! McRae,! Ainsworth,! Cumming,! Hughes,! Mackay,! Price,! Rowland,!
Warhurst,!Woods,!&!Zbar,!2000).!
!
The! contrasting! experiences! on! induction! to! Rose’s! methodology! by! the!
Foundation! Phase! practitioner,! on! the! one! hand,! and! the! Intermediate! Phase!
practitioners,!on!the!other,!assist! the!practitioners!to! formulate!certain!notions!
about! their! own! practice.! In! fact,! the! impact! of! the!methodology! on! their! two!
groups!of!learners,!Foundation!Phase!(Grade!3)!and!Intermediate!Phase!(Grade!













is! a! crucial! aspect! in! the! Reading$ to$ Learn! pedagogy,! and! this! is! what! she!
intended!to!extend!to!the!Intermediate!Phase.!She!notes:!!
…!we!have! a! little!problem! that! the! educator!who!was! there!
[in!Grade!4]! last!year!is!gone,!so!the!one!who!is!there!now!is!
just!new!in!this!Reading$to$Learn,!we!are!still!trying!to!help!her!





efforts! in! Grade! 3!would! go! to!waste! if! the! continuity!was! not! ensured! in! the!
Intermediate!Phase,!hence!“we!are!still!trying!to!help![the!new!Grade!4!teacher]”,!
as! she! puts! it.! But! she! has! gone! to! extra! lengths! to! equip! herself! on! the!
methodology,! including! looking!beyond! the! languages! (where! she!believed! the!
teaching!of!reading!resided!‘preTintervention’).!She!points!out:!!









intervention.! In! a! sense,! the! intervention! has! transformed! Anele’s! earlier!
thinking! expressed! in! the! previous! chapter,! that! the! teaching! of! reading! is! a!







after! you! have! prepared! the! lesson,! make! sure! that! your!
preparation! goes! handTinThand! with! what! you! are! about! to!





in! some! other! learning! areas,! it! does! fit,! because! the!
terminology! that! is! used! in! EMS! is! ‘commercial’! in! a! sense.!
And! you! don’t! find! that! we! have! some! English! explanations!
that!will!fit!in!that,!while!Reading$to$Learn,!when!you!compare!
it! in!other! learning!areas,! it!will!have! some! terminology! that!
will!fit!when!you!work!with!it!(Dumisani,!Interview!2).!
!
It!may!be!argued! that!Dumisani’s!view!of! the!Reading$to$Learn!methodology! is!
misguided!and! is! the!antithesis!of!all! that! it! stands! for:! the! teaching!of! reading!
across!the!curriculum.!Dumisani!was!clearly!still!in!what!can!be!described!as!the!
“frustration!mode’,! testing! the!methodology! and! having! some! success! in! some!
areas! and! not! so!much! in! others.! It! is! not! atypical! during! the! implementation!
phase! of! the! intervention! for! such!discrepancies! to! prevail.! ! It! is,! furthermore,!
part!of! the!mastery!phase.!For!example,!when! the! researcher!asked!him!about!
the!criteria!he!applied!in!the!selection!of!texts,!Dumisani!stated:!
DUMISANI:!That!one! it! is!difficult!because!when!you!choose!a! text!
you!have! to!make!sure! that! the! text! that!you!choose!goes!handTinT
hand!with!the!curriculum....!But!so!far,!at!the!moment,!I!am!using!the!
methodology! in!Maths,! and! I! am! trying! it! in!EMS!because!basically!
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those! are! the! two! subjects! that! I! teach! in! Intermediate! Phase! and!
Senior!Phase!because!I’ve$had$this$training$for$Maths$which$I’ve$seen$
that$ after$ I’ve$ used$ it$ these$ kids$ are$ responding$ because$ there$ were$




that! whatever! they! say,! you! must! always! write! it.! Now,! in! some!
other!texts!I!would!say!this!and!not!write!it,!but!now!there!I!will!see!
that! no! the! child! has! difficulties! in! that,! now! that! I’ve! started! this!
method!of!writing!and!make!sure!that!whatever!I!write!I!say!it!and!




By! Dumisani’s! own! admission,! the! Reading$ to$ Learn! training! he! received! in!
Mathematics! was! already! showing! results,! and! hence! “these! kids! are!
responding”.!This! is!a! remarkable!understanding! that! the! intervention!assisted!
him!to!arrive!at.!He!also!placed!the!blame!on!himself!by!suggesting!that,!before!
the! training! he!was! “leaving! behind”! some! ‘things’! “because! [he]!was! thinking!





these! understandings,! are! confirmed! or! transformed,! as! the! case! may! be,! for!
Dumisani!at!least,!because!of!the!intervention.!These!assumptions!indicate!workT
inTprogress!in!terms!of!Dumisani’s!grasp!of!the!methodology,!and,!cumulatively,!










is!a!portrayal!of! the! intervention!phase!that! took!place! in!2013!at! the!research!
site! that! will! later! be! followed! by! the! postTintervention! phase! in! chapter! 7.! It!
covers!the!scope!of!Literacy!and!Numeracy! in!both!Grade!3!and!Grade!6!of! the!
research! site.! It! also! reflects! on! the! numerical! data! to! answer! how! the!
practitioner’s! understanding! has! been! confirmed! or! transformed! by! the!
curriculum!intervention!at!the!study!site!in!the!form!of!Rose’s!Reading$to$Learn!
methodology.! As! demonstrated! in! chapter! 5,! the! premise! is! that! the! academic!
performance!of! learners!epitomises!the!understanding!of!the!practitioners!who!
teach! them.! Numerical! data! is! used! in! this! chapter! to! depict! how! the!
practitioners’! understanding! has! been! confirmed! or! transformed! by! the!
intervention! at! the! research! site! in! Mathematics! (Grade! 3),! Home! Language!
(Grade!3),!Mathematics!(Grade!6)!and!First!Additional!Language!(FAL)!(Grade!6).!
Therefore,! the! curriculum! intervention! is! a! major! factor! in! the! comparison!






and! 2013! ANA,! the! emerging! results! suggests! that! there! has! been! a! marginal!
improvement!at!the!research!site!in!2013!since!the!introduction!of!the!Reading$
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to$ Learn! curriculum! intervention.! As! discussed! in! Part! I! of! this! chapter,! these!
ANA! results! are! a! reflection! of! the! practitioners’! confirmed! or! transformed!



























since! the! school! implemented! the! currriculum! intervention! in! 2013.! Grade! 3!










This! graph! suggests! that! the! improvements! that! occurred! in! the! Intermediate!
Phase!(Grade!6)!reflect!a!higher!percentage!than!those!that!were!obtained!in!the!
Foundation! Phase! (Grade! 3).! This! is! misleading,! however,! as! it! is! not!
accommodative!of! the! relevant! context.!A! comprehensive! comparison!between!






improvement! is! merely! attributable! to! a! shift! from! a! ‘Not! Achieved’! to! an!
‘Elementary! Achievement’! range! in! modest! numbers.! Therefore,! Grade! 3! has!
achieved! a! more! commendable! performance! than! Grade! 6.! ! However,! Rose!
(2004,!p.93)!explains!this:!
Independent! reading! and! writing! is! fostered! in! the! junior!
primary!by!an!overt!curriculum!focus!on!class!and!individual!
storyTtelling,! on! letterTsound! correspondences! and! letter!
formation,! on! writing! stories! based! on! personal! experience.!






itself! a! ‘pedagogic! device’! to! instruct! and! regulate! classroom! discourse! and!
consequently,! to! exclude! learners! from! underprivileged! backgrounds.! Such! a!
notion! is! relevant! and! persists! even! during! this! implementation! phase! of! the!
curriculum!intervention!at! the! learning!site.!This! is! further!underscored!by!the!
fact! that! “after! early! years,! explicit! teaching!of! reading! falls! away;! the! focus! of!
teaching!is!now!more!on!learning!the!content!of!the!curriculum,!and!less!on!the!
skills!needed!to!read!it”!(Rose,!2010,!p.104).!For!example,!Grade!3!learners!are!
exposed! to! four! subjects! where! reading! forms! an! integral! part:! English! FAL,!
IsiZulu! HL,! Life! Skills! and! then!Mathematics.! According! to! the! Curriculum$and$
Assessment$ Policy$ Statement$ (CAPS)! (DoBE,! 2012d),! in! the! higher! primary!
schools!learners!are!taught!up!to!six!subjects!(down!from!eight!subjects!in!recent!
years).!Most!of!these!subjects!are!the!soTcalled!‘content!subjects’,!tacitly!reducing!
opportunities! for! the! reading! skills! curriculum.! Therefore! these! Grade! 3! and!
Grade!6!scores!must!be!seen!against!the!background!of!the!odds!against!which!
the! practitioners! operate,! especially! as! they! deal! with! learners! from! a!
disadvantaged!context.!In!fact,!these!results!are!best!understood!when!analysed!
according! to! the! seven! levels! of! achievement,! showing! the! actual!migration! of!
learners! from! one! level! to! the! next.! That! way,! an! attempt! to! compare! the!
performances!of!the!two!grades!is!likely!to!present!a!fair!disposition.!
!
Furthermore,! the! distribution! of! learners! in! terms! of! the! seven! levels! of!
achievements! becomes! useful! in! providing! the! muchTneeded! context! and!
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explication! regarding! where! the! clusters! of! learners! are! located! within! the!
continuum! of! performance.! Again! different! colours! will! be! employed! to! show!
different! levels! of! achievement.! For! example,! ‘Pink’! refers! to! a! ‘danger! zone’,!
‘Purple’! means! ‘borderline’! and! ‘green’! indicates! ‘50%! and! above’.! Table! 6.2!
illustrates! the! distribution! of! Grade! 3! learners! according! to! levels! in!
Mathematics.!
!
LEVEL! L!1! L!2! L!3! L!4! L!5! L!6! L!7! TOTAL!
NO.!OF!
LEARNERS!RANGE! 0J29! 30J39! 40J49! 50J59! 60J69! 70J79! 80J100!
Grade!3!
Mathematics!












As! shown! in! Table! 6.2,! whereas! in! 2012! under! half! (ten)! of! the! twentyTtwo!
learners!were!located!in!Level!1!(‘Not!Achieved’),!only!one!learner!remained!in!












As! Figure! 6.7! indicates,! the! colour! ‘Red’,!which! represents! the! performance! of!
learners!in!2013,!is!dominant!at!higher!levels,!whereas!‘Blue’,!which!represents!
2012,! is! most! predominant! in! lower! levels,! particularly! level! one! (0! to! 29%).!
Apart! from! the! fact! that! the!Grade!3! (and!Grade!6)!Mathematics!ANA!paper! is!
generally! languageTdriven! and! requires! a! thorough! analytical! reading! of! the!
language! of! the! questions! to! arrive! at! an! answer,! it! also! includes! ‘word!
problems’,!as!discussed!in!the!previous!chapter.! In!chapter!5! it! is!argued!about!
the! correlation! between! the! ‘mathematics’! of! the! word! problems! and! their!
‘language’.!Compared!to!2012,!in!2013!there!seems!to!be!a!notable!improvement!
of! learnerTperformance! on! questions! that! deal! with! this! specific!mathematical!
genre,!since!the!introduction!of!the!Reading$to$Learn! intervention!at!the!school.!
Table!6.3!illustrates!this!point:!
Question 7a 7b 8a 8b 
2012 marks 1 1 1 1 
Total marks scored 
by learners 
9/22 1/22 5/22 3/22 
Question 24.1 24.2 19 20 
2013 marks 1 1 2 1 
Total marks scored 
by learners 














problems.!Whereas! in!2012!at! least!nine!out!of! twentyTtwo! learners! answered!
the!question!correctly,!in!2013,!twentyTfour!learners!out!of!twentyTnine!arrived!
at! the! correct! answer,! a! difference! of! 41.8%! in! improvement.! This! trend! also!
continued!in!questions!7b!and!24.2,!as!well!as!questions!8a!and!19.!Questions!8b!
and! 20! are! the! only! exceptions,! where! results! show! the! opposite! of! a! small!




keeping! with! Anele’s! understanding! (the! Grade! 3! practitioner)! in! her! second!
interview,! as!detailed! in! this! chapter.! !Grade!3!Home!Language!also!makes! for!
interesting!reading.!It! indicates!similar!patterns!as!Grade!3!Mathematics!above.!
Table!6.4!illustrates!this!as!follows:!
LEVEL! L!1!! L!2! L!3! L!4! L!5! L!6! L!7! TOTAL!
NO.!OF!
LEARNERS!RANGE! 0J29! 30J39! 40J49! 50J59! 60J69! 70J79! 80J100!
Grade!3!









Of! the! twentyTtwo! learners! who! wrote! Grade! 3! HL! in! ANA! in! 2012,! fourteen!
received!‘Not!Achieved’!(eight),!!‘Elementary!Achievement’!(four)!and!!‘Moderate!
Achievement’! (two),!which! translates! into! approximately!64%!of! learners!who!
did!not!receive!‘Adequate!Achievement’:!an!unsatisfactory!result.!The!rest!of!the!
learners!were! spread! across! the! range,!with! only! one! learner! achieving! in! the!
category! level! 80%! T! 100%! (‘Outstanding! Achievement’).! In! 2013! during! the!
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intervention,!however,!seventeen!learners!obtained!50%!and!above,!with!at!least!
nine! learners! achieving! in! the! 80%! T! 100%! range.! This! is! a! fairly! admirable!
improvement!from!the!2012!scenario.!Unfortunately!seven!learners!remained!in!











example,! question! 4! was! the! worst! answered! question! by! the! learners.! The!
subject! was! IsiZulu! HL! and! literally! translated,! the! question! required! the!
learners!to!“Show!the!sequence!of!events!in!the!story.!Use!numbers!1!through!to!
4!in!the!boxes!provided!to!show!that!sequence!of!events”!(Grade!3!ANA!Question!




correctly.! In! 2013,! with! the! intervention! on! course,! twentyTfour! out! of! thirty!
learners! answered! a! similar! question,! with! an! improvement! of! 62%! in! one!
calendar!year.!Again,!in!2012!at!least!twelve!of!the!questions!out!of!twenty!were!












6.! Based! on! the! story! you! have! just! read,! why! did! Nandi!
want!to!hide!her!diary?!(1!mark)!
5!learners!out!of!22!achieved!this!mark!




11.! Write! the! following! sentence! using! the! correct!






As! illustrated! in!Table!6.5! these!questions!required! the! learners! to!be!adept!at!
reading!or!at!least!to!display!some!ability,!which!most!of!them!were!not!able!to!
do,! unfortunately.! However,! this! scenario! changed! in! 2013.! Only! six! out! of!




who! failed! to! answer! question! 4! on! sequencing! events! in! a! story! in! 2012,! the!
difference!is!clear.!This!is!crucial!in!the!context!of!the!critical!research!question!
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that! this! chapter!attempts! to!answer.! It! is!also! in! line!with! the!qualitative!data!
that!is!discussed!in!Part!I!of!this!chapter.!Anele,!the!only!Grade!3!practitioner,!has!
been! consistent! in! her! adaptability! to! the! Reading$ to$ Learn! methodology!
throughout! the! discussion! of! the! intervention! in! this! chapter.! Anele! is! dealing!
with!learners!in!the!8!–!9!age!group.!Most!of!these!learners!have!only!attended!
two!years!of! formal!schooling,!and,!as!stated! in!Part!1,!were! taken!through!the!
Reading$ to$ Learn! methodology! in! Grade! 2! as! well.! Coming! from! less! literate!
backgrounds,! they! do! not! have! any!meaningful! resources! to! take! part! in! their!
classroom!discourse,!except!for!the!resources!offered!by!their!teachers!at!school.!
Importantly,!they!do!not!have!too!many!habits!to!unlearn!as!a!result!of!the!many!
years! of! the! overt! curriculum! as! codified! in! the! contents! of! the! school! syllabi.!
Anele’s! understanding! seemed! to! confirm! both! the! theory! implicit! in! the!
intervention!and!the!practice;!in!the!process!she!appears!to!transform!her!‘preT
intervention’!sentiments!that!could!be!seen!as!problematic!assumptions,!and!this!
is! reflected! in! her! leaners’! academic! achievements.! She! has! shown! constant!
enthusiasm!towards! the! intervention!programme!and!the!willingness! to!go! the!
extra!mile! to!prepare!herself! and!others,! as! the!discussion!of!data! reveals.!Her!
Grade! 6! Mathematics! counterparts! could! not! equal! her! high! standard.! ! The!
situation!is!slightly!different,!as!Table!6.6!indicates:!!
LEVEL! L!1!! L!2! L!3! L!4! L!5! L!6! L!7! TOTAL!NO!
OF!
LEARNERS!!RANGE! 0J29! 30J39! 40J49! 50J59! 60J69! 70J79! 80J100!
Grade!6!
Mathematics!













From! Table! 6.6,! it! is! clear! that! the! intervention! appears! to! have! made! some!
minor! impact!on!the!academic!performance!of! learners.!A! total!of! twentyTeight!
learners!making!up!100%!of!the!class!fell!into!the!‘Not!Achieved’!category!(0!to!
29%)! in! 2012.! In! a! 2013! group! comprising! twentyTfive! learners,! nineteen!
learners!remained! in! the! ‘Not!Achieved’!category;!only!six! learners!moved! into!
the! category!of! ‘Elementary!Achievement’.!Whilst! this! is! an! improvement! from!
2012! where! every! learner! failed! to! achieve,! ‘Elementary! Achievement’! is! not!
optimum;!these!learners!remain!far!removed!from!at!least!the!50%!category!of!
‘Adequate!Achievement’.!Grade!6!learners!are!12!to!13!years!old!and!have!been!





















Q.12 Q.13 Q.22 Q.23 Q.26 Q.27 Q.29 Total 
Total marks scored 
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learners X Marks = 



















out of 75 Marks 
2 3 2 3 3 1 2 16 
2013 Word 
Problems 
Q.8 Q.11 Q.21 Q.26     
Total marks scored 
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Total no. of 
learners X Marks = 










    
Mark Allocation 
out of 75 marks 






reduction! of! the! number! of! these! sums! in! the! 2013! ANA! paper.! In! 2012,!
questions!12,!13,!22,!23,!26,!27!and!29!were!all! ‘word!sums’,!totalling!16!out!of!
75! marks! of! the! paper,! a! total! percentage! of! 21.! Below! are! some! of! these!
questions:!
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WORD!SUMS!(QUESTIONS)! YEAR! MARKS! LEARNERS’!
MARKS!



























11.!During! a! school! trip! 785! learners!were! transported! in! buses.!How!

















75,! 50! and! 50! marks! respectively! in! the! four! word! sums! above,! as! shown! in!
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Table! 6.9.! A! combined! 2,! 2,! 0! and! 0! is! grossly! insufficient.! It! represents! an!
insignificant! improvement!and!confirms! the!understanding!of! the!practitioners!
during! the! implementation! phase! T! that! improvement! is! “slight”! and! “slow”! in!
Grade!6.! It!was! earlier! alluded! to! the!daunting! challenge! faced!by! the!Grade!6!
practitioners! in!reversing!the! learning!habits!of! learners! that!span!many!years.!






show! an! encouraging! picture! in! the! learnerTperformance! compared! to! 2012.!
Table!6.10!encapsulates!this:!!
!
! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
LEVEL! L!1!! L!2! L!3! L!4! L!5! L!6! L!7! TOTAL!
NO.!OF!
LEARNERS!RANGE! 0J29! 30J39! 40J49! 50J59! 60J69! 70J79! 80J100!
Grade!6!FALJ












only! one! could! achieve! a! score! of! 50%! and! above! (‘Adequately! Achieved’).! In!
2013,!after! the! intervention,! five! learners!out!of! twentyTfive!obtained!50%!and!




four! learners! managed! to! achieve! a! ‘Substantial! Achievement’! (1)! and! a!
‘Meritorious!Achievement’!(1),!a!feat!none!of!the!learners!could!achieve!in!2012.!
Interestingly,!both!these!successful!learners!have!a!background!of!interface!with!
periTurban! and! urban! areas,! respectively,! according! to! their! teachers.! The!
‘Substantial! Achievement’! scorer! does! not! originate! from! the! community!
surrounding!the!school.!She!is!originally!from!a!periTurban!district!(she!also!has!
extensive! exposure! to! urban! life),! and! was! only! brought! into! the! school!
community! by! circumstances! beyond! her! control.! The! learner!who! achieved! a!
‘Meritorious!Achievement’!comes!from!a!more!affluent!background,!compared!to!
other!learners!in!his!class.!Despite!not!staying!with!biological!parents,!but!with!a!
grandparent,! there! is! still! a! high! degree! of! interest! from! the! family! in! his!
education.! They! visit! the! school! regularly! to! find! out! about! his! progress! and!
where!they!may!assist.!He!is!generally!hardworking!and!more!exposed!to!other!
attributes!of!urban! lifestyle,! including!various!gadgets!and!technologies.!This! is!













are! two! categories! where! only! ‘Red’! columns! appear! at! the! higher! levels!
(‘Substantial! Achievement’! and! ‘Meritorious! Achievement’,! respectively),! albeit!
nowhere!near!sufficient.!On!looking!closer!at!Grade!6!FAL!learnerTperformance,!
for!example,!there!is!a!glimmer!of!hope.!For!example,!the!2012!Comprehension!
Passage! section! (Question! 1! to! Question! 6.2)! shows! that! the! learners! did! not!
understand! the!passage.!None!of! the! comprehension!questions!were!answered!
correctly! by! half! of! the! learners.! The! 2013! Section!A! (Comprehension! Passage!
section!–!Question!1!to!question!15),!where!learners’!comprehension!of!the!text!
is! tested,! shows! that! up! to! seven! questions!were! answered! correctly! by!more!
than!half!of! the! learners.!This!has!a!direct! link!with! the! reading!pedagogy! that!
was! introduced!at! the! school! as!part!of! the! curriculum! intervention,! and! these!
developments!must! be! viewed!within! the! context! of! the! discussions! of! data! in!
Part!I!of!this!chapter.! ! In!analysing!these!results,! it! is! important!to!draw!on!the!
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understandings!of! the! three!practitioners!who! teach!Grade!6!at! the!school!and!
how!the!intervention!has!been!able!to!confirm!or!transform!their!understanding.!!
!
Based! on! the! discussion! of! data! on! Grade! 6!Mathematics! and! FAL,! there! is! an!
overriding! convergence! among! the! three! practitioners,! for! example,! that! the!
impact! of! the! intervention! was! “slow”.! This! speaks! both! to! practitioners!
themselves!mastering!the!methodology,!as!well!as!their!learners!adapting!to!the!
new! order.! If! anything,! results! themselves! reveal! slow! improvement! in! the!
academic! performance! of! learners! in! ANA! during! the! intervention.! But! the!
results!are!also!a!reflection!of!some!of! the!deepTseated!beliefs!held!by!some!of!





learners.! The! practitioners’! understanding! that! the! facilitators!must! not! guide!
them! by! causing! them! (practitioners)! to! use! “exact! words”! as! part! of! text!
selection! is! spurious,! and!may!undermine! their! grasp!of! the!methodology.!The!
same!may!be! said! about! the! practitioners’! undermining! of! the! very! essence! of!
Rose’s! methodology:! teaching! reading! across! the! curriculum.! Dumisani’s!
ambivalence! about! the! relevance! of! Reading$ to$ Learn$ in! teaching! EMS,! for!
example,! may! be! contributory! to! the! learners’! slow! improvement! during! the!
intervention.! However,! his! willingness! to! try! a! new! method! and! his!
understanding! regarding! the! teaching! of! Mathematics! (using! Rose’s!
methodology)! appears! to! have! assisted! their! performance! somewhat.! His!
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understanding! that! he! must! “lead! learners! to! the! answer”,! as! well! as! his!
involvement!of! learners!in!“cut!and!paste”!activities,!are!all! in!keeping!with!the!
ethos!of!this!methodology!and!must!have!impacted!on!learners’!results,!however!
slightly! in! the! implementation! phase.! In! a! matter! of! “time”! when! the!
practitioners!have!mastered!the!approach,!learners!will!“raise!their!hands”!more!
consistently!and!enjoy!the!learning!experience.!Hopefully,!results!will!also!come,!
a! subject! to! be! explored! in! chapter! 7.! From! that! perspective,! the! intervention!
appears!both!to!confirm!and!transform!the!understanding!of!the!practitioners!on!
the!teaching!of!reading!in!the!identified!grades!at!the!school,!and!the!results!are!




In!chapter!6,! the!qualitative!and!quantitative! research! findings!associated!with!
the!second!critical!research!question!of!the!study!were!discussed!and!evaluated.!
The! curriculum! intervention! introduced! at! the! research! site!was! foregrounded!
and! a! comparative! analysis! between! the! research! findings! of! 2012! and! 2013,!
‘pre’!and! ‘during’! the! implementation!of! such!an! intervention!respectively,!was!
presented.!With!the!focus!firmly!on!data,!various!strands!of!this!discussion!were!
consolidated,!identifying!subtle!differences!and!commonalities!between!the!two!
stages.! Finally,! a! strong! indication! was! evidenced! that! the! advent! of! the!
intervention! at! the! research! site! either! confirmed! or! transformed! the!
practitioners’!understanding!on!the!role!the!teaching!of!reading!played!in!Grade!
3!and!6!at!the!school!during!the!intervention,!and!as!a!consequence!the!academic!
performance! of! learners! had! thereby! been! impacted! upon! by! such!
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The! previous! chapter! engaged! with! research! findings! generated! through! the!
qualitative!and!quantitative! research! instruments!as!discussed! in! chapter!4.!At!
the! centre! of! the! engagement!was! the!data! generated! through! interviews!with!
the! practitioners! and! the! learners’! written! work,! which! occurred! during! the!
implementation! phase! of! Rose’s! methodology! over! a! twoTyear! period! of! the!
curriculum!intervention!at!the!study!site.!Also!relevant!to!this!engagement!is!the!
comparison!of!the!Grade!3!and!Grade!6!2012!and!2013!ANA!results!at!the!study!






To! this! end,! various! theoretical! concepts! that! are! central! in! this! teaching!
approach!will!be!referred!to.!Furthermore,!the!focus!in!this!chapter!is!on!the!first!
and!second!critical!research!questions,!but!these!will!be!answered!in!relation!to!
the! three! phases! of! the! study:! preTintervention,! duringTintervention! and! postT
intervention.!!
!
To!generate!data! for!these!questions,! the!research! instruments!used!were!both!
quantitative! and! qualitative! data;! the! 2012,! 2013! and! 2014! ANA! results!were!
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represented! numerically,! while! the! Reading$ to$ Learn! trainers’! interviews,! the!
learners’!written!work!and!lesson!observations!of!practitioners,!which!occurred!
to! reinforce! the! postTintervention! phase! of! the! study,! formed! the! basis! of! the!
qualitative! findings.!The!2014!ANA!results!as!a! culmination!of! the! inquiry!as!a!
whole! are! discussed! and! the! numerical! data! that! spans! a! threeTyear! period! is!
explored!and!disaggregated.! In! the!process,!aspects!of!data! that! reveal! reasons!
for! the! impact! the! Reading$ to$ Learn! methodology,! implemented! as! an!





in! Chapters! 5! and! 6! as! a! ‘preTintervention! phase’! and! a! ‘duringTintervention!
phase’,!respectively,!chapter!7!contains!a!presentation,!discussion!and!evaluation!
of! the!quantitative! research! findings!of! the!ANA!2014! results! as!part!of! ! ‘postT
intervention! phase’! of! the! study.! While! Chapter! 6! attempted! to! effect! a!
comparative!analysis!limited!to!2012!and!2013!ANA!results!at!the!study!site,!this!
chapter! looks! into! the! cumulative! impact! of! these! three! sets! of! quantitative!
findings!and!their!overall!implications!over!a!threeTyear!span:!before,!during!and!
after! the! intervention.! This! is! over! and! above! the! complementary! qualitative!
research! data! that! these! chapters! also! engage! with.! Two! notable! incidents!
occurred!at!the!study!site!in!2014;!the!implications!of!these!occurrences!will!be!
dealt! with! individually! as! part! of! the! discussions! in! this! chapter.! Firstly,! the!




(and! the! intervention! being! one! of! such! programmes! led! by! him).! He! left! the!
school! on! promotion! and! unfortunately! also! the!Reading$to$Learn! intervention!
programme!midway!in!the!process!towards!the!end!of!2013.!This!is!crucial!in!the!
overall! significance! of! the! answers! to! the! critical! research! questions! that! this!
chapter!explores,!as!the!ramifications!of!this!move!reverberated!across!almost!all!
facets!of! the! study,! simply!because!of! the! strategic!position!he!occupied!at! the!
school! (and! consequently! also! in! the! intervention).! It! is! equally! important! to!
understand! the! implications! of! this! promotion! at! the! site! level.! One! obvious!
implication! was! that! the! subject! allocations! had! to! be! reshuffled! among! the!
remaining!practitioners!at!the!site,!and!in!the!process!leaving!them!to!their!own!
devices! in! terms! of! curriculum! delivery,! curriculum! implementation! and!
curriculum! management.! The! appointment! of! HODs! by! the! Department! of!
Education! is! a! lengthy! and! timeTconsuming! exercise;! this! issue! is! discussed!
further!on!in!this!chapter.!!
!
Secondly,! there!was! another! important! and! this! time,! positive! development! at!
the!site!in!2014:!the!school!received!a!new!consignment!of!fiction!and!nonTfiction!
reading! material! for! learners.! This! was! also! important! because! the! lack! of!
reading!material!was!cited!as!the!most!common!grievance!among!practitioners!
during! the! preTintervention! phase! at! the! study! site! (see! questionnaire! and!
interviews!of!2012! in! chapter!5),! considering! that! the! teaching!of! reading!was!
central! in! the! study! itself.! !Given! these! two!notable!developments! at! the! study!
site,! the! 2014! ANA! results! provided! for! interesting! reading! and! permutations.!
Table!7.1!below!provides!an!overview!of!the!averages!of!raw!scores!of!learners!
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As! is! evident! in! Table! 7.1,! there! has! been! a! decline! in! the! learners’! average!
performance! in!Mathematics! Grade! 3! 2014! compared! to! both! 2012! and! 2013.!
The! 2014! average! is! 2%! lower! than! the! 2012! average! before! the! intervention!
and! 9%! lower! than! the! 2013! average! during! the! intervention.! This! is! highly!
irregular!and!not!in!keeping!with!the!general!trends!set!in!2013!which!showed!
an! upward! trajectory! from! 18%! to! 25%! in! this! subject.! These! results! will! be!




two! subjects! registered! an! impressive! improvement,! compared! to!2012!before!
the!intervention!at!the!site.!A!critical!factor!that!contributed!to!the!intervention!
to!impact!on!the!practitioners’!understanding!the!way!it!has,!and!as!reflected!in!

















































training! itself! during! the! intervention! phase,! particularly! in! 2014.! It! must! be!
noted!that!during!that!training!Debbie!Avery13!focused!more!on!the!Foundation!
Phase! and! Mike! Hart14!focused! on! the! Intermediate! and! Senior! Phases.! There!
appears!to!have!been!a!need!for!a!systematic!structuring!of!the!training!that!did!
not!happen!as! expected!during! the! course!of! the! intervention.!Hart! reflects! on!
this!sentiment!succinctly!in!his!interview:!
Some!of!the!regrets!are!planning!to!go!for!meetings!and!then!
the! Department! calls! them! or! something! like! that! and! you!
can’t!do!it.!And!you’ve!got!to!accept!that!that!will!happen.!But!
it! is!something!that!can!impact!on!the!continuity!of!what!you!
are! doing.! Also! because! Debbie! and! I! do! work! in! Kenya,!
Uganda!and!places!like!that,!and!we!go!to!conferences,!so!we!
would! be! away! for! a! month! and! that! also! impacts! on! the!
continuity.! And! that’s!why!we’ve! started! to! develop! a!wider!
group! of! trainers;! people! who! conduct! support! just! even!
observing! lessons! and! give! them! ideas! so! we! have! a! much!
wider! group! of! people! supporting! the! process! (Hart,!
Interview).!
!
Clearly! from! Hart’s! comments,! the! training! itself! could! have! been! more!
systematic! and,! in! an! ideal!world,! interruptions! could!have!been!eliminated!or!
minimised.!However,!some!of!the!events!were!beyond!the!control!of!the!trainers.!
For! example,! they! could! not! do! the! training! at! certain! times! “because! of!
industrial!unrest”!(Avery,!Interview)!and!“of!course,!holidays!…!were!some!of!the!
things! that! perhaps! made! it! less! effective! than! it! could! have! been”! (Avery,!
Interview).! All! these! things! “impact! on!what! you! are! doing”! (Hart,! Interview).!
From!the!above!it!is!evident!that!the!consequences!were!dire!in!some!instances.!










I! think! it! was! quite! hard! to! spread! the! training! over! such! a!
long!period!of!time.!My!regret!is!that!you!found!that!you!have!
to!reTteach!so!often!whereas!if!we!had!been!able!to!do!a!more!
concentrated! training! and! start! practicing! instantly! I! think!
they! may! have! been! able! to! retain! some! of! that! knowledge!
better.! But! that! said! it! is! showing! that! a! longer! period! of!
training,! even! with! having! to! build! in! time! for! a! recap,!




with!“more!change”! in! terms!of!academic!performance!at! the!study!site.! It!was!
“more! change”! that! was! obtained! in! some! of! the! subjects.! Grade! 3! HL,! for!
example,!continued!to!improve,!registering!a!further!5%!improvement!in!2014!in!
addition! to! the!13%! improvement!of! 2013.!But! the!most! striking!performance!
was!that!of!Grade!6!Mathematics;!an!outstanding!16%!rise!in!2014,!adding!to!the!






It! is! clear! from! Figure! 7.1! above! that! the! exceptional! improvement! occurs! in!
Grade! 6! Mathematics,! followed! by! Grade! 3! HL.! Grade! 6! FAL! shows! a! slight!
decline,! which! is! still! an! improvement! on! the! average! of! the! 2012! ‘preT
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intervention’.! Maths! Grade! 3! is! a! cause! for! concern.! In! the! discussion! on! the!
levels!of!achievement! in!Grade!3!Mathematics! the!chapter!offers!some! insights!
into! this! unfortunate! situation.! A! prominent! shortcoming! which! can! be!
attributed! to! poor! levels! of! improvement! in! 2014! (as! compared! to! the!
overwhelming! progress! in! 2013),! relates! to! some! of! the! inconsistencies! and!
irregularities!of!practitioners!in!implementing!the!Reading$to$Learn!programme!
at!the!study!site.!In!his!interview,!Hart!explains!this!phenomenon:!
MH! :! But! I! think! at! the! study! site!we!have!not! succeeded! as!




how! to! read! those! texts,! because! research! shows! that! right!
across! our! schooling! kids! are! learning! orally! only! and! not!
being! able! to! give! the! independent! skills! of! reading.! So! it!
requires! a! lot! more! training! with! them! to! give! them! the!
knowledge!that!they!can!confidently!then!turn!that!into!lesson!
plans! and! help! students! with! their! writing,! which! is! where!
they!are!assessed.!That’s!what!I!would! like!to!get!to!with!the!
study! site’s! teachers!now.! I! think! I!wanna!position!maybe! to!
actually! do! this,! as! we! say,! do! two! cycles! a! term! in! your!
different!subject!areas!and!that’s!not!what’s!been!happening,!
not! regularly.! And! it’s! often! that! when!we! come! to! observe,!
and! then! they! do! it;! but! it’s! not! part! of! their! curriculum!
practice!(Hart,!Interview).!
!
The! intervention! programme! is! not! intended! for! trainers! or! observers.! If!
practitioners! do! not! implement! the! programme! regularly! and! consistently! as!
envisaged,!the!results!will!not!be!forthcoming.!The!practitioners’!understanding!
that!the!intervention!may!only!be!implemented!consistently!when!the!trainers!or!
observers! are! visiting! the! school! can!be! linked! to!Bongani’s! departure! as!well.!
Bongani! would! not! allow! this! illTadvised! practice! at! the! study! site.! Such!
tendencies!would!only!result!in!lacklustre!levels!of!improvement;!they!are!also!a!
reflection!of!a!reluctance!to!move!away!from!the!rigid!confines!of!the!‘finishTtheT
syllabusTatTallTcosts’! mentality! that! Bernstein! (1990)! alludes! to! as! the! real!
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machinations!and!hallmarks!of! the! restricted!orientations!or! codes.! It!portrays!
practitioners!as!being!ensconced!in!the!comfort!zones!of!their!own!teaching!and!
learning! paradigms.! However,! as! remarkable! as! the! above! statistics! are,!
positively!or!negatively,!they!unfortunately!do!not!provide!a!closeTup!picture!of!
learner! performance! in! these! subjects! in! the! selected! grades.! They! do! not!
provide!a!sense!of,!for!example,!the!number!of!learners!who!achieved!50%!and!
above!at!the!site!since!the!introduction!of!the!intervention.!An!informed!analysis!
requires! a! thorough! examination! of! performance! levels.! To! achieve! this,! the!
focus! now! turns! to! the! levels! of! achievement! in! Grade! 3! Mathematics! where!




LEVEL! L!1! L!2! L!3! L!4! L!5! L!6! L!7! TOTAL!
NO.!OF!
LEARNERS!RANGE! 0J29! 30J39! 40J49! 50J59! 60J69! 70J79! 80J100!
Grade!3!
Mathematics!




















Level! 4! of! ‘Adequate!Achievement’! and! above.! The! rest! of! the! learners! (nine! –!






2014,! compared! to!2013.!The!60%!of! learners!who! could!not! obtain!50%!and!
above!in!Grade!3!Mathematics!in!2014!in!many!ways!mimic!the!preTintervention!
results!of!2012,!where!over!77%!of!learners!could!not!get!50%!and!above!in!this!
subject.! Therefore,! as! worrying! as! they! may! be,! these! figures! are! still! an!
improvement!on!those!of!2012!before!the!introduction!of!the!intervention!at!the!
school.!Of!concern!are!the!nine!learners!out!of!thirty!who!did!not!achieve!at!all,!
accounting! for! 30%!of! the! class.! This! figure!was! just! over! 3%! in! 2013,! having!
improved!from!over!45%!in!2012!before!the!intervention.!Whilst!the!30%!‘Not!










retroceded!to!the! left! in!2014,!after!building!up!towards!the!right! in!2013!(see!
Red! columns! in! 2013).! The! Green! columns! that! represent! 2014! are! more!
prominent! on! the! left! hand! side! of! the! graph! than! where! they! should! be.! If!
anything,! they! compare! favourably! with! the! Blue! columns! of! 2012.! The! only!
consolation!is!that!the!Green!columns!in!the!category!50%!and!above!are!much!
higher!than!any!of!the!Blue!columns!of!2012!in!that!category!and!others!above!it.!
This! means! that! in! 2014! there! were! more! learners! in! the! category! or! level!
‘Adequate! Achievement’! and! an! improvement! on! the! 2012! results! before! the!
intervention.! These! figures! must! be! understood! from! the! point! of! view! that!
Anele,! the! Grade! 3! practitioner,! enjoys! positive! reviews! from! the! Reading$ to$








I! mean,! those! sort! of! outcomes,! the! kids’! willingness! to!
actually! talk!and!participate! in!English!even! though! it!wasn’t!
their! motherTtongue,! stems! from! the! confidence! they’ve! got!
from! reading! in! their! motherTtongue.! And! that’s! translated!
there.! I’m! just! hoping! I! want! to! see! those! kids! next! year! in!
Grade! 4! because! where! the! biggest! problems! are! in! current!
Grade!4,!are!merging!(Hart,!Interview).!
!
This! is! important!because! it! reveals!a!critical! issue!about!Anele!and!Reading$to$
Learn.!It!reveals!her!ability!to!bring!out!the!learner’s!willingness!to!actually!“talk!
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and! participate! in! English”! and! how! that! derives! from! her! teaching! them!
“reading!in!their!motherTtongue”.!Later!in!this!section,!when!Grade!3!HL!results!
are! discussed,! the! learners’! written! work! in! English! as! a! First! Additional!
Language!(FAL)!will!also!be!discussed!to!demonstrate!how!these!learners,!whose!
language! of! learning! and! teaching! (LoLT)! is! IsiZulu! in! the! Foundation! Phase,!
have!grown!phenomenally! in! linguistic!terms!as!a!result!of!regular!exposure!to!
reading!in!their!motherTtongue.!Implicitly,!the!success!that!Anele!enjoys!with!the!





is! only! in! instances! where! she! deals! with! word! sums! or! word! problems! that!
narrative!texts!play!a!part!in!Numeracy.!In!chapters!5!and!6!the!number!of!word!
sums!that!had!been!set!for!learners!in!the!Mathematics!ANA!papers!for!2012!and!
2013! were! discussed.! The! number! of! these! sums! were! reduced! noticeably! in!
2014!for!narrative!texts!significantly!to!benefit!Anele’s!learners.!The!rest!of!the!
sums!were!mathematical! concepts! that!did!not! rely!entirely!on!narrative! texts.!
Furthermore,! while! Anele! indicated! in! her! second! interview! that! she! had!
attended!a!Reading$to$Learn!workshop!for!Mathematics,!she!had!not!showcased!
those! skills! in! any! observation! lessons.! It! may! therefore! be! concluded! that!
Anele’s! confidence! and! interest! in! the! Reading$ to$ Learn! methodology! is! more!
prevalent! in! the! narrativeTtext! orientated! lessons,! and! those! are! mainly! in!




2014! Grade! 3! Mathematics.! In! his! interview,! Hart! implies! that! Bongani’s!
departure!was!a!turning!point!at!the!school!because!he!was!a!“lead!teacher!who!
would! support! other! teachers! to! do! things,! and! he! was! doing! that”! (Hart,!
Interview).!Bongani!made!a!profound!observation!about! the! role!of! the!School!
Management!Team!(SMT)!at!the!study!site!during!his!second!interview:!
BAM:! Is! the! principal! and! the! rest! of! the! SMT! supportive! of! the!
Reading$to$Learn!approach?!Do!you!think!this!is!an!important!factor!
in! successfully! implementing! Reading$ to$ Learn! either! in! your!
classroom!or!across!the!school?!
(
BONGANI:!Anyway,! the!SMT!has!no!choice!because! I’m! the!part!of!
the! SMT! and! I! am! involved! in! the! programme.! But! also,! we! are!
building! this! school.! We! want! to! produce! wonders! for! this!
community.! As! we! have! identified! this! programme! as! one! of! the!
strategies! that! can!be!used! to! improve! the!product! that!we!will!be!
producing! in! the! long! run! from! the! school,! the! SMT! is! very!
supportive.!We!have!engaged!all!the!educators.!If!we!are!having!the!
workshop! on! Reading$ to$ Learn,! everyone! must! attend.! I! mean,!
Debbie! can! tell! you! that! all! the! Foundation! Phase! teachers! are!




BAM:! How! important! is! that,! that! this! thing! be! supported! by! both!
the!principal!and!the!rest!of!the!SMT?!!
(
BONGANI:! That! one! is! very! important.! I! mean,! for! the! success! of!
anything!in!the!school!the!school!management!team!need!to!support!
that!because!at!times!there!are!those!things!that!are!challenging.!So,!




appears! to! have! affected! the! Grade! 3! results.! The! inevitability! of! teachers! to!
“become! demoralized! and! just! leave!…! things! out”!when! he! left! the! school,! as!
suggested!in!Bongani’s!statements!above,!could!have!been!a!matter!that!affected!
not!just!Anele,!but!other!practitioners!as!well.!However,! it!must!be!emphasized!
that! these! 2014! Grade! 3! Mathematics! results,! after! the! intervention,! are! a!





illustrates,! the! trajectory!of! learner!performance! is!clearly!pointing! in! the!right!
direction:!
!
LEVEL! L!1!! L!2! L!3! L!4! L!5! L!6! L!7! TOTAL!
NO.!OF!
LEARNERS!RANGE! 0J29! 30J39! 40J49! 50J59! 60J69! 70J79! 80J100!
Grade!3!













The! table! indicates! that! only! ten! out! of! thirtyTtwo! learners! could! not! achieve!














It! is! clear! from! the! graph! that!Anele!did!not!need! any! encouragement!when! it!
came! to! Literacy.! Her! passion! is! evident! from! the! learner! achievements.! The!
Green!columns! representing!2014!passes! in! the! levels! are!predominant!on! the!









positively! to! the! Reading$ to$ Learn! approach! in! Literacy,! more! so! than! in!
Numeracy,!because!of! the!abundant!nature!of!narrative! texts! in!Literacy! in! the!
Foundation! Phase.! Furthermore,! the! fact! that! these! statistics! are! based! on! the!
performance! of! learners! in! their! Home! Language! (HL),! compounded! with! the!
recent! supply! of! reading! material! at! the! site,! account! for! this! improvement.!
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Hence,! Anele’s! impressive! application! of! this! methodology! goes! beyond! the!
confines!of!HL.!In!fact,!all!indications!suggest!that!she!uses!the!HL!experience!as!a!
bridge!for!her!learners!towards!mastering!FAL.!She!has!demonstrated!this!with!
her!class!while!teaching!them!FAL!(English),!also!a!requirement! for! learners! in!
Grade! 3.! Her! use! of! Rose’s! methodology! in! her! class! when! teaching! Literacy!
(FAL)! has! even! impacted! on! the! learners’! written! work.! This! was! clearly!
discernible!from!the!recently!observed!lesson,!particularly!the!manner!in!which!
the! various! stages! of! the!Reading$ to$ Learn! cycle! culminated!with! the! learners!
producing! written! work! of! a! high! standard,! using! Joint! Construction! and!
Individual! Construction.! In! an! obvious! demonstration! of! the! Vygotskian!
conception! of! scaffolding,! Anele! thoroughly! prepared! learners! to! write!












used! to! replace! the! identified! words.! Thereafter,! they! constructed! their! own!
sentences!through!a!guided!process!where!they!filled!in!the!missing!words!(cloze!


























As!has!been!demonstrated!above,! the! first! sentence!was!done!with! the!help!of!
the! teacher.! Learners! then! assisted! one! another! to! write! the! second! sentence!
starting! with! ‘Secondly’.! The! sentence! starting! with! ‘Lastly’! was! written! by!






doing! independently! in! first! additional! language! classroom!
where!learners!actually!hardly!hear!English!outside!of!school!
has!been!quite! incredible,! and!complex! sentences!which!was!
really! an! eyeTopener! for!me.! I! expected! Grade! 3! to! be! using!
very! simple,! maybe! five! word! sentences,! and! these! children!
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are! using! complex! sentences,! which! was! really! exciting!
(Avery,!Interview).!
!
This! is! impressive!by!all!measures.!The!method!used!by!Anele! to!arrive!at! this!
quality! of! written! work! by! her! learners! resonates! with! the! Vygotskian! ZPD!
model.!Learners!find!it!easier!to!write!their!own!sentences!because!the!teaching!
strategy!motivates!them!to!be!creative!in!their!writing.!In!addition!to!enhancing!
their! learning,! it! may! be! argued! that! this! resonance! impacted! directly! on! the!
overall! learner! performance! in! ANA! as! well.! Table! 7.3! illustrates! this!
improvement.! This! lesson! observation! on!Anele! and! the! eventual! product! (the!
learners’!written!work)!are!pivotal! in! that! they!corroborate! the!ANA!results! in!
Grade!3!HL.!All! the! lessons!of! the!participants!were!observed! to!generate!data!
designed!to!corroborate!their!interviews,!the!interviews!of!the!Reading$to$Learn!







!Fundamentally,! the! lesson!observation!process! focused!on! the! implementation!
of!the!Reading$to$Learn!intervention!and!how!this!transformed!or!confirmed!the!
practitioner’s! understanding.! This! involved! evaluating! the! participants’!
application!of!the!methodology’s!various!stages!in!their!lessons,!from!Preparing!




DA:!…! I! felt! it!was!a!pity! that!we! split! the!Foundation!Phase!
and!the!rest!of!the!school![between!myself!and!Mike]!as!early!
as! we! did! because! I! think! those! Foundation! Phase! teachers!
had! a! lot! to! offer! that! perhaps! the! Intermediate! and! Senior!
Phase! teachers! could! have! benefitted! from.! But! because! the!
methodology!changes!just!slightly,!we!actually!split!them!into!
two! groups! fairly! early,! and! I! think! the! rest! of! them! would!
have! benefitted! from! the! experience! of! those! Foundation!
Phase!teachers!…!I!would!have!worked!with!them!as!one!big!
group!for!considerably!longer!because!the!methodology!is!not!







their! success! compared! to! their! Intermediate!Phase! counterparts! (this! is! apart!




Rose’s! methodology! to! the! development! of! reading! skills! and! learners!
performance! (which!was! partly! confirmed! by! the! 2013! and! 2014! ANA! results!
statistics).! Before! the! intervention,! Anele’s! class! performed! poorly! (see! 2012!
ANA! results! statistics! in! chapter! 5)! and! during! her! 2012! interview,! she! was!
frustrated!at!her!own!inabilities!to!teach!reading.!In!2012,!learners!were!seated!
in! rows! facing!her! and! the! classroom!was! cluttered! and!drab.!At! the! time,! she!
complained!about! the! lack!of! reading!material!and!struggled!with!her! teaching!
techniques!to!equip!learners!to!be!better!readers.!!As!much!as!she!recognized!the!
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importance!of! teaching! reading! skills,! this! seldom! took!place! in! her! class.! This!
situation!resulted!in!the!dismal!ANA!results!of!2012!discussed!in!chapter!5.!After!
the! intervention,! the! seating! arrangement! in! her! class! was! transformed! –!
learners!were!seated!in!groups!of!five!and!six,!allowing!them!to!interact!during!
the! tasks! and! to! work! collaboratively,! with! the! more! gifted! learners! assisting!




ANELE:! Yes,! they! are! improving! and! they! are! very! proud.!







the!above! instance,! the!new!seating!arrangement! facilitates! the!work!of!a!peer!
who! takes! on! the! role! of! ‘the! More! Knowledgeable! Other’! in! the! classroom!
(Vygotsky,!1978).!But!crucially,!this!is!a!demonstration!of!learners’!accessing!the!
elaborated! codes,! in! Bernsteinian! terms.! Even! the! mostly! bare! walls! that!
characterized! her! classroom! before! the! intervention,! had! been! improved!with!
colourful!and!inviting!charts!and!posters!that!promoted!reading,!demonstrating!
how! the! Reading$ to$ Learn! approach! had! transformed! her! class.! The! most!
significant! transformation,! however,! was! revealed! during! her! lesson!
presentation.! ! It!was! clear! that! she! had! planned! her! lesson! to! revolve! around!
reading.!She!provided!all!learners!with!copies!of!the!story!that!was!being!taught.!
She!also!gave!each! learner!an!opportunity! to!read,!either! individually,!with! the!
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teacher,! as! a! small! group,! or! collectively.! The! learners! were! equally! active,!





they! had! not! done! before! and! they! were! so! committed! to!
actually! learning!more! about! the!methodology,! learning!how!
to!work!with! the!different!stages!of! the!programme,!and! I’ve!





the! Reading$ to$ Learn! methodology,! starting! with! Preparing! Before! Reading,!
Detailed!Reading,!Preparing!Before!Writing,!leading!up!to!the!Joint!Construction,!
Individual!Construction!and! Independent!Writing! (The! lesson!plan! she!used! in!
one!of! the! lessons! is! attached!as! appendix!B!and! the!evidence!of! learner!work!
produced! as! independent!writing! is! attached! as! appendix!B1).! Even!Hart,!who!
was! focusing! on! the! Intermediate! and! Senior! Phases,! comments! on! this!
transfiguration.!He!concurs:! “Yeah,! I! think! it’s!obvious! to!me!at! the!Foundation!
Phase! that! this! is! happening.! The! teachers! have! taken! it! on,! they! are! trying,!
they’re! experimenting”! (Hart,! Interview).! As! prescribed! and! required! in! the!
Reading$ to$ Learn! methodology,! Anele! acknowledged! the! importance! of! the!
teaching!of!reading!as!there!was!reading!done!by!the!practitioner,!reading!done!
with!the!learners,!and!there!was!Detailed!Reading!and!Preparing!Before!Writing,!
which! involved! sentenceTmaking,! spelling! and! sentence! writing.! Anele’s! new!
approach!to!teaching!reading!represented!all!facets!of!the!Hallidayan!SFL!within!
a!Vygotskian!ZPD!and!motivated!by! the!Bernsteinian!motive! to! transform! lives!
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and! bring! about! equity! in! her! class.! It! is! for! this! reason! that! Hart! notes:! “the!
rewarding!aspect!to!see!the!gradual,!very!good!takeTup!in!the!Foundation!Phase”!
(Hart,! Interview).! ! This! corroborates! Anele’s! views! in! her! interview! about! her!
learners! “improving! their! skills”.! ! Avery! makes! this! point! about! Anele’s!
understanding!in!her!interview:!
DA:!I!think!the!teacher!has!got!a!much!more!advanced!idea!of!
what! literacy!actually! is! in!an!additional! language.! I! think! it’s!
given! her! the! confidence.! And! I! think! using! the!Whole! Text!





comprehension! that! requires! painstaking! focus! on! Anele’s! part.! However,! her!
attention!to!detail!is!ironically!also!a!problem,!as!she!may!be!critiqued!for!taking!
too! long!on!her! introduction,! and!even! longer!on!other! ‘peripheral’! sections!of!
her! lesson.! During! the! observation! of! her! lesson,! she! spent! too!much! time! on!
linking! prior! knowledge! and! context.! The! criticism! by! practitioners! in! their!
interviews! (particularly,! Bongani,! Celani! and! Dumisani)! that! the! Reading$ to$
Learn! methodology! is! timeTconsuming,! was! also! reinforced! by! Anele’s! lesson,!
which! took! too! long! to! complete.! Learners! had! to! break! without! the! lesson!
concluding!and!returned!after!the!break!to!continue.!Rose!(2004)!acknowledges!
this!conundrum.!He!suggests!elsewhere!in!this!thesis!that!the!speed!that!learning!
generates! once! the! learners! master! the! art! of! learning! from! reading! far!
outweighs! the! apparent! delays! that! occur! at! the! introductory! stages! of! the!
methodology,!when!it!is!still!new!to!the!teachers!and!learners.!However,!all!these!




much! as! the! results! are! not! particularly! exceptional,! they! are! nonetheless!




LEVEL! L!1!! L!2! L!3! L!4! L!5! L!6! L!7! TOTAL!NO!
OF!
LEARNERS!!RANGE! 0J29! 30J39! 40J49! 50J59! 60J69! 70J79! 80J100!
Grade!6!
Mathematics!




















an! indication! of! a! gradual! improvement! from! 2012! where! all! twentyTeight!
learners!achieved!a! ‘Not!Achieved’! rating! in!Grade!6!Mathematics!and! in!2013,!
six! learners! achieved,! translating! into! a! 24%! achievement,! even! though! these!




‘Moderate! Achievement’! and! one! obtained! an! ‘Adequate! Achievement’,!
altogether! an! improvement! on! the! 2012! and! 2013! results.! The! improvement!
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into! two! Red! columns! in! 2013! and! the! Green! columns! extending! towards! the!
right!hand!side!in!2014.!As!clearly!shown,!the!2014!achievements!are!not!ideal,!
but! it! is! the! better! of! the! three! presented! in! different! years.! At! least! the!
trajectories! are! pointing! towards! progress.! As! Vygotsky’s! (1978)! model! of!
proximal!development! in! social! learning!predicts,! this!picture! shows! that! even!
learners!from!disadvantaged!backgrounds!can!be!scaffolded!to!read!any!text!and!




have! been!made! in! the! implementation! of!Reading$to$Learn! among! indigenous!
communities,! such! improvements! have! “not! produced! the! same! results! for!
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been! teaching! Mathematics! to! Grade! 5! in! 2013,! was! allocated! Grade! 6!
Mathematics!in!2014.!!!
!
However,! Bongani!was! a! difficult! individual! to! replace,! as! not! only!was! he! an!
HOD,! he!was! also! the!most! highly! qualified! of! all! the! participants! and! a!wellT
respected! and! influential! personality,! both! in! the! community! and! in! the! staff!
room.!He!was!also!a!committed!driver!of!the!Reading$to$Learn!methodology!and!
his!departure!had! a!direct! bearing!not! only! on! the!2014!ANA!achievements! of!
learners! in!Mathematics! at! the! site,! but! also! across! the! subject! spectrum.! The!
sudden! dip! in! some! of! the! trajectories! of! results! may! be! traced! back! to! his!
departure!as!the!‘manager’!of!the!methodology!for!all!subjects!in!all!grades!at!site!
level,!including!Grade!3!and!Grade!6!practitioners.!To!a!certain!extent,!the!drop!












changes.! You’ve! got! somebody! so! far! and! then! they! go,! and!




practitioner! and! an! HOD! by! other! educators! (Dumisani! and! the! new! HOD,!
respectively)!who!were!not!as! capable.!As!much!as! there!are! improvements! in!
Grade!6!Mathematics! in!2014,!and!for!which!Dumisani!deserves!credit,! judging!
by! the!2013! trajectories!and! the!abilities!of!Bongani,! the!momentum!of! results!
were! significantly! compromised!when! he! left! the! school.! There! is! thus! strong!
evidence! to! suggest! that! the! learners! might! have! achieved! much! better! had!
Bongani!not!left!the!school.!The!new!HOD!did!not!impress!the!Reading$to$Learn!




beginning,! that! your! key! teacher! who! actually! was! really!










MH:! The! disappointment! was! the! loss! of! the! Head! of!
Department! for! promotion! because! that! destroyed! some! of!
the!continuity.!He!was!going!very!well!with!the!methodology.!I!
think!if!he!had!stayed!there!we!would!have!had!more!rewards!
this! year! than! we! did! …! he! was! a! leader! and! he! was! very!
committed! and! I! think! he! would! also! have! been! what! we!
would!call!a!lead!teacher!who!would!support!other!teachers!to!














text,! but! also! the! sequence! in! which! it! unfolds.! Weaker! readers! struggle! to!
complete! these! two!tasks!simultaneously.!Fundamental! to! the!ethos!of!Reading$
to$Learn,!no!one!should!be!left!out!or!left!behind.!The!scaffolding!technique!that!
characterizes! the$ Reading$ to$ Learn! methodology! is! precisely! intended! for! this!
reason.!Bongani!also!read!the!text! to! learners,!but!spent!too!much!time!getting!









are! used! consistently! in! this! study.! All! these! activities! describe! Bongani! as! a!
confident!and!conscientious!practitioner!hard!at!work.!They!are!a! far! cry! from!
the!Bongani!who!initially!questioned!the!need!to!teach!reading;!this!time!he!even!
taught! spelling! in!Science.! In! conclusion,!Bongani! showed!significant! control!of!
all! the! stages,! and! with! consistent! practice! he! could! become! a! very! able! and!
independent! Reading$ to$ Learn! practitioner.! However,! lesson! observations! and!
statistics!on!leanerTperformance!discussed!in!this!chapter!reveal!that!more!could!
have! been! achieved,! that! it! was! possible! to! do! better.! Hart! makes! this! point!
clearly:!!“…!I!think!there!has!been!some!development;!the!teachers!have!reported!
on!that,!but!I!think!we!are!still!a!long!way!from!where!we!could!get!some!really!













Narrative!Text:!A School Trip to Durban 
My name is Nkoscy Dlamini. I’m from Hlela Primary School. I’m doing grade 7. On 
the 24th of July 2014 we arrived in Durban at 9 am. After three hour in the bus. We 
were so excited. 
 
After we arrived we so excited. We see the waves and lifesavers. teachers tell us 
to swim in the pool. And to not go into the sea water. 
 
But Mondi he did not listen to the teachers, he goes to the sea. And the sea water 
was so cool. We fell so cool when were swim in the pool.  
 
Mondi he face the big wave and he start to be terrified. And he say help!! And 
Mondi sicked. The lifesave rescure. And Mondi was so sad he take he food and eat. 




Narrative!Text:!A school trip to Durban 
My name is Andile my surname is Sithole at Mqolombeni Primary School in Grade 
6s. the Mqolombeni trip was go in Durban with bus. In the bus was very nicely. 
The bus was go in 06 am. After one hour it was very hot. The bus was in Durban 
in 10 am. 
 
First the the teacher say “Let us go to see the animals” After that the teacher 
say “Let us go and see a Dolphin”. then the teacher say “Let go to see a Fish, 
Shark and toitose that live in the water” Finally the teacher say “Let us go to 
swimm in the swimming pool” And the teacher say “Do not swimm in the sea” said 
teacher. 
 
The bus went to go back. But Hleliswa was not like to go back. And she was not 
listen the teachers. She went to played marry go round of machines. She could 
not see the teachers. Then she was lost, and she was scared then she started to 









Narrative!Text:!A school tried of the Durban 
My name Wandile my surname Cele. The grade 7 from Inhlazuka primary arrived at 
Shakamarine at 9 am. After 1 hour in the bus, they were hot is bus. Mr Ngcongo 
told the learners not to go near water without his 
 
But Asanda had other ideas! She needed quick swim. Mr ngcongo walked behnd the 
bus Asanda and had probably gone to have a cigare lkon in see for 
 
Quickly Asanda slipped off her track suit her swimming costume was under neath 
her clothes. She rain into the water. It was cool she closed her eyes and swam 
and flooted on hen back. 
 
When she opened her eyes she saw she was far from them shore she could not 
see the bottom of the pool she began to panic wer the shaka or snakes in the 
water? She should and tried to swim but she was swallowed wated. Now she was 
really scared, would she drawn? She felt something take hold of he no, no! help! 




Narrative!Text: A school trip to Durban 
My name is Noxolo Mkhize Im from Mqolombeni primary school. I am doing grade six my 
school name is Mqolombeni primary school on 24 October 2014 we went to the beachin 
durban 
 
We were traveling with two buses and one kombi It takes us 4 hours to go there. because 
it a long distance to travel in Durban. were feeling so excited because other learners were 
singing to show happiness 
 
We were arrived they other learners was so nervouse. because it was the first time to see 
fish, water and machine and savers people swimming 
 
Our teachers tell us not go too deep on the water and my teacher said only swim the life 
save tell you and respect the rules. 
 
Lungelo Mkhize did not lesten teachers he swimming too deep he was screaming for help, he 
cant even stand up he was underwater and the waves phushed him 
 
he was happicked, he can’t even talk. After that things has happened. the person who save 
him teachers and life savers. 
 
After this things happened we were feeling happy at the same time we was so shocked 





Narrative!Text: A school trip to Durban 
 
My name is Owami. I am in grade 9 at Sisonke primary school we arrived at Shaka 
Marine at 9h30 am. We were get there by buses and we arrived at Shaka Marine. 
After two hours in the bus we were very hot and the children were makin a lot of 
noise in the bus. If felt tired because i was played too much in the bus. Mr 
Mkhize told the learners not to go near water without his permission. But Owami 
had other ideas of talking a quick swim. Mr Mkhize walked behind the bus. Owami 
knew he smoked. He had probably gone to have a cigarette in secret. Quickly Owami 
slipped of his clothes. He ran into the water and he jumped inside the water. He 
felt so cool. When he oppened his eyes he saw that he was far from the shore. 
She could not see the top of the water. He began to panic. Were the sharks in the 
water? He shouted and tried to swim, but he swallowed water. He was really 
scared. Would he drawn? He felt something take hold of his hand no, no! help 
shark he yelled Mr Mkhize was there the shark were going to eat him 






orientations$about! the! excursion,!where! they!went,! how! long! it! took! and! their!
feelings! about! the! journey! and! when! they! finally! arrived:! “On the 24th of July 
2014 we arrived in Durban at 9 am. After three hour in the bus. We were so 
excited”! (Figure! 7.6,! Nkoscy! Dlamini).! There! were! descriptions! of! the! scene! at!
Durban:! “We were arrived they other learners was so nervouse. because it was the 
first time to see fish, water and machine and savers people swimming”! (Figure! 7.9,!





First the the teacher say “Let us go to see the animals” 
After that the teacher say “Let us go and see a Dolphin”. 
then the teacher say “Let go to see a Fish, Shark and 
toitose that live in the water” Finally the teacher say “Let 
us go to swimm in the swimming pool” And the teacher 
say “Do not swimm in the sea” said teacher! (Figure! 7.7,!
Ayanda!Sithole).!!
!
They! also! describe! one! learner! who! disobeys! and! how! this! leads! to! further!
problems:! “Lungelo Mkhize did not lesten teachers he swimming too deep he was 
screaming for help, he cant even stand up he was underwater and the waves 
phushed him”! (Figure! 7.9,! Noxolo! Mkhize).! They! were! also! able! to! describe!
feelings!and!reactions!of! the! learner! in!trouble:!“She could not see the teachers. 
Then she was lost, and she was scared then she started to cry. Then she started 
to looking the security guards and she report it”! (Figure! 7.7,! Ayanda! Sithole).! As!
can!be!seen! in!Nkoscy!Dlamini’s!narrative!text:!Mondi he face the big wave and he 
start to be terrified. And he say help!! And Mondi sicked. The lifesave rescure. And 





Generally,! they! were! able! to! manage! a! logical! sequence! of! events! and! create!
fairly!coherent!texts!through!repetition!of!characters!names!and!reference!(his,!
she)! so! that! the! reader! is! able! to! follow!who! is! being! referred! to!without! too!
much! difficulty.! Conjunctions! are! also! used! to! enable! the! reader! to! follow! the!




attempted! it,! for! example:! “First the the teacher say “Let us go to see the 
animals” After that the teacher say “Let us go and see a Dolphin”! (Figure! 7.7,!
Ayanda!Sithole),!clearly!representing!an!attempt!at!the!use!of!direct!speech.!
!
While! there! are! grammatical! and! spelling! problems,! these! do! not! hinder! the!
communication! of! meaning! and! indicate! that! these! could! be! rectified! with!
regular!practice,!focus!on!the!issues!in!the!Reading$to$Learn!cycle,!diagnostic!and!
formative!assessment,! and!rewriting!of!drafts.!These! learners!have!displayed!a!
confidence! and!willingness! to!write! extended! text! in! a! readable! fashion,! and! a!
willingness!to!experiment!on!the!basis!of!the!knowledge!about!the!structure!and!
language! patterns! of! narrative! genre.! Some! learners! displayed! a! minimal!
understanding! of! narrative! text! and! the! task! required! of! them,! but! this! is!
indicative! of! the! lack! of! regular! implementation! of! the!Reading$ to$Learn! cycle.!
Others! virtually! copied! the! original! text,! while! others! mixed! up! the! beach!
excursion!with! the! Royal! Show! and!Midmar! Dam! excursions.! Again,! these! are!




intervention! at! the! study! site,! and! the! above! narrative! essays! of! learners! are!
testimony! to! this! fact.!This!evidence!of! the! learners’!written!work!as!displayed!
during!an!observation!lesson!on!Celani,!clearly!confirms!the!‘mixed!bag’!of!ANA!
results!in!Grade!6!FAL!at!the!study!site.!!With!regard!to!classroom!observations,!





sufficient! lighting! in! the! room.! Celani,! however,! did! have! reading!material! and!
the! grouping! of! learners! allowed! for! a! vibrant! interaction! in! the! classroom.!
Whereas!in!the!past!learners!seemed!intimidated!by!the!presence!of!an!observer!
in! their!classroom,!his! learners!were!now!involved! in! the! lesson,!even!eager! to!
impress!the!visitors.!He!notes!in!his!interview!that!his!learners’!participation!was!
reflected! in! their! eagerness! ‘to! put! their! hands! up’.! This! was! evident! in! the!
classroom!as!the! learners!competed! for! the!attention!of! the!teacher!every!time!
he!asked!a!question.!This!is!the!very!essence!of!the!scaffolding!interaction!cycle!
and! the! affirmation! that! accompanies! this.! It! provides! the! learners! with!
confidence!and! the!belief! that! they!are!capable!and!hence! they!all! try! to!outdo!
one! another! whenever! a! question! is! asked! in! the! classroom.! This! confirmed!
Celani’s! assertion! when! he! was! asked! if! his! learners! enjoyed! the! Reading$ to$
Learn!programme.!He!stated:!
CELANI:!The!way!they!raise!up!their!hands,!the!way!they!want!
to! answer!me! back,! to! respond! from! the! text.! Yes,! I! can! say,!
definitely!that!they!do!enjoy!it.!
BAM:!Do!they!feel!like!they!are!improving!their!skills?!
CELANI:! In! a!way,! I! can! say! that.! The!way! they! are! doing! it,!
they!can!feel!that!this!thing!is!helping!them!a!lot!to!understand!
the! words,! especially! the! difficult! words! that! they! don’t!





was! a! sense! of! urgency! and! vibrancy,! but! in! particular,! the! extract! is! a!
demonstration! of! the! interface! between! the! Hallidayan! SFL! and! Rose’s!
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methodology.!In!one!particular!lesson!observation,!Celani!challenged!learners!to!
learn! certain!words! in! the! passage! following! a! detailed! Scaffolding! Interaction!
Cycle!of!prepare,!identify!and!elaborate.!Again,!all!the!learners!had!copies!of!the!
passage,!which!he!read!out!loud.!He!used!a!technique!where!they!had!to!number!
the! sentences! so! that! the! learners!would! always! know! to!which! sentences! the!
practitioner!was!referring.!It!represented!a!deconstruction!phase!of!the!Reading$




This! is! in! sharp! contrast! with! the! ethos! of! the! Reading$ to$ Learn! Scaffolding!
Interaction! Cycle! that! is! based! on! affirmation.! As! a! result,! learners! were! not!
entirely! free! to! talk! about! their! visit! to! the! Royal! Show! grounds! in!
Pietermaritzburg,!which!was!an!appropriate!way! to! start! this! lesson;!however,!
he! managed! to! get! the! learners! interested.! It! appeared! though! that! in!
paraphrasing!texts,!Celani!needed!to!provide!the!learners!with!more!information!





appropriate! cues! to!help! learners! identify!key!words,!he!did!not!always! follow!
the!required!pattern!of!interaction!that!is!crucial!for!supporting!and!affirming!all!
learners.!For!example,!he!sometimes!read!a!sentence!before!preparing!learners!
by! paraphrasing! the! sentence! before! it! was! read.! He! also! needed! to! prepare!
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elaborations!more!carefully!so!that!learners!could!understand!new,!key!concepts!
or! literary! language.! This! skill! is! developed! through! regular! practice! of! the!
Reading$ to$ Learn! cycle.! The! next! stage,! Sentence! Making,! was! challenging! to!
Celani,!despite!the!improvement!in!the!manner!in!which!he!was!able!to!prepare!
appropriate!sentence!strips!for!the!learners!to!work!with.!He!also!struggled!with!
providing! cues! for! all! the! different!words! and! required! some! help! in! dividing!
sentences! into! word! phrasings! using! the! ‘WH’! questions! and! synonyms.! In!
Spelling,!Celani!had!been!guided!beforehand!by!the!Reading$to$Learn$trainer!on!
how! to! conduct! the! spelling! process! and! how! to! divide! words! into! syllables,!
beginning!and!endTsounds,!prefixes!and!suffixes.!It!was!in!reference!to!instances!
like!these!where!Hart!noted:!
MH:! I!would! say! one! thing! that! I’ve! realised!with! the! recent!
experiences!with! teachers!who!we!might! consider!weak! and!
with! lack! of! confidence,! to! actually! teach! with! them! rather!
than! say:! ‘ok,! go! and! do! this’.!We! did! a! lot! of! support! about!
helping!them!with!lesson!plans,!but!then!we!would!leave!it!to!
them!to!do! it.! I! just! think!what!we’ve!done!recently! is!where!
you’d!help!them!at!the!beginning!and!then!hand!over!to!them!
in!the!lesson!…!And!I!think!the!idea!of!sort!of!halfThalving,!and!
working! with! them! in! the! process! for! a! couple! of! lessons!
would! probably! boost! them! and! give! them!more! confidence.!
Because! it! happened! recently! with! me! and! I! realized! that’s!
something! we! need! to! add! to! our! training! process! (Hart,!
Interview).!
!
!Hart! conceived! the! idea! of! “halfThalving”! as! a! training! strategy!because!Celani!
had!struggled!even! in!a!previous!observation.!Momentary! interventions!by! the!
trainer! during! the! lesson! assisted! to! deal! with! immediate! challenges! that!





the! sentence! structure! to! reinforce! the! learning! that! had! occurred! around!








stages! of! the! methodology! during! instruction! derives! from! the! practitioners,!
possibly!due!to!inexperience!and,!delivering!too!much!content!in!a!given!lesson!
beyond! the! allocated! time.!Where!manageable! volumes! of! content! are! decided!
upon!prior!to!the!lesson!delivery,!possibilities!of!the!practitioner!completing!the!
full! cycle! of!Reading$ to$ Learn! methodology! are! enhanced.! It! was! obvious! that!
Celani!did!not!practice! the!Reading$to$Learn! process! regularly.!There!was!very!
little!evidence,!if!any,!to!suggest!that!his!learners!were!familiar!with!the!process!
and! he! himself! was! still! uncertain! about! how! to! prepare! properly! for! the!
effective!delivery!of!the!lesson.!Consistency!is!critical!if!this!methodology!is!to!be!
implemented!successfully! in!a! classroom!discourse.!Celani!had!every! reason! to!
believe!that!his!class!had!improved.!The!excitement!about! learning!to!read!and!
reading! to! learn,! the! active! participation! in! class! and! the! general! competitive!
spirit!in!his!class!were!not!the!characteristics!of!his!preTintervention!class.!There!
has!indeed!been!a!level!of!transformation,!both!in!terms!of!his!learners’!attitude!
and!his!own!willingness! to!deliver!a! successful! lesson!based!on! the!Reading$to$




any! probes.! ! However,! this! has! improved! noticeably,! even! though! the! ANA!




One! of! the! interesting! discoveries! in! the! lesson! observations! of! practitioners!




performance! of! the! two! Intermediate! and! Senior! Phase! teachers! (Celani! and!




this! practice,! simply! do! not! match! their! classroom! performance! as! displayed!




Intermediate! Phase! teachers.! This! is! so,! notwithstanding! the! reality! hinted! at!
earlier!in!the!study,!that!a!Foundation!Phase!practitioner!has!much!less!‘baggage’!
to! deal! with,! with! learners! exposed! to! fewer! years! of! bad! habits! that! the!
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methodology! has! to! assist! them! to! unlearn.! Furthermore,! the! fact! that! Anele’s!
learners! have! limited! texts! to! work! with,! mostly! narrative! as! opposed! to! the!
diversity! of! texts! through! which! her! Grade! 6! colleagues! have! to! help! their!
learners,! places! her! at! an! advantage.! But! it! appears! that! Celani! and! Dumisani!
only! prepare! and! practice! lessons! on! this! methodology! when! a! lesson!
observation!was!to!be!conducted.!If!they!use!the!Reading$to$Learn!methodology!
at!all,!it!probably!does!not!always!include!Joint!Construction.!This!notion!is!based!






intervention! curriculum.! Anele,! for! one,! appeared! to! be! easing! through! the!
methodology,! being! transformed! from! the! practitioner! who! lacked! selfT
confidence!and!direction,!to!almost!an!expert!in!Reading$to$Learn!methodology.!
Celani! continued! to! experiment!with! the!methodology!with!much! less! success!
and! zeal,! compared! to! Anele.! Indications! that! he! and! Dumisani! were! not!
consistent! in! practicing! the! methodology! reflected! not! only! in! their! learners’!
attitudes!but!also!in!their!own!approaches!to!the!methodology.!On!the!extreme!







This! chapter! focused! on! the! 2014! ANA! results! as! the! culmination! of! a!
quantitative! experiment! that! commenced! in! 2012! at! the! study! site.! It! engages!




the! impact! of! the! intervention! on! the! learners’! academic! performance! in! ANA!
before,!during!and!after! its! implementation!at!the!study!site,!as!well!as!how!all!
that! has! been! informed! by! the! nature! of! the! understanding! of! practitioners!
regarding! the! phenomenon! under! study! as! well! as! the! transformation! or!
confirmation!of! those!practitioners’!understanding!of! the!phenomenon!that! the!
study! purports! to! explore.! Therefore,! throughout! this! chapter,! the! aim!was! to!




reasons! for! the!manner! in!which! the! intervention! impacted!on! these! results! in!

















the! teaching! of! reading! and! the! improvement! of! the! academic! performance! of!
learners!in!Literacy!and!Numeracy!in!specific!grades!in!a!rural!school.!To!do!this,!
the! study! employed! the! MixedTMethod! Research! (MMR),! in! particular,! and!
structured! itself! around! the! concurrent! MMR! T! Embedded! Design! that! is!
primarily! suited! for!quantitative! experiments! that! examine!phenomena!before,!
during! and! after! an! intervention.! In! keeping!with! this! Design,! qualitative! data!
was! also! gathered! to! support! and! corroborate! the! quantitative! findings! of! the!
study!that!were!generated!through!ANA!in!the!course!of!the!intervention.!!
!
In! this! instance! the! intervention! was! based! on! Rose’s! Reading$ to$ Learn!
methodology.!It!was!implemented!across!the!school!grades!and!phases!in!all!the!
subjects!offered!at!the!school.!However,!for!purposes!of!the!study,!the!focus!was!
on! Grade! 3! and! Grade! 6.! Since! Rose! belongs! to! the! subversive! branch! of! the!
quadrant! of! Bernstein’s! typology,! the! study! took! on! a! more! interpretivist!
paradigm!and!sought!to!interpret!and!challenge!the!status!quo!in!education.!To!
that! extent,! the! study! was! premised! on! the! linguistic,! social! and! pedagogic!
theories! of! Halliday,! Vygotsky! and! Bernstein,! respectively.! ! These! theories!
cumulatively! inform! Rose’s! methodology,! the! curriculum! intervention! in! this!
study.! ! The! study! thus! builds! on! these! theories! to! examine! this! correlation!
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between! the! teaching! of! reading! and! the! improvement! of! learnerTacademic!
performance! at! a! selected! rural! primary! school,! using! the! results! after! the!
intervention!as!a!measure.!This!final!chapter!thus!presents!a!brief!analysis!of!key!
arguments! that! evolved! in! each! chapter!of! the! thesis!during! the!exploration!of!




8.2( Apposite( arguments( regarding( the( teaching( of( reading( as( a(
phenomenon(
The!focus!of!chapter!1!is!on!providing!the!rationale!for!the!study.!It!outlines!the!
background! and! context! of! the! study! and! explains! the! phenomenon.! To! that!





Literacy! and! Numeracy! as! demonstrated! in! various! local! and! international!
studies.! By! introducing! issues! of! ‘rurality’! and! ‘disadvantage’! as! some! of! the!
critical!factors!in!understanding!the!phenomenon!and!its!impact,!the!researcher!






before! localising! the! issue! and! reviewing! South! African! literature! on! this!
phenomenon.! Clearly! evident! in! this! chapter! is! also! how! diverse! literature!
confirms!that!the!teaching!of!reading!can!be!classified! into!two!broad!theories:!
the! Immersion! Theory! and! the! Direct! Instruction! Approach.! This! is! important!
because! it! provides! the! prospect! of! ‘testing’! a! third! option,! in! this! case! the!
Reading$to$Learn!methodology,!the!intervention!curriculum!at!the!study!site.!It!is!





The! discourse! on! the! infrastructure! for! theorizing! the! research! findings!when!
discussing! the! impact! of! the! intervention! at! the! study! site! is! introduced! in!
chapter!3.!It!makes!available!key!concepts!and!theories!to!better!understand!the!
practices!and!the!understanding!of!the!practitioners.!It! is!argued!in!the!chapter!
how!Rose’s!methodology! is!a!byTproduct!of! the! theories!of!Bernstein,!Vygotsky!
and!Halliday!and!how!Reading$to$Learn!is!a!social!justice!project.!It!is!also!argued!
that! Bernstein’s! Theory! of! Pedagogic! Discourse,! Vygotsky’s! Theory! of! Social!
Learning! and! Halliday’s! SFL! are! better! positioned! to! subvert! the! current!
deadlock! in! education! settings,! particularly! those! that! are! located! in!
underprivileged! communities,! where! many! underprivileged! children! are!
subjected! to! subTstandard! conditions! of! schooling.! It! further! argued! that! this!
combination!of! features! (and! theories)! represented! in!Rose’s!Reading$to$Learn,!
allows!this!methodology!to!prevail!as!a!suitable!construct,!with!a!noble!motive,!






made! for! the! study! and! the! rationale! for! choosing! them! are! scrutinized! in!
Chapter! 4.! To! this! end,! the! mixed! method! is! discussed! as! an! option! and! the!
Embedded!Exploratory!Design!as!a!means!to!understand!the!teaching!of!reading!
as! a! phenomenon! is! considered.! The! relevance! for! choosing! these! options! and!
why! they! are! suitable! for! the! study! are! also! discussed.! In! line! with! the!
conventions! of! Embedded! Designs,! the! focus! remained! on! the! study! as! a!
quantitative! experiment! (ANA! 2012,! 2013! &! 2014)! with! intermittent!
engagement!with!qualitative!data!generated!through!the!practitioners’!trainers’!
interviews,! the! learners’! written! work! and! lesson! observations.! These! are!
inclusive! of! measures! such! as! the! ANA! question! papers,! textTbased! tasks! and!







From! Chapter! 5! to! Chapter! 8! the! study! engages! with! the! research! findings,!





the! study! site.! Based! on! the! findings,! it! is! argued! that! the! practitioners’!
understanding!of!the!teaching!of!reading!is!characterized!and!influenced!in!some!
cases! by! mythical! beliefs,! methodological! conundrums! and! misplaced!
perceptions.! It! is! further!argued!that!these!characteristics!and!influences!result!





interviews! and! the! learners’! written! work,! but! also! provides! a! detailed!
discussion! on! the! ANA! results! for! Grade! 3! and! Grade! 6! in! the! form! of! a!
comparative!analysis!of!the!preTintervention!phase!and!the!‘during!intervention’!
phase.! Crucially,! the! chapter! attempts! to! answer! the! second! critical! research!
question!that!interrogates!whether!the!intervention!confirms!or!transforms!the!
practitioners’! understanding! that! was! discussed! in! Chapter! 5! regarding! the!
teaching!of!reading.!It!is!argued,!for!example,!that!the!intervention!confirms!and!
transforms! some!of! the! fundamental! beliefs,! perceptions! and! attitudes!held!by!
the! practitioners.! Importantly,! based! on! data,! it! is! further! argued! that! the!
academic!performance!of!learners!is!enhanced!as!a!result!of!the!intervention.!It!
is!also!argued!that!the!enhancement!of!performance!is!much!more!pronounced!
in!Grade!3! than! in!Grade!6,!where! learners! (in!Grade!6)!have! to! struggle!with!
entrenched!bad!habits!learned!over!time!compared!to!their!Grade!3!schoolmates.!
In!this!chapter!it!is!also!argued!that!the!slow!improvement!in!Grade!6!may!also!
be!attributable! to! the! fact! that! learners!are!overwhelmed!when!exposed! to! too!
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on! the!data! generated! through!Reading$to$Learn! trainers,! the! learners’!written!
work,! lesson!observations!as!well!as!a!comparative!analysis!of! the!ANA!results!
over! a! period! of! three! years:! before,! during! and! after! the! intervention.! The!
discussion! in! this! chapter! suggests! that,! on! the!whole,! the! intervention! at! the!
study! site! has! contributed! significantly! in! positively! impacting! on! learner!
performance.! The! chapter! reinforces! the! notion! that! there! is! a! gradual!
improvement! of! the! quantity! and! quality! of! results! that! the! learners! have!
continued! to! enjoy! since! 2012! before! the! intervention.! Notwithstanding! some!
inadequacies!and!inaccuracies!relating!to!the!implementation!of!the!intervention!
programme,! the! training! of! practitioners! and! inevitable! staff! movement,! the!
chapter!reveals!that!the!intervention!has!managed!to!rise!above!the!challenges,!
to!achieve!the!kind!of!impact!that!transformed!the!practitioners’!understanding!




Given! the! research! findings! discussed! in! Chapters! 5,! 6! and! 7,! particularly! the!
convergence! that!was! established! in!Chapter!7! regarding! the!understanding!of!
the!phenomenon!of! the! teaching!of! reading!by! the!practitioners,! it! is!clear! that!
this! study! will! have! farTreaching! implications! for! the! Department! of! Basic!





The! study! contends! that! the! understandings! of! the! practitioners! are! often!




on! studies! such! as! this,! to! influence! and! align! the! practitioners’! thinking!
regarding!their!practice!on!the!teaching!of!reading,!if!there!is!to!be!any!hope!of!
transforming!the!discourse!of!academic!performance!that!is!currently!evidenced!
in! schools,! particularly! those! schools! that! are! located! in! underprivileged!
communities.!For!example,!the!fact!that!most!practitioners!in!the!study!still!hold!
the! view! that! the! teaching! of! reading! is! the! exclusive! domain! of! the! language!
teachers,! when! in! fact! most! subjects! deal! with! often! unique! genres! that! are!
particular!to!that!subject!and!whose!reading!is!equally!distinctive!in!line!with!the!
makeTup! of! the! subject,! is! hugely! problematic.! Unless! policy! dictates! that!
teachers!of!all!subjects!ought! to! teach!reading! in! their!respective!subjects!(and!
genres),! content! teachers!will! continue! to! relegate! that! role! to! the! teachers! of!
languages,! thereby!continuing!to!compromise!the!quality!of!results! in! local!and!
international! assessments.!Also,! it! is! perturbing! that! the! teaching! of! reading! is!
limited! to! timetabling! on! specific! days! of! the! week,! often! only! linked! to!
languages.! This! study! thus! advocates! that! the! teaching! of! reading! should! be! a!





regarding! the! manner! in! which! reading! is! taught,! which! presents! another!
methodological! conundrum! for! many! teachers.! There! are! teachers! who,! even!
though! they! acknowledge! the! value! of! the! teaching! of! reading! in! support! of!
academic!excellence!for!their!learners,!are!hardly!able!to!teach!reading!because!
they! have! never! been! exposed! to! any! development! programmes! by! the!
Department! of! Basic! Education! aimed! at! enhancing! that! skill.! Consequently,!
those!teachers!expect!learners!automatically!to!be!able!to!read!independently!at!
certain!stages,!most!notably!at! the!end!of! the! junior!primary!school!phase.!The!
study!reveals!that!this!practice!is!unjust,!and!even!more!so!to!the!disadvantaged!
learners,! for!whom! their! homes!do!not! provide!meaningful! resources! to! assist!
them!to!cope!with! the! task!of! learning! from!reading.!Furthermore,!progressive!






account! the! contextual! factors! of! learners,! result! in! practitioners! placing! the!
blame! on! the! learners! when! they! fail! to! meet! unrealistic! expectations.! For!
example,!a!widely!held!belief!is!that!learners!will!be!better!readers!if!the!school!
is! supplied!with! adequate! reading!material.! It! is! clear! from! the! debate! in! this!
study!that!reading!material!does!not!teach!reading;! teachers!do!this!(and!often!







have! to! prioritise! practitioners! who! practice! in! mostly! underprivileged,! rural!
backgrounds,! offer! a! holistic! pedagogy! and! summarily! deal! with! the!
understandings! of! practitioners! in! a! comprehensive! way,! as! a! fundamental!
guiding! principle! in! terms! of! improving! the! learners’! academic! performance!
across!the!system!of!education.!Rose’s!Reading$to$Learn!methodology!is!a!typical!
example!of! an! approach! that!promises! to! achieve! this,! and! the!performance!of!
the!learners!in!the!Grade!3!and!Grade!6!ANA!in!2013!and!2014!at!the!study!site,!






learner’s! academic! performance! in! Grade! 3! and! Grade! 6! at! the! school,! on! the!
other.! Firstly,! as! a! result! of! this! inquiry,! there! is! a! need! for! further! research!
regarding!measures!to! lay!solid!bases!(or!maybe!even!the!gradual! introduction!
of!other!genres)!in!the!Foundation!Phase,!to!allow!for!a!seamless!transition!into!















Thirdly,! the! study! offers! an! opportunity! to! investigate! the! incidence! of!
affirmation!of!learners!and!how!this!boosts!their!ability!to!increase!competence!
and!improve!academic!performance,!and!how!all!of!this!relates!to!the!affirmation!
that! the! practitioner! himself! or! herself! experiences.! The! Reading$ to$ Learn!
methodology,! because! of! the! scaffolding! interaction! cycle,! promotes! the!
affirming!of!learners.!However,!the!extent!to!which!this!affirmation,!as!necessary!





lesson,!a! trainer!can! intervene!during! the!course!of! the!practitioner’s! lesson! to!
resolve! an! identified! problem,! for! example.! On! the! face! of! it,! it! is! a! useful!









practitioners! and!a! ‘bitterTsweet’! issue! for!many!more.!This! is! understandable.!
Many!teachers!come!from!the!pedagogical!edifice!that!promoted!the!ethos!of!the!
incidental!acquisition!of!reading.!Wherever!reading!was!actively!practiced,!it!was!
a! function! of! language! teachers.! ! Explicit! teaching! of! reading! across! various!
content!areas!has!never!been!a!stimulating!subject!in!education!circles!in!South!
Africa,! more! so! among! teachers! who! taught! in! disadvantaged! communities.!
Teachers! were! imbued! with! notions! that! favoured! progressivist! theories,! and!




Therefore,! there! is!a!compelling!need! for! the! implementation!of! strategies! that!
will! bring! about! a! radical! transformation! of! teachers’! perceptions! of! the!
centrality!of!reading!within!the!education!enterprise.!It!begins!at!the!top!with!the!
authorities! admitting! that! the! current! arrangement,! where! underprivileged!
children!continue!to!suffer!a!double!dose!of!disadvantage!(Bernstein,!1990),!as!
being! both! impoverished! and! illiterate,! is! unsustainable.! They! need! to! make!
resources! available! so! that! readingTorientated! pedagogies! may! flourish! and!
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become! the! norm,! rather! than! the! exception.! Teachers! themselves! need! to!
develop! enthusiasm!and! equip! themselves!with! relevant! skills,! knowledge! and!
techniques! that! will! assist! their! learners,! especially! those! who! depend! on! the!
school!as!the!only!site!of! learning.! !This!will!position!teachers!in!ways!that!will!






result! of! the! research! findings! discussed! in! its! chapters.! What! appears!
incontrovertible!is!the!notion!that!these!conclusions!are!urgent!and!converge!at!
the! nexus! of! the! discourse! on! academic! performance! across! the! education!
continuum.! In! keeping! with! this! thinking,! resolute! inquiry! on! key! aspects! of!
these!notions!needs!to!be!made!with!relentless!and!unremitting!fortitude:!!
• A! theorised! investigation! of! the! understanding! and! differential!
conceptions! on! the! precise! nature! of! reading! and! its! direct! correlation!
with!learning;!!




• Urgent! need! for! a! study! on! 1)! workshops! conducted! for! teachers,! 2)!




• Research! on! fresh! perspectives! on! the! effects! of! rurality! and! language!
acquisition!among!learners!from!underprivileged!communities.!!
!
Whereas! most! studies! have! tended! to! ascribe! the! rural! learner’s!
underperformance! to! poor! language! acquisition! in! particular,! this! study! has!
proven! that! this! is! a! mythical! notion.! With! the! assistance! of! theories! such! as!
those! of! Bernstein,! Vygotsky! and! Halliday,! the! Reading$ to$ Learn! methodology!
was!able!to!help!learners!produce!written!work!of!a!reasonable!standard!despite!
their!marginalised! backgrounds.! ! From! the! research! findings,! it! is! clear! that! a!
critical!inhibiting!factor!in!the!reading!pedagogy!is!the!lack!of!coherence!in!terms!
of!the!messaging!regarding!reading!itself,!as!well!as!what!constitutes!its!teaching!
among! practitioners.! ! Just! as! the! National! Development! Plan! (NDC,! 2012)!
proposes! groundbreaking! innovations! regarding! teacher! capacitation,! among!
other!things,!the!study!itself!offered!similar!consequential!inTservice!training!for!
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BAM:! So! what! involvement! has! the! community,! for! example,! the! parents! had! in! your!
programming!and!delivery!of!Reading!to!Learn?!Do!they!do!follow!up!with!their!children!at!
home?!Are! they! ever! present! in! the! classroom?!Was! there! consultation!on! text! choice! to!
ensure!background!knowledge?!What!would!your!view!be?!
ANELE:! Some!of! the!parents! are! very!helpful.! Some!of! them! they!help!us.!When!you!give!




my!class!because!Grade!2!–! the!children! I!have!now!–!have!been!doing!Grade!2!and! their!
class!teacher!was!also!the!part!of!this!Reading(to(Learn.!So!I!find!it!very!easy!and!interesting.!
BAM:! How! is! Reading( to( Learn! professional! development! organized?! Is! the! professional!






learners! and! learners! enjoy! it.! But! on!my! side! as! a! class! teacher,! I! used! to! do!Reading( to(
Learn!especially!when! I’m! introducing!a! lesson.!For!example,! in!Literacy! if!you! introduce!a!
lesson! you!must! have! an! extract! or! a! story! where! all! your! work! will! come! from! for! that!
whole!lesson.!That!is!where!I!use!Reading(to(Learn.!











BAM:!What! is!your!opinion!of! the!content!of! these!professional!development!workshops?!
What!do!you!think!about!the!content!of!these!workshops?!
ANELE:!I!think!they!are!coming!with!a!lot!to!us!as!educators.!They!are!also!giving!us!a!chance!
to! see!what!you!are!doing! in!a!class.!You! find!yourself!being!proud!of!your!class,! that! the!
learners!can!do!what!you!want!them!to!do!at!that!particular!time.!







ANELE:! In! theory,! yes,! their! theory!develops!us!as!educators! [to! teach]!effectively.!What! I!
think!it!can!be!improved,!maybe,!if!it!is!possible!for!the!facilitators!to!come!maybe!two!times!
in!a!month!to!workshop!us,!it!will!be!easy!for!us!to!get!the!theory!in!the!practice.!
BAM:!What! do! you! think! about! the! professional! development! and! /! or! support! that! has!
been!provided!to!teachers!for!Reading(to(Learn,!generally!–not!yourself!only?!Is!release!time!






BAM:!What! other! professional! development! or! networking! support! have! you! engaged! in!
during! your! implementation! of! Reading( to( Learn?! How! about! other! Reading( to( Learn!
teachers!elsewhere?!
ANELE:! For! now! I! have! networked! with! other! educators,! for! example,! since! we’ve! been!







BAM:! What! criteria! did! you! use! in! choosing! texts! for! study! for! the! Reading( to( Learn!
programme?!
ANELE:! I!don’t!have!any!criteria,! if!anything!that! I!see! it! is!useful! for!my! learners,! I! take! it.!
Even!if! I’m!reading!a!newspaper,!find!that!this!can!be!interesting!to!my!learners,!reading!a!






ANELE:! Yes,! they! are! improving! and! they! are! very! proud.! Those! who! can! read! are! very!
proud,!they!even!want!to!help!those!who!are!lacking.!
BAM:!Do!they!use!skills!learned!even!in!other!subjects!as!well?!
ANELE:! Yes,! we! use! Reading( to( Learn! in! all! our! subjects! because! I’ve! also! attended! the!
workshop! for! Mathematics! and! Reading( to( Learn.! So! I! have! some! ideas! on! how! to!
implement!Reading(to(Learn!in!Mathematics,!Life!Skills,!English!and!Home!Language.!
BAM:! Have! your! learners’! reading! outcomes! improved! since! the! school! started!






IsiZulu!book! they! can! read,!even! these!Grade!6! readers! they! read! them,!Grade!4!Grade!5!




































BAM:! Is! the! principal! and! the! SMT! supportive! of! the!Reading( to( Learn! approach?!Do! you!
think!this!is!an!important!factor!in!successfully!implementing!Reading(to(Learn(either!in!your!
classroom!or!across!the!school?!




ANELE:! The! support!of! the!principal! and! the!SMT!will!help!us! to! continue! to!do! this! thing!
continuously!because!if!they!do!not!support!us!you!will!find!that!I!do!it!here!in!Grade!3!and!
find! that! if! someone! feels! like!not!doing! it! in! the!other!phase,! it!will! be! just! like!we!were!
doing!nothing!here!in!the!Foundation!Phase.!
BAM:!Will!you!continue!with!the!Reading(to(Learn!methodology!even!if!there!is!no!support!





















BAM:!Tell!me!about! the!school.! Is! the!whole!school! involved! in!supporting! the!Reading! to!
Learn! programme?! I’m! talking! about! the! principal! and! other! teachers! who! may! not! be!
implementing!the!programme.!
CELANI:! Yes,! everyone! is! involved! in! this! programme.! The! principal! and! the! teachers! are!
trying!by!all!means!to!implement!this!programme.!




consultation! with! them! with! text! choice! to! ensure! background! knowledge?! What! is! the!
involvement!of!the!community?!
CELANI:!Actually!I!can!say,!the!community!that!we!are!working!in,!they!are!very!poor!and!I!
think! they! are! not! involved! at! all.! They! don’t! do! followJups! even! after! school! hours!with!

























CELANI:! I! think! they! are! very! good! at!what! they! do! and!what! they! are! teaching! us.! Their!
content!is!very!good.!



























BAM:!What! do! you! think! about! the! professional! development! and! /! or! support! that! has!
been! provided! to! teachers! for! Reading! to! Learn?! Is! release! time! provided! for! lesson!
observation,!for!you!to!give!feedback,!for!you!to!plan?!Do!they!give!you!time!to!do!that?!







BAM:!What! other! professional! development! or! networking! support! have! you! engaged! in!





BAM:! What! criteria! do! you! use! in! choosing! texts! for! study! for! the! Reading! to! Learn!
programme?!(Silence)!You’ve!used!the!Learning!to!Read!programme!a!number!of!times,!so!
















CELANI:! The! way! they! raise! up! their! hands,! the! way! they! want! to! answer! me! back,! to!
respond!from!the!text.!Yes,!I!can!say,!definitely!that!they!do!enjoy!it.!
BAM:!Do!they!feel!like!they!are!improving!their!skills?!
CELANI:! In!a!way,! I!can!say!that.!The!way!they!are!doing! it,! they!can! feel! that! this! thing! is!
helping! them!a! lot! to!understand! the!words,! especially! the!difficult!words! that! they!don’t!
understand,!words!of!the!similar!meanings,!all!those!things!like!adjectives,!yes.!That’s!what!I!
can!say,!they!are!improving!a!lot.!


















information! you! need! to! plan! for! followJup!work! for! individuals! needing! extra! attention?!

















to! identify! certain! things,! did! you! share! those! assessments! of! your! learners! with! other!
teachers?!
CELANI:!Yes,!we’ve!got!a!committee!which!does!that.!
BAM:! Is! the! school! using! the! programme,! for! example,! Reading! to! Learn,! to! build! on! the!





























BAM:! Is! there! anything! else! you! would! like! to! add! that! we! may! not! have! talked! about!
regarding!Reading!to!Learn?!








BAM:!What!do!you! think!about! the!Reading! to! Learn!methodology?!Do!you! find! that! it! is!
effective?!If!so,!why?!If!you!don’t!think!so,!why!not?!













DUMISANI:! After! explaining! the! methodology! to! the! parents! at! parents’! meeting,! some!
parents!did!put!more!effort!in!the!learners’!work.!We!saw!that!absenteeism!dropped!a!little!
because! some! wanted! to! know! more! about! what! Reading! to! Learn! entails.! I! think! the!
parents!in!that!way!did!have!support!a!little!bit.!




facilitator! is! away.! I! think! this! year! they! are! more! away! than! the! previous! year.! In! the!









DUMISANI:! For!me,!all! I!need!now! is! just!one! revision! training!and! just!maybe!about! four!





it! [in! their!notes]!whilst! you!are! teaching!different! kinds!of! learners.! Some!understand,! in!
other!words,!some!do!not!understand.!!




DUMISANI:!What!makes!me! feel! so!confident! is! that! I!have!practiced! it!with! the! learners,!
we’ve!done! some! teaching! and!observation!with! the! learners.! Some!grasp! it,! some!don’t.!
but! those! that! do! grasp! the!methodology! I’ve!managed! to! track! them!down! and! observe!
them!as!some!are!away,! they!went! to!study!at!other!schools,! some! I!have!observed!them!
and! I!do!ask!how!are! they!doing!at! the!school! they!are!at! the!moment.!They!say! they!are!
performing!very!well.!
BAM:!What!do!you!think!about!the!professional!development!and!/or!support!that!has!been!






about! to! teach.!You!will! find! that!some!texts!are! too!difficult!and! in!some!text!Reading! to!
Learn!will!work,!in!some!others!it!won’t!work.!Take,!in!particular,!EMS.!For!EMS!it!just!deals!
with!facts.!It!just!says:!this!is!this,!and!this!is!that.!So!Reading!to!Learn!,in!that!way,!it!does!
not! particularly! fit! in! that! way! with! EMS.! But,! in! some! other! learning! areas,! it! does! fit!
because!the!terminology!that!is!used!in!EMS!is!‘commercial’! in!a!sense.!And!you!don’t!find!







BAM:!What! other! professional! development! or! networking! support! have! you! engaged! in!
during! your! implementation! of! Reading! to! Learn?!Are! you! networking!with! anyone! about!
Reading!to!Learn?!
DUMISANI:! I! have! started! networking! with! other! educators.! Like! I! said! in! the! previous!
question,!like!in!EMS!at!the!moment,!I’ve!tried!using!it!but!now!I!find!it!difficult!so!I’ve!tried!
to! network!with! an! teacher! from! our! neighbouring! school,! not! necessarily! on! Reading! to!
Learn!but!on!how!to!teach!the!particular!chapter.!














that! it!goes!handJinJhand!with!the!curriculum.!That! is!where! in!some!other!times!that!you!
will!find!that!you!will!have!difficulty!when!you!try!to!implement!it!using!Reading!to!Learn!or!
in! some! other! times! you! will! have! a! positive! answer! or! positive! outcome! when! you! use!
Reading!to!Learn!just!because!you!have!to!make!sure!that!whatever!text!is!used!is!linked!to!
the!curriculum.!But!so!far,!at!the!moment,!I!am!using!the!methodology!in!Maths,!and!I!am!
trying! it! in! EMS!because! basically! those! are! the! two! subjects! that! I! teach! in! Intermediate!
Phase!and!Senior!Phase!because! I’ve!had!this!training!for!Maths!which! I’ve!seen!that!after!








linkage! that! the! teacher!wrote! this,! so! it!means!what! the! teacher!wrote! is!what! he! said.!
There!is!that!linkage!now.!
BAM:!Do!you!think!your!students!enjoy!the!programme?!
DUMISANI:!Of! course,! they!do!enjoy! the!programme,!especially!when! they!cut!and!paste,!
they! do! enjoy! the! programme.! And! it! helps! in! vocabulary.! They! do! enjoy! the! programme!












and!say:! ‘did!you!recognize!soJandJso!that!he! is!starting!to!perform’?!Then!if! I!had!noticed!
that!particular!learner!I’d!respond!–!‘I!have!seen!that’!because!in!some!instances!there!are!
learners!who!were!having!difficulties! last! year.! But!now! I! have! seen!a!dramatic! change! in!
them.!I!think!it!did!help!in!that!way.!








DUMISANI:!We! do!make! class! activities.! Basically,! I! do! give! them! activities! that! I!will! see!
(hesitation)!according!to!Reading!to!Learn.!I!do!have!activities!that!I!do!give!out!to!learners.!



















us! to! use.! Because! you! are! given! at! the! start! of! the! year! that! these! are! the! assessments!




is! teaching!Grade! 7,! you! assess! this! learner! at!Grade! 6! and! you! identify! something! about!
them;! that!particular!assessment! that!you!have!made,!do!you!share! it!with! the! teacher!at!
Grade!7?!!
DUMISANI:!I!do!share!it!because!that!is!how!I!am!able!to!understand!the!problem!that!the!


















last! year! we! were! implementing! it,! it! was! not! put! down! in! a! timetable.! But! we! were!
implementing! it,! to!say,!we!were!using!some!other!periods!and!say! in!this!period! let’s!use!




BAM:! Do! you! think! that! they! are! supportive! is! an! important! factor! in! successfully!
implementing!Reading!to!Learn?!!
DUMISANI:!It!is!an!important!factor!because!if!the!SMT!does!not!support!the!programme!or!
























DUMISANI:! I! would! ask! the! Department! to! make! sure! that! this! programme,! this!
methodology,! if! they! could!make! sure! that! all! schools! use! it! and!educators.! If!we! can! get!
support!on!that!because!I!do!understand!that!there!are!some!things!that!do!have!to!be!tried!
and! tested! but! trying! this! methodology! now! and! seeing! how! it! is! helping! me! and! my!
learners,! I’d!say!I’d!put!a!stamp!on!the!Department!and!say! let!us!try!this.! I!am!not!shying!










BAM:!What!do!you! think!about! the!Reading! to! Learn!methodology?! Is! it!effective?! If! it! is,!
why!do!you!think!so?!If!it!is!not,!why!not?!








in!what! is! happening.! They! are! even! trying! it! in! their! classes!which,! in! a! long! run,!will! be!
fruitful!when!learners!reach!the!grades!that!are!implementing!it!fully.!
BAM:! What! involvement! has! the! community,! for! example,! the! parents! had! in! your!
programming! and! delivery! of! Reading! to! Learn?! Do! they! follow! up! with! the! learners! at!
home?! Are! they! ever! present! in! your! classrooms?!Was! there! consultation! on! text! choice!
with!them!to!ensure!background!knowledge!etc.?!
BONGANI:! It’s! quite! difficult! to! involve! parents! in! as! far! as! their! children’s! learning! is!
concerned.! They! don’t! want! to! participate! actually.! But! what! happens! is! actually! that!
fortunately!we!are!from!the!same!background!as!this!area,!so!it!helps!us!to!be!able!to!work!





BAM:! How! is! Reading! to! Learn! professional! development! for! teachers! organized?! Is! the!
professional! development! timetabled! and! systematic?! Do! facilitators! provide! ongoing!
support!to!the!school?!!
BONGANI:! Yes.! The! person! that! I! was! working! with,!Mr!Mike! Hart,! he! even! told! us! that!
whenever!we!need!support,!he!gave!us!his!number! that!we!can!phone!him.!Their!work! is!
wellJstructured.!When! they! come!here! they!know!what!exactly! to!do!and! they!give!you!a!










!BONGANI:! Well,! actually! what! I! discovered! when! they! we! talk! of! content! is! that,! for! a!
teacher!to!teach!a!Reading!to!Learn!lesson!you!need!to!be!wellJprepared;!that!is!one!thing!
that!you!need!to!do.!Two,!you!need!to!have!a!lot!of!understanding!in!as!far!as!topic!that!you!
are! going! to! teach! is! concerned.! Basically,! I’m! not! too! sure!whether! I! am! answering! your!
question!correctly!but!basically!what!I!discovered!is!that!the!Reading!to!Learn!programme!is!
more! of! (hesitation),! when! you! teach! Natural! Science,! you! not! teaching! it! alone.! You!
teaching! it! including! Language! including! all! other! subjects,! so! it! integrates! a! lot.! I! think!
Reading!to!Learn!is!the!best.!









BAM:!Did! the!professional!development!workshops! that!we!are! talking!about!help! you! to!
develop!the!knowledge!of!Reading! to!Learn! theory!and!practice! that!you!need!to!perform!
effectively?!




those! lessons!you!end!up! interrupting!other!periods! that!are!coming!after! the!period! that!
you! are! having.! So! that’s! the! only! challenge,! but! otherwise! it! a! good! one,! it’s! a! good!
programme.!
BAM:!How!could!that!be!improved,!do!you!think?!
BONGANI:!Well,! that! could! improve!with! the! arrangements!within! the! school.! The! school!
that! is! implementing! must! have! arrangement! in! as! far! as! the! timetabling! is! concerned!
because! if! you!have! started!with! these! lesson,! you! cannot! stop!because! it! leads! you;! you!
know!that!you!are!doing!step!number!one,!number!two!number!three,!you!cannot!break.!So!
all!we!need!is!as!we!are!doing!here:!whenever!we!are!having!a!Reading!to!Learn!lesson!we!







BONGANI:! Oh! yes.! We! had! time! to! attend! the! workshops! which! were! done! here! in! the!
school,!we!had!time!for!demonstration!lessons,!we!had!time!for!our!lessons!–!to!do!Reading!
to!Learn!lessons!–!and!our!facilitators!observed!us!and!gave!us!feedback.!We!had!time!for!all!






us,! checking! our!work,! giving! us! some! guidelines! here! and! there.!Otherwise! there! are! no!
improvements.!
BAM:!What! other! professional! development! or! networking! support! have! you! engaged! in!
during! your! implementation! of! Reading! to! Learn?! For! example,! with! other! teachers!
elsewhere!who!are!using!Reading!to!Learn.!
BONGANI:! We! happened! to! meet! Nana! from! Pietermaritzburg! and! we! discussed! the!
methodology!because!she!started!implementing!a!long!time!ago.!So,!she!spoke!to!us!about!
the! benefits! of! having! this! programme! in! our! school.! And! when! she! told! us! about! the!









BAM:! What! criteria! did! you! use! in! choosing! texts! for! study! for! the! Reading! to! Learn!
programme?!
BONGANI:!Obviously!when!preparing! the! lesson! you! go! through! the! text,! you! look! at! the!


















so! that! was! the! problem.! But! when! we! started! using! it! they! got! used! to! it;! they! were!
becoming!familiar!with!it,!then!they!even!started!to!enjoy!even!when!Mike!Hart!had!to!teach!
them.! So!when! they!were! doing! the! cutting,! the!mixing! and! the! reordering! of! sentences,!
they!enjoyed!it,!they!enjoyed!it!even!though!they!could!not!understand,!they!were!able!to!










English.!We! taught! something,! it!was! the! same! thing.! It’s! just! that! it! came!out! in!Natural!
Science!and!unfortunately!when! it!came!out! in! the!English! lesson! it!was!different.!So! they!
were!getting!a!bit! of! confusion.! ‘But!Mr!X! told!us! this! and!Mr!Y! is! telling!us! that!now.! So!










other! subjects! –! so! when! they! are! reading! Zulu! with! my! Grade! 4! I! saw! that! there! is!
improvement!when!they!have!to!answer!the!comprehension!passage.!So!they!are!getting!to!










BONGANI:! It! depends.! You! see! in! language! you! assess! different! things.! You! assess! their!
reading,!you!assess!their!understanding,!you!assess!their!pronunciation,!and!other!subjects!
you! check! if! they!mastered! the! content! or! the! concepts! that! you!were! teaching.! So!with!






















to! the! next! grade! do! you! expose! the! teachers! who! are! taking! them! there! to! their!
assessments?!
BONGANI:! Yes.! For! me! it’s! more! of! that! because! I! an! the! HOD.! I! happen! to! look! at! all!
assessments!for!the!whole!school.!But!if!I!may!take!an!example!for!Mathematics,!it’s!me!and!
Mr!Z!who!are!doing!Maths!here.!I’m!doing!Maths!in!Grade!4!and!he!is!doing!Maths!in!Grade!
5.! I!do!Maths! in!Grade!6,!he! is!doing!Maths! in!Grade!7.!So!what!we!do! is,!we! look!at! the!







Learn! approach?! Do! you! think! this! is! an! important! factor! in! successfully! implementing!
Reading!to!Learn!either!in!your!classroom!or!across!the!school?!
BONGANI:! Anyway,! the! SMT! has! no! choice! because! I’m! the! part! of! the! SMT! and! I! am!
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